®l)e (Eltatoorfl) American.
\ bobbcbiptiob pbicb,
I 19 PAID IB *DV*I»CI.

Vot.. LVI

91.00
$1.00.

rum

ybab. t

ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 20.

nuunuinninii,

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

URRILL NATIONAL BAN
ELLSWORTH,

--

ME.

Adinr notice—Est Isaac Partridge.
Eastern Me Railway Co—Annual meeting.
Iti bankruptcy—Est Aldls P Haslam.
Exec notice—Est J Albert Butler.
Union Trnst Co—Notices of foreclosure.
Union Trust Co.
Burrill Nat'l Bank.
O A Parcher—Apothecary.
O W Tapiey—Cottage for rent.
E O Mooiy—Apothecary.
West Trbmont, Mb:
Selectmen of Tremont—Notice.
Nokthkast Harbor, Mb:
Northeast Harbor Steam A Hand Laundry—
Girls wanted.
BaNook, Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Shaw business college.

-

HOW MUCH BETTER
it

I* to

check in paying acIt is* to count out the
check is bound to b©
is a receipt that canuot

os© a

count?* than
cash. Your

right
be

it

and

denied.

OPRBI A CHECKING ACCOUNT
here and disputed payments will
1>© things of the past.
Besides, your
cash is safer here than In
your safe*

In

J12.07, 4.85, f5.89, *6p m.
5.50 Rod 11.07 p m.

12.20,

MAIL CLOSES AT

IDEAL MONEY FOP TRAVELERS.
our

fund* in

Letter* of

any part «»f Hit*

v

4

rid

are o

sored to

holders

(Credit or Travelers’ Cheques of the American

Hauker*' AMociaiioii.

It

with

vitally important to travelers to
hAV*,* their fund* in absolutely safe and secure
form, yet instantly non vert Me into cash; to* Letters of Credit and
Traveiera’ Cheque* we issue satisfy tbeae conditions
ideally,
with lea*t bother or expense.
W me or cult.
i«

John Haney, of Bangor, is visiting his
brother Edward and other relatives in
Ellsworth.

the

Refreshments

Russell

p/**

r-l
■*

UPKIT ■

Ill&lw I

Cottage of
place nn<l

INSURANCE

REAL

—

Hancock

C.W.GRINDAL
'VAT Ml; S

of

Mrs.

its

County

Mrs.

comparisons,
depositors to bring

J)ontPaint

for verification
of AUGUST.

Your

loty

or

on or

sou and nurse, is visiting
Mrs. James E. Parsons.

wife

their
before the fifteenth

Estelle Kenney, who
u

wagon

on

was

Water street

thrown
a

I

The

layers ol Coal Tar Pitch
rolled between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed
'e!t with a top b.ver of real mineral
'natter, form Amalitc Rooting.

TWO
it

Call and
which I

Amatite is

aide prices.

made in convenient rolls
ready to be laid on the roof.

Anyone can do the job.
Free sample and booklet
the asking.

tent

for

am

see

my
at

selling
I

Cadies’
very

suits

and Ladies’
my Children's, Misses’,
coats at cost.

Ask

to see

our

line

10 doz, Kabo and P. N.
sets now

selling

for

59c.,

rine

RELIEVES

COW EASE
CATTLE AND HOUSES

FROM FLIES.
A liquid
preparation, applied with a
sprayer; will not gum the hair or blister
the skin. Cows sprayed regularly through
the summer months
yield 10 to 20 per cent
wore

milk than if Cow
applied.

Ease

was

not

SOLO BY

GEORGE

A.

PARCHER,

PHARMACIST.

A. E. MOORE'S.
CLEARANU SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK
A large number of Geraniums at
5 cents each, while they last.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

FAMILY

28—Am-

REUNIONS.

d&iifTUanrmnv,

of

guest of Senator Hale at “The Pines1’

Saturday,

George
was

one

Washington,
government
natural
cur.

D.

C.

service

course

An
will

of events

follow

of

as

vacancies

hospital

at

Bangor, leaving t he Ferry at about 11
a

met at

Bangor he is scheduled

At

brief

to

dential

oc-

a

few invited

a

guests at

him^but he emo’t jet her”

2/uctor*s™i

PORCH

Bangor house; will be
automobile ride about the city,

luncheon at the

Danvers,

given

an

will

spend the night

Ellsworth, and

for

and will then leave

at

“The Pines”.

SHAPES]

ROY C.

HAINES,
MAINE.

EL1SWORTH,

Through Senator Hale, it is
that

an

people to

opportunity

will

expected
given the
informally at

be

meet the President

Call up Tel. 109-3
r

Hancock

The many friends of Mrs. H. B. Phillips,
of this city, were sorry to hear of the
accident which befell her last week at the

home of her daughter, Mrs. Albert J.
Lord, in Meriden, Conn., where she is
i visiting. Mrs. Phillips fell down two
1
steps in the front of the bouse, and
fractured one hip. She was just getting
I reading to leave for her home here, but
the accident will delay her coming a few
weeks, though her friends are pleased to
know that she is resting comfortably.
Sparks from the chimney set fire to
:
the roof of J. E. Anderson’s blacksmith
Water street yesterday afternoon.
I shop on
The fire was extinguished before much
damage resulted. The fire furnished an
illustration of the promptness with which
the city horses, used on the sprinkling
cart, c in be called into service in case of
fire.
When the alarm was rung, the
sprinkliug cart was coming down Main
street, and was in front of J. P. Eldridge’s
!
( Continued on page 4.)

m

m"

a

hall, after his return from Bangor, probably about 4.30 or 5 p. m.
! there were vocal 90I08 by B. L. PottVr
His Honor, Mayor Hagerthy, interested
and A. Munroe Dorr, reading by Miss for the
people of the city, will, with
i Helen E. Bonsey and selections on Hoy
others, arrange for any necessary details.
C. Haines’ phonograph.
The
In the presidential party are:
Under the new law, Ellsworth’s share ol
and
Mrs.
Master
Charles
President
Taft,
is
the State school money
$7,167.05, against
$3,806.93 last year, an increase of $3,360.12. Taft, Horace D. Taft, Prof, and Mrs. Louis
Ellsworth’s
State tax T. More, Charles D.
By the same token,
Norton, secretary to
this year is $10,669.19, against $6,406.39 last
the President, Assistant-Secretary of the
year, an increase of $>1,262.80. Thus, these
and Mrs. Winthrop, Miss Mabel T.
! two items alone considered, Ellsworth is Navy
Boardman, and Capt. Archibald W. Butt,
on the wrong side of the balance sheet to
the extent of $902.68. There is another U. 8. A., the President’s military aide.
partial offset to this, however, the city
from the State under a new law
( receiving
I if co\«;. iurekigh resigns.
j $260 more for the high school.

|

“She cut

be host of the

will

party and

to make

balcony of the
presi-

from the

address

Bangor house;

the

In the meantime. Dr. Parcher will

remain with the state

Saturday morning the President will

gusta.

28, at

in

On

special train. He will probably
the Ferry by Senator Hale,
Gov. Fernald; ex-Gov.s Cobb, Hill and
Burleigh, and Hon. Byron Boyd, of Au-

health service.

appointment

next

Bangor.

his return from

go to

be

A.

of the

government
hospital and public

on

o’clock in

Possible Candidates, for Congress
Flye from Hancock County.
[From

j

REMEDIES.

Narramissic

—

Wednesday, Aug. 10—Gray family, at
West Sedgwick.
Wednesday, Aug. 24—Hooper family, at
East Franklin.
\

FILLS MAIL ORDERS |

REXALL

28

Tuesday, Wednesday, Sept 27,

Tables were arlanterns.
| lights and
ranged for refreshments, and for the sale
of home-made candy. During the evening

at

Sept.

herst fair.

The lawn party given last Thursday
evening
by Nokomis Rebekah lodge
C. Bellatty,
at
the home of Capt. W.
was
a
on
Laurel street,
delightful
affair. The grounds were gay with colored

AGENCY

PROTECT YOUR COWS.

Wednesday,

grange fair at Orland.

21‘jcrtxniuTitB.

AND PRESCRIPTIONS.

22—

Eden fair.

new

examination

He took the examinations June 20 to

Mrs. Clifford G. Royal was called to liar
by the illness of her
son, Herman 8. Austiu, who underwent an
operation for abcessof the bowels at the

Cor. opp. the Postoffice

Penobscot.

Wednesday, Thursday, Sept. 21,

many who
examination for ma-

ones

took the

He has

t* 1.00 cor-

Ellsworth, Blaine

Wednesday, Sept. 21—Highland grange

Joy

the

l>e in the

to

annual

regular

the few successful

of warranted-to-wear “wunderhose,”

C. W. GRINDAL, Agt.

expects

Dr. George Parcher, son
Parcher and wife, of this city,

Mitchell, who contemplated
moving from Ellsworth to Carmel, has

reason-

also closing out

am

in

location

present
He

of

Charles L.

GREAT BARGAINS MOORE, DRUGGET.

You don't have to eoat it or paint
after ) >u I- v i'. Ir i- there to give

protection uill.out further attention.

County Savings

COUNTY.

fair at North

ment, Augusta, for registering blanks and
circulars of information.

the Portland district.

Hbnk.

28 and

Ellsworth farmers’

candidates for State

John Harrington, who is employed as
line-man by the New England Telephone
& Telegraph Co., has been transferred to

!

Thursday, Sept.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
6, 7, 8 —Bluehill fair.
Thursday, Sept. 15—Alamoosook grange
fair, East Orland.

Main

the south side of

and

club.

re-

soon

Wednesday

29—Annual fair North

by fall.

store

week

Moork, President,

Hancock

Bangor, will

of

on

hall—

few years ago. The store will be
A. Lord, who will move

building.

behalf of the trustees,
A. K.

a

his

from

Books sent by mail should contain full
address for return.
In

Eddy,

freshments.

Mr. Taft will be the

musical program.

a

Fellows

Odd

occupied by John

Harbor this week

This method has proved effective in
Massachusetts and New York, and as a
matter of self-interest all depositors should
comply with this notice promptly.

Joseph’s

Musicale and

Friday evening, July 22, Society

United States is* to be enter-

tained in Ellsworth.

at

whist

party under
management of ladies of St. Joseph’s
society. Tickets, 25 cents, including re—

Dance.

For the second time in history the President of the

Wednesday, July 20,
ball

street, which has been in ruins since the
fire which destroyed the three adjoining

her

stores

its I decided to remain in Ellsworth.
books sold his farm in Carmel.

send in

Fred A.

the

are

therefore ask

do

—

THE

PRESIDENTIAL PARTY.

teachers’ certificates
proving.
will be given Friday, Aug. 26, beginning
Ellsworth friends of Leslie C. Beckw ith at 8 o’clock a. in., at the high school
j
and wife, of Boston, extend congratulabuilding in Ellsworth. Persons desiring
tions on the arrival of a daughter in their to take this examination should apply
home last Saturday.
at once to the State educational depart-

depositors’ pass-books.

The trustees of the above-named bank,
recognizing the advantages resulting from

—

be

will

build the store

Brooklyn, IS. Y.,

ago Sunday, and quite badly hurt, is im-

the verification and

such

Moore,

of

guests for a few weeks of Mrs. Lawrence's
j»areuts, Mr. Justice King and wife.

State of
Maine has recently requested the officers
of each savings bank and trust company of

comparison of

A.

Glen A. Lawrence and

The bank commissioner of the

secure

Hoyt

mother,

out of

the State to

the Barrel

GeorgeS. Foster and two children,
Portland, are visiting Mr. Foster’s

with infant

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Kerosene Oil by

tfALK

SENATOR

cottage at Contention cove last week
for a short stay, left for Boston to-day,
being called home by the death yesterday
of Mrs. Bellatty’s father, Henry A. Franklin, at Roxbury, Mass.

parents, L. D. Foster and wife.

Savings Bank,

KEET

OF

GUEST

their

Mrs.

ElUWORTI
MAINE.

ESTATE.

summer.

Frances CL Leighton, who is employed in Lawrence, Mass., arrived Sunday for a few weeks’ vacation.

8 rooms with firoall conveniences

O. W. TAPLEY.

on

her

Miss

Vicinity

Nornnibegu
Ki'i'i-nioggin lteach.

at

be

BE

WILL MAKE NO ADDRESS

Mrs. Mary Abram, with little daughter
Charles E. Bellatty, wife and two little
Janice, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Rodney
Higgins, in Haliowell.
daughters, and his mother, who arrived at

poatofflee.

I

her vacation at

NEXT

ELLSWORTH

VISIT

served, and homemade candy will be for sale.
Services at the Congregational church
are suspended until the first Sunday in
September-the 4th. The pastor, Rev. R.
B. Mathews, is to preach at the chapel
Ht Hancock Point on July 31, and at
Southwest Harbor on Aug. 21.

Ellsworth.

here for the

Two story bouse, shed and large stable, all
connected with city water and electric lights,
and-bout 1 acre of laud. A bargain o easy

in Ellsworth and

spending

ladies of St.

auspices of the
society. There will

Lydia Higgins and grandson
Higgins, of Hyde Park, Mass., are

Mn.

FOR SALE OR RENT

Properties

is

Mass

ELLSWORTH.

TO

A musicale and whist party will be given
Fellows hall this evening, under

EVENTS

COMING

THE PRESIDENT

July 4,

the

home iu

d complete equipment, and solicits business on the
basis of mutual advantage.
resources ai

SATURDAY.

at Odd

been the

past week.
Miss Etfle Walker, who teaches in Lynn,

C. W. <te K. L. MASON

Other

advantages of its lame experience, stron# associations, ample

condition is considered serious.

Miss Bernice Eldridge
guest of Miss Gertrude Foss in Hancock
has

mile from

n counties, belli# a successor to the First National Hank of EllsIt offers to the public the
worth which was established in 1887.

t

Isabel

Miss Iiosalind Abraham, of Brookline,
Mass., is the guest of Miss Doris Halman.

Real Estate and Insurance

His

L. Elrie Holmes
J. K. Holmes
Arno W. King
Elias P. Lawrence
Alt»ert E Mace
Leonard M. Moore
Frank C Nash
John A. Peters
Won M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P. Spofford
John O. Whitney
O. W. Tapley

For nearly a quarter of a century this bank has occupied a
prominent place in the commercial life of Hancock arid Washing-

Monday

arrived

at Portland, Miss Annie
Roberts, daughter of Dr. Walter H.
Roberts and wife, and a niece of Charles
H. Grindal, of this city, was married to
Edward Walton, of Auburn. They will
reside in Auburn.
On

The O. K. C. club gave a dancing party
Odd Fellows hall last evening.

at

UFAtt;2iM4( did i yen «imJ M«.ha

Maynard Whittaker place. Ellsworth. Maine.
A large _• story house, barn and outbuilding*,
acres of laud. In good repair, about 1
with

daughter Margaret,

a

heat.

ing his vacation iu Ellsworth.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO. BANGOR, ML

FOR SALE

old friends.

short visit with her parents, E. F.
Robinson and wife, before going to Lamoine for the summer.
for

CUSHMAN. Vice President
HIGGINS, Asst Treasurer

DIRECTORS

Mrs. Helen G. Bacon, of New Haven,
Conn., and Mrs. Ethel G. Knox and son
Mrs. A. W. Clark is visiting in WaterFrank, of Naugatuck, Conn., are visiting
viile.
their grandparents, Isaac Jordan
and
Lawrence L. Treworgy, of Bangor, is
wife at their home at Beechland.
home for a vacation.
Hillman B. Heath, of North Ellsworth,
Mrs. Howard H. Hooper, is seriously ill was found unconscious in his hay-field
at her home on Oak street.
last Friday, suffering from a partial stroke
Frank H. Jellison, of Boston, is spend- of paralysis, probably superinduced by TO

■

<d

on

HENRY H.

William F. Campbell
Chandler
Frrd
llen»y W. Cushman
A It re H. CraPtrt e
LuciHus a Emery
.I-*hn R Gralwin
Myer GalH.en
Ilemy
Gray
Kuue e Hale
w. A. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkin*
Harney H. Havey

Mrs. C. S. Bragdon, of Brockton, Mass.,

m.

•Daily, Sundays included.
fTrain stops
Sundays only. ;i>aily except Monday.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

w&^y^*** <4'111111 Yr^-'’
toady

calling

POSTOPFICR.

Going West—10.30 11.50 r m; 2, *5.30, *9 p
Going EAS'r-fl.SO s rn: 4 and 5.30 p m.

F!ENBY W.

MOORE.Treasurer

LEONARD M.

ney,

MAILS RECEIVED.
m;

C PFICIftS
JOHN V PBTKKH. President

Oak street.

W. H. Whitney, son of Gorham Whitformerly of this city, now of Cambridge, Mass., with a friend, Frank C.
Neuner, also of Cambridge, is in the city

effect June 20, 1910.

From Wbst-*«.66 s
From Eamt-11 r m;

ELLSWORTH.

Capital.$100,000
68,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits

Frank E. Moone, who has been working
Ambursen Hyuraulic Construction
Co. in Georgia, arrived home Sunday
evening. He is ill from the effects of sunstroke and malaria.

AT KLL8WORTH POSTOPFICH.

libera! interest on such accounts
on savings.
Write or call for
particulars.

We pay
4 per cent

OF

for the

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

|

UNION TRUST COMPANY

daughter, Helen Lord, were here
Thursday, called by the death of Mrs
Shaw’s stepfather, Henry D. Jordan, of
Surry.
The lawn party given last week by the
Rebekaha proved so delightful, that it has
been decided to give another
early in
August, at tne home of Mrs. J. P. Eldridge
van, and

on

No. 29

f

abbmiKmtnu.

hospital. His friends are pleased to know
the operation was considered successful,
and his condition is reported as satisfactory.
Charles Shaw, and wife, of West Sulli-

NKW AliVKKTfHKMKNT4 THIS WKER

BRTBBID AS 8 BOO I* D GLASS MATTBB
AT THK BLL8WORTH PORTO PFICB.

)
t

1910

^

candidates

Bible

1

event of

j
j
j

!

for

Congressman

for
To let

Congress,
E. C.

in

cancy,

Ellsworth.

the

Harbor,
Deasy
Peters, of Ellsworth, Elmer P.
Spofford, of Deer Isle, Forrest Goodwin
and 8. J. Walton, of
Bkowhegan, and
Judge Augustine Simmons, of North AnThe

Repairing,

Burleigh’s

of Bar

John A.

son.

Day

or

pos-

HAVE ADDED A

worth. Judge Edward E. Chase, of BLue-

hill,

Hour

Main Street,

—

resigning to enter the U. 8. senatorial
are Hannibal E. Hamlin, of EllsB.

by

Automobile Supplies and

contest,

Luere

Car

Touring

Gfobe.]

Augusta, Me., July 18 -Among

|
!

Bos'on

t'ie

Ellsworth Automobile Co.,

GARAGE
to their equipment, and are prepared
to meet all demands for repairing at
short notice.
Skilled machinists;

ample storage room.
Congressman, in case of a vacome
from
Somerset
or
would likely
OPEN EVENINGS

new

Hancock county,

Waldo
have been represented many years, Mr.
Burleigh representing Kennebec for thir-

A

teen years.

Water Street.

as

TILL

10.

Kennebec and

FULL

LINE

OF

Telephone no,

SUPPLIES
Ellsworth.

SDITED BT

IVsysr Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning July 24, 1910.

public
formation and suggestion, a medium fortheln
terchangeof Pleas. In this capacity U solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given u In this respect. Comof
munications must be signed, but the name

tbelr lives and so frequently ponder
upon them that onr minds and souls
are saturated with their very being,
and we are thus Inspired to reach a

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thk Amkkicai*,
TCUs worth. Me.

higher plane of life. If thus living, as
It were, in the minds and thoughts of
men who, however great, are yet with-

I’m Just a little boy; my name
Is Peter Thomas Trot,
But I have found out something
That some bigger folk have not.
I’ve found out why some weather’s
And some is very hot.

life that the world has ever seen.
A life with Christ is not simply a life
that takes Him as an example. This is
so as applied to man. but not as applied to Christ. We actually live with
Christ, and He lives with us. True, it

If

come out on our

back

%

porch,

There are words and numbers on it.
But I can't read all they say.
And a little silver finger
To show just what kind of day;
And when it points to any place.
You have to feel that way.

Sometimes the little finger
Half-way up will stop and cling;
And then the weather’s lovely.
And the birds begin to sing;
And mother puts my straw hat on.

spring.

Now, if I take my hatchet, and
Just give a »Vt e chop.
And cut some of the numbers
From the bottom and the top,
The hottest and the coldest days
Will

surely have

to

stop!

My papa thinks that I have made
A great *dia-cov-er-y,”
And says if Mr. Edison
Should hear about it, he
Would want to go in partnership.
When I’m grown op, with me!
—Pauline France§ Camp »w SI. Xichola*

Magazine.
Dear Mutuals:
Some of you may be interested in the
above
:

discovery.

A card from Dell says:
to have the M. B. reunion

i need only
j

to

“Only too glad
Sept.i. You

on

bring knives and spoons; I

have every other dish; plenty of milk and
butter. My maid-of-all-work hopes they
won’t all stay all night, but there is room
for all who will
thanks. We will
rage this year,

stay, to do so.”

hope

nor

the

Matt lx, 27-31; xl 28-30: Mark x. 46G2; John 11. 1-11; vl. 10-21; xv, 1-14;
Phil, ill, 7-14; II Cor. iv, 1-5; Eph. Hi.
1-10. 14-21; II Tim. iv, 16-18.

placing upon
State the law

will not

the rains hinder

our

j

the

statute

governing

books of the
the

practice of }

of optometry, which has already driven
from Maine a large number of incompetent and irresponsible itinerants. The

RosbdaLB. Wash., June 28, 1910.
law has also raised the standard of comMatin* and if. B. Sister$:
Well, the unexpected has happened. I am petency among the practicing optometAm at Rosedale. five
on the Pacific coast.
rists.
hours* ride by boat from Tacoma. It is a
The program included a practical talk
summer
beautiful
place. I came with a and
interesting demonstration of lensbanker’s family; !came as one of them. We
at the optical rooms of John R.
brought no servant*, but we all do the work grinding
who is the treasurer of the State
together. I have my grandchild with me: she Roche,
board of examiners in optometry. A lechas worked so hard in school to make her
grade she needed a rest, too. Now I want to ture and clinic was conducted by Harry J.
send my sympathy to the family of Mrs. Covelle, of Bangor,.
This was followed
Wyman. Mrs. Wyman gave my sister many by a paper by C. H. Phi I brick, of Boston.
in
her
and
so
happy days
poor, helpless life,
At the business meeting the association
many others of the M. B. sisters did,especially
adopted resolutions endorsing the action
N, who has rheumatism in her hands, yet she
of Columbia university, of New York city,
will try to send her letters to those whom she
thinks she can help. 1 have bad a number of in adding a two-years’course in optomeher lovely letters, and. N, I will answer soon. try to its curriculum. A pleasant relaxaI. too. bad a card from Cuba. Aunt Sue, I will tion from the more serious work of the
send you some cards soon. Received quite a convention was a drive around historic
lot of cards from M. B. sisters and others j East
port, the most easterly city in the
when I bad my arm hurt. Will Mrs. H. send !
United Slates, and a shore dinner.
her address again, as I sent the paper to Mrs. I
In the evening George McL. Presson, of
Burgess and so lost the address. So glad
Farmington, president of the State board
Sister B. is better.
Now. Aunt Madge. I thought of you on my of examiners in optometry and of the
journey out here when the porter came Maine association, delivered an instructhrough the Pullman with an armful of tive illustrated lecture. He was followed
mountain lilies and blue flowers—sort of a ! by F. G. Blanchard, of South bridge. Mass.
bluebell. They were so fragrant and spicy.
The members of the a&sociation from
He said he would get me some next year if I
this section are E. F. Robinson, jr., of
would let him know when 1 would come
Ellsworth; K. C. Williston, Arthur Allenthrough. The mountains were covered with
and H. J. Covelle, of Bangor, and A. I).
them just before we got to the hot springs.
1 must tell you about our summer bouae. It Ralph, of Macbias.
is built just like a bungalow; has one room
in it. Mrs. Scott said, I will give you the
Dairy Schools.
house if you will come v% ith us next year and
Plans are being made by the dairy diyou shall name it what you like, so I call it vision of the department of agriculture
the “Main-stay.'* They thought
that all and the Maine dairymen a association to
right. My birthday comes August 22—a word nold
all-day meetings in each county of
to the wise is sufficient. WiU say
good-by, the State during October or early Novemwith beat wishes for a happy summer.
ber.
Ida Lake DieterLectures and demonstrations will be
Many of us will be glad to remember
given by leading dairymen of the State,
the date of Aug. 22. It is a pleasure to
and it is planned to have exhibits of dairy
hear from you again. The friends on the
products. While it will not be possible to
Pacific coast are kind to remember us
offer any premiums yet, preferences will
when on their summer trips. Here is
be awarded and judging will be carried on
Busan at the shore.
by dairy experts in an educational manHcntikgton Beach, Cal., July 7,1910.
ner.
Mh Dear 4uni Madqe:
Arrangements for holding this meeting
We are here at our summer home again, and
will be made by the corresponding secrewe find the sea breeze just what we need for
tary of the dairymen’s association in each
driving out laziness.
I drove our mare across country forty-fire county.
is
The
Hancock county
miles, leaving Pasadena at 6.30 a. m., arriving
secretary
here at 4 p. m., stopping twice to rest and bate. Norris L. Heath,
of West Penobscot.
The road is very crooked and very rough in
Arfy grange desiring to have this meeting
places. Some of it is oiled turnpike: some held with them should communicate with
short stretches are very dusty. The way took
him at an early date.
me through large ranches, orchards and the
following towns: South Pasadena, Boyle
Pineapple Filling.
Heights, Downy, Artesia, Garden Grove and
To two dessert spoons of juice from can
Westminister.
I enjoyed every foot of the
distance, and neither the mare or I were of pineapple, add one teaspoon lemon juice.

Dear

Aunt

i

i

^

tired out.
We had a fine celebration here the Fourth,
country and city folk making a great crowd
and bathers enjoying the plunge at the new
bath house. Our flag, the stars and stripes,
floated upon the stiff breeze, as did many
from porches of cottages. Then were the fire-

greatest importance.

1

‘•FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS HAVE CURED
ML”
The above is a quotation from a letter
written by H. M. Winkler, Evansville, Ind.
“I contracted a severe case of kidney trouble.
HAY FEVER AMD ASTHMA
My back gave ont and pained me. I seemed
to have lost all strength and ambition;
was
Bring discomfort and misery to many
bothered with dizxy spells, myiiead would people, but
|
Honey and Tar gives ease
swim and specks float before my eyes. I took and comfortFoley's
to the suffering ones. It relieves
Foley Kidney Pills regularly, and am now per- ; the congestion in the head and throat and is
fectly well and feel like a new man. Foley ! soothing and healing. None genuine but
Kidney Pills have cured me.” O. A. Pak- I Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yeiiow package,
i O. A. Pabchkh.

are

The flicker also eats a
great
tbe aeeri« of a conshrubs and nerds
None of the three aperies ia much
given
to eating cultivated fruits or crot».
The
redhead baa been accused of rating the
kinds
of
such
as apples,
larger
fruit,
and
also of taking considerable corn.
The
examinations
stomach
show that to
some
shrubs.

DATBR.

eral

spring.

many small fruits and
siderable nnmber of

The Woodpecker*.

Friday, Aug. 12—Annual field day of
Hancock Pomona grange at Bluebili min-

[By F. E. L. Beal, B. 8., assistant in charge
ecoumic ornithology, biological survey, U. 8department of agriculture.]

_

HAY8IDE,

w

Bayside grange

officer to

see

what

was

the matter.

When

j winged woodpecker,

which

is

and to yearn

for

companionship

rather

1

than food.

thorough search

was made of the
ship, end from truck to keelson she was

A

charges

extent

these

hut tbe

habit ia not prevalent enough to

cause

much

are

substantiated,

damage.

Tbe bird ia quite fond of mast, especially beechnuts, and when these nut,are
plentiful it remains north all winter, instead of migrating, aa ia its usual custom.
Half tbe food of the sapeurkrr. aside from
sap, conaiata of vegetable matter, largely
berries of tbe kinds already mentioned,
and also a quantity of tbe inner bark of
eaten by this
trees, more of which ia
species than by any otber.
Tbe woodpeckers seem the only agents
which can successfully cope with c- rtain
insect enemies of the forests and, to some
extent, with those of fruit trees alao. for
this reason, if for no other, they should
be protected in every possible way.
KIXSWOKTH

MARK KIN.

The quotations below jive the r»ni?o of
retail price* in Ellsworth.
Oo ire try Produce.
Hatter.
Creamery per b.
l>olrT

j

*

oleomargarine.

««S
**>
sn

Bn*.
Freeh laid, per dot
j
Poultry.
Chicken*..
| rowi.

|

| Hex.
Beet loo**, per ton..
j! Baled.

l«f»
1*4528

I straw.
Looee..
‘#11
Baled.....
15
Vegetable*.
10 Onion*, b
Potatoc*, pk
of.gtf
New |H>utoc*. pk
SO Greco pc*#, pk
Ji£io
06 Sweet, pout-» n !>
String bean*. qt
i*
W> Carrot*, huocti
New beet*, bunch
c*
<5
head
It
Lettuce,
C*bba««\
fb
35 Parsnip*. Iti
us
Spinoeb. pk
IS Radishes. bunch
Tomato**, Ifc
Cucumber*, each 0$*06
Pratt.
« 14S
tCflflO Lemon* dot
Grantee, do*
Straw berries, bx l&^IT Pineapple*, each !•
3
10
i> >i;jj
Watermelons,
j Cantalopc,
•#

j

Klee, per b
f«60*
a §29
Vinegar, gal
'KCracked wheat.
.0
Oatmeal, per b
C4
Buckwheat, > kg
»
Graham,
4
Rye meal,
Granulated meal.b U*
Oil—per gal—
«Tl
Linseed,

Cofloe—per b

16035
35
Mocha,
#5
Java,
Tea—per b—
45065
Japan,
90005
Oolong,
Sugar—per b—
Granulated, S*i3|06
06
Yellow, C
Powdered,
06010
Molassea—per gal
S5
Havana,
Wo.

generally

brig drew up alongside the big wind- ( distributed throughout the United States
jammer, none was waiting at the gangway ! from the Atlantic coast to the Kocky moununless the ship’s family of cats be extains. The flickers, while genuine woodcepted. They seemed well fed ^nd happy, j
differ somewhat in habits from
the

Porto Rico.

Meat*

peckers,

Heef.b
Steak,

the rest of the family, snd are frequently
seen searching for food upon the ground.

Kerosenv,

50
and Provision*.
Pork, b.

MfM

IWoat*,

Chop,

Ham,

U«r>
10016
1? 016

Cornea,

3
«»

•<

per

a

Shoulder,
Bacon,

is

2 *30
Tongue*,
downy and hairy woodpeckers,
Salt
Teal:
i}i:
they feed upon wood-boring grub* and
25
*, 20
Lard,
htcak,
in perfect order.
On the mess room
Koaeia.
15016
ants, but the number of ants eaten is much
table lay a pack of cards w here some j
greater than that eaten b> the other two
Lamb,
15030
one
bad been playing Klondike.
Hi* S
C6
Tongue*, each
sparies. Of the flickers’ stomachs exhad
ere
been
it
was
Fresh Ptah.
game
interrupted
} amined, three were completely filled with
half finished.
The fire in the galley [
06 Mackerel, !t
ants. Two of these each contained more Cod,
06
iSgJQ
Haddock,
Salmon, b
•love had burned itself out and the stove
than 3,000 individuals while the third Halibut,
12000
was cold, yet on the stove was a pot op*
rionr, Groin and Peed.
contained fully 5,000. These antn belong
‘•slush,” the sailors’ beef stew, and it had to species which live in the ground. It is Floor—per bbl—
Oaca.ba
50
6 0007 r0 Short*—barf— 14
not yet spoiled.
these insects for which the flicker is !
*;«)
Mix. feed, bait 1
145
Corn.lflObbag
Every sail was furled. The deck was ; searching when it runs about in the grass, Com meal,bag
.1*6
145 Middlings, bag:
143
ship-shape and tidy. In the captain’s although some grasshoppers also are then | Cracked corn,
cabin on a table lay a copy of Coleridge’s taken.
j
A»I» MfcASf MWLAW
WUOHTI
RCOAKDIKO
‘‘Ancient Mariner”, opened, face down as
The bibit of the nicker of pecking holes
A bushel of Liverpool sail •ball weigh <W
if it bad been placed there when the j in
sometimes
Island salt laAli
and
a
bushel
of
Turk'*
his
buildings
greatly annoys
pound*,
reader was called away for a moment. In
human friends. This habit is particularly weigh 7t pound*.
of potatoes
bushel
The
ftumtard
of
a
weight
'
■
the fo’c’sle were an accordion and a banjo
noticeable iu the California species. Ob- in good order ant fit for shipping, l» 60 pound*,
on a table where some musically inclined
servation has shown that ibe object of the of apple*, 44 pound*.
The standard weight of a bosbcl of bear.* in
seaman had left them, and on the samework is to obtain shelter for the winter. good order and 0t for shlpptng, l* flu pounds;
table were the glasses, some still half filled j In the Hast most of the flickers
of
wheat, beet*, rule-bag* turnip* and }•< •.•*•
are migrapouuds, of corn, 56 pound*; of ©two*
with grog.
tory', and only a few remain at the North pounds; of carrot*, Knglish turnip*, rye and
While there were these evidences or ft ; where a
Indian meal. 5C pound*; of parsnips, 4.'' pounds;
shelter is necessary.
These of
barter ami buckwheat, 4S pound** o. oat*
hurried departure, there was not a thing j
generally And a safe retreat in the hollow 82 pound*. or eren measure a* ov agrveu.to show the reason for it or the w ay in tree in which
nested.
they
which the thirty odd men had suddenly
The red-beaded
Koley’* Kidney Remedy will cure anvM c**e
woodpecker is well
tse
wot bey
departed. From the davits swung the known east of the Bocky mountains, but of kidney and bladder trouble
reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
long boats and the captain’s gig, each is rather rare in New Kugland. I'nlike G. A. Paacuna.
stocked with its customary suppy of water j some of the other
species, it prefers fence
With both port and
and bard biscuit.
posts aud telegraph poles to trees as a

containing this mixture over
boiling water. A bowl fitting top of teakettle is best, as the steam is better than
hot water for frosting and fillings. When
juice is warm add confectioner’s sugar
until as thick as cream.
Do not make too
stiff to run from spoon. Take bowl to a
cool place, add quickly a teacup of grated |
or chopped pineapple and spread between I
layers and on top of the cake if desired.

Set the bowl

\

;

reason.

j

j

Many

meeting.

BIBLE REAPINGS.

societies, and will be authoritative. They
will be of interest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational valor to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds is of the

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

—

I’ve watched it every day; it hangs
Always in that same spot;
And when it points to ninety.
Why, the weather’s always hot.
But if it stops at ten or twelve.
Twill freese, as like as not.

And says that it la

reprinted
biologrical survey, department of agriculture,
or by the National Association of Audubon

In some cases
tll(,

injured by being thus punctured
and die in ■ jm or two, but since
com-’
pnretively few are touched, the damage i»
ia not great. It la probable,
moreover
that the bird fully compeuHtea for
toi’
the
insects
it
injury by
consumes.
The vegetable food of wood perk era
is
varied, but conaiata largely of email fruit,
and berriee. The downy and hairy
peckers eat auch frulte aa dogwood and
Virginia creeper, together with the seed*
of poiaon ivy, sumac, and a few
other
treea

476, ELLSWORTH.
met July 13 with a large
Five or six species of woodpeckers are
was worked
familiarly known throughout the eastern
Oronosto, Mo.-" I was simply a ner- attendance. The first degree
I could not walk across on two candidates. After the work and United HtaUs, and in the West are revous wreck.
the Moor without
business, the lecturer, Kthlyin Remick. placed by others of similar habits. Several
my heart Muttering i presented a fine prografn. The contest
remain in the Northern state*
and I could not even closed with the married members way specie*
through the entire year, while others are
receive a letter
ahead of the single members, who will more or less migratory.
Every month 1 had
have to furnish the supper. On account
Farmers are prone to look upon woodsuch a bearing down
sensation, as if the of baying, the supper was postponed for peckers with suspicion. When the birds
lower parts would two weeks.
are seen scrambling over fruit trees and
fall out Lydia E.
pecking holes in the bark, it is concluded
GRRKXWOOD, 363, BA8TBROOK.
rinkham's VegetaCareful obserare doing harm.
Greenwood grange met July 9, with that they
ble Compound has
have noticed that, exceptdone my nerves a : forty-five members and five visitors pres- vers, however,
1
these birds rarely
great deal of good ent. The third and fourth degrees were ing a single species,
on a healthy
and hasalsoreheved conferred on two candidates.
There was leave any conspicuous mark
the tx-aring down. I recommended it also work in the first and second degrees. tree except when it is effected by woodto some friends and two of them have
boring larvm, which are accurately located,
One application waa received.
Mrs.
been greatly benefited by it”
dislodged and devoured by the woodMu Mi Knight, Oronogo, Mo.
pecker.
MAS8APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLQtBILL.
Another tirnteful Woman.
Two of the beat-known woodpeckers,
Massapaqua grange met July 14 with
St. Louis. Mo. —"I was bothered
and the downy
terribly with a female weakness and good attendance. The first and second I the hairy woodpeckertheir
races, range
bad backache, bearing down pains and degrees were conferred on one candidate. | woodpecker, including
pains in lower parts. I began taking At the next meeting, July 21, cake and over the greater part of the United .States.
Lydia E. l’inkham’s Vegetable Com- coffee will be served.
They differ chiefly in size, their colors bepound fegularly and used the Sanative
ing practically the same. The males, like
Wash ana now I iiave no more troubles
those of many other woodpeckers, are disthat way.” —Mrs. At. IIerzoo, 6722
A TALK OK THE SKA.
tinguished
by a scar let patch on the head.
Mo.
St
Louis.
Prescott Are.,
An examination of many stomachs of
Because your case is a difficult one,
Ship, In Perfect Condition, Deserted these two birds shows that from twodoctors having done you no good,
by Kutire Crew.
thirds to three-fourths of the food consists
do not continue to suffer without
The British bark Invernesshire, with a of
insects, chiefly noxious. Wood-boring
giving Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable
Compound a trial. It surely has cured good cargo, sailed away from Hamburg on beetles, both adults and larrss, are conas
inMarch
bound
for
such
Santa
Cal.
cases
of
female
ills,
2,
Kosalina,
many
spicuous, and with them are associated
flammation, nlceration, displacements, With every bit of canvas standing, she many caterpillars, mostly species that
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic crept down around the Spanish coast of
burrow into trees. Next in importance
pains, backache, that bearing-down Africa,
taking advantage of the are the ants that live in decaying wood, all
feeling, indigestion, dizziness, and ner- northeastwhere,
she
crossed
the
Atlantic,
trades,
of which are sought by woodpeckers and
It costa but a trifle
vous prostration.
to try it and the result is worth mil- passing the Cape Verde Islands and Cape eaten in great quantities. Many ants are
St.
on
the
east
coast
of
South
Koque
lions to many suffering women.
particularly harmful to timber, for if they
America.
And a small spot of decay in the vacant
a
careful
was
navigator,
Capt. Kinnon,
works through the day and evening.
Our
burrow of some wood borer, they enlarge
in
command.
He
knew
his
course
and
his
as
Mine as in some
Fourth may not have been
the bole, and as their colony is always on
cities, but. nevertheless, vre came through all ship, and his crew had sailed with him
the increase, continue to eat away the
right, although Doll, our mare, came near and knew him as he knew them aa able wood
until the whole trunk is honeybacking me over an automobile when some and willing. The Invernesshire was spoken
combed. Moreover, these insects are not
bad boys fired crackers right under her nose.
Verde
islands and again off accessible to other
passing Gape
birds, snd could pursue
Svias.
Cape St. Hoque. Gapi. Kinnon reported their career of destruction unmolested
all
well.
This
was
in
May, and it was the were it not for the woodpeckers, whose
Maine Optometrist*.
The Maine association of opticians held the last seen of ^Japt. Kinnon or bis crew. beaks and tongue# are especially fitted for
His
sbip,|in perfect condition, was found digging out and devouring them. It is
its midsummer
meeting at East port,
July 12. The gathering was one of the at anchor west of the Falkland islands in thus evident that woodpeckers arc great
most profitable in the history of the or- S. lat. 52, W. Ion. 59, on June 15, by Capt. conservators of forests. To them, more
ganization. There were members present Mancho, of the Italian steamer Vemia, than to any other agency, we owe the
from all sections of the State, together from Valparaiso de Chili to Naples, but preservation of timber from destructive
from she proved dumb. Capt. Mancho was im- insects.
with oth«r leading optometrists
pressed w ith the quiet on board and, getwithout its borders.
One of the larger woodpeckers familiar
This association was instrumental in ing no reply to his signals, sent the first to everyone is the flicker, or golden-

You’ll see the reason why
Our winters are so very cold,
Our summers hot and dry.
They call it a “ther-mom-e-ter";
It’s on a nail, up high.

is a mystical union, and yet it is no
less a real one. Christ says. Abide In
Me and 1 in you.” Paul In Gal. it 20.
adds, “I am crucified with Christ, and
It Is no longer 1 that live (R. V.). but
Christ liveth in me.” Christ dwelt in

Estimate of Christian Endeavor.
J believe that Christian Endeavor Is
Ihe greatest movement to which Christianity has yet given birth. It stands
for the fullest development of the Individual Christian and for the evan
gelization of the whole world. It has
in it unlimited possibilities. All that
is needed Is that pastors and people
use it In a more thorough manner for
the highest and widest spiritual reIts Ideal is the highest that a
sults.
Christian can conceive of—full surren
der to Christ. Christlikeness of living.
Christ’s zesl for the conquest of the
As a training school for effiworld.
ciency it gives the. pastor an unequaled opportunity to make his work count
both in character development and in
evangelistic results.—Rev. J. Spencer
Toorhees in Evangel.

you’ll

cold,

The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be "printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

good

■ble portion ol iU diet.

Nngt)boro.

Under tbi* bend the Amkrican will from
time to time print short article* relating to
bird*, and especiallr their relation to agricultural interest*. Moat of these articles will be
from leaflets issued by the bureau of

es-

pecially to the granges of Hancock county.

Added to the Long List due
to This Famous Remedy.

TROT.
THE DISCOVERY OF PKTER THOMAS

al frail and weak, how much more we
should reach the high aspiration for
noble lives if we live with Jesus Christ,
the only perfect pattern of a human

Training Its Mission.
Rev. Dr. Francis E. Clark In an address at the St. Paul Christian Endeavor convention said:
The mission of the Christian Endeavor society is as plain us the sun
in the noonday heavens. It was written in its first constitution, and it has
been acknowledged by the churches
throughout the world. That mission Is
to be the training school of the church.
This training is along four great lines;
they might be called the “four major
courses” of Christian Endeavor;
First.—The expression of the Christian life In deeds.
Second.—Its expression in words.
Third.—Its expression in loyalty.
Fourth.—Its expression in fellowship.
The boy who goes to college indicates his desire for an education. The
courses that he takes largely determine his future life. The boy who
joins the Christian Endeavor society
indicates his desire for a practical
Christian education, and the thoroughness with which he takes its courses
will largely determine his usefulness
In the kingdom of God.
All these
courses in our Christian Endeavor college in the nature of the case and by
reason of the constitution and requirements of the human soul are compulsory because necessary for the building up of a fully rounded, symmetrical
Christian character. None of them is
optional. The first course, the expression of the Christian life in deeds,
finds its class rooms in our many com
mlttees; the second, expression in
words, is taught in our prayer meeting: the third, the expression of the
Christian life in loyalty, is learned in
all the multifarious services for the
church, and the fourth, the expression
of the Christian life in fellowship. Is
taught in the ten thousand Christian
Endeavor conventions and union meetings held every year throughout the
world.

MORE
PINKBAM
CURES

The purpose** of this column are succinctly
stated ;u ihe title and motto—ills for the mutual
benefit, anti altos t*» he helpful and hopeful
com
Being f<«r the common good. It is far the
icon use—a
servant, a purveyor of In

many cases by taking as our examples
We study
the lives of great men.
them, catch the spirit that actuated

him. What Christ wanted Paul wanted. Paul bad so surrendered himself to
Christ that Christ actually lived In
him, and Paul s'mply became a channel through which Christ did Ills own
will. A visitor once knocked at the
door of an aged saintly hermit, asklive here?” The
ing, “Does Mr.
answer came back, “No; Jesus Christ
lives here." Would that we could all
so live with Christ that we could say
with such assurance that Christ lives
In us.
The life lived with Christ Is begun
by faith. Paul continued his statement
by adding. “And the life which 1 now
live In the flesh 1 live by the faith of
the Son of God. who loved me and
gave Himself for me.” The death of
Christ revealed to Paul inspired faith
in him, and by that faith Christ lived
in Paul and ruled aud directed his life.
For the Ephesians Paul prayed that
Christ might “dwell in their hearts by
Life with Christ begun in
faith."
faith continues in prayer and service
and the study of His word. In prayer
In the Bible He
we talk to Christ
talks to us. Thus we live in communication with Him. In serving Him we
live with Him in that we do what He
wants us to do.
Life with Christ helps us to overcome sin, to bear fruit for God. Greater still, if we live with Christ here,
bearing His cross and denying ourselves for His sake, we shall live with
Him In glory and. having suffered
with Him, shall also relgu with Him.

Thin column is devoted to the Orange,

“AIWI MADQB”.

"Helpful and Hopeful.”

[t» Motto:

Topic.—A life lived with Christ.—Gal. 11.
10; 1 John v. i-li Edited by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
It should be the aspiration of every
human being to live the highest life
This is made possible in
possible.

Bird

among the Grangers:

aWirrttKmnu*,

lilutnal Scnetit (fioiamn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Like the

j

1

anchors

starboard

bolding

fast

in

ten

fathoms, twelve miles to the west of the
southern port of West Falkland island, the

foragjug

ground.

Its

attrriisrmmtft,

food, therefore,

naturally differs from that of the
species, and consists largely

preceding
of adult

Are You Proud of
■-Your Bread?-!

peacefully in the calm sea, beetles and waspa, which it
frequently
technically a derelict, yet in perfect captures on the wing, after the fashion of
condition.
flycatchers. Grasshoppers also form an
Proceeding to Port Stanley in East important part of the food. The redhead
Falkland island, tugs were dispatched to has a
peculiar habit of selecting very large
the
Invernesshire
by Capt. Mancho. beetles, as shown by the presence of
fragThither she was taken, and there she now- ments of several of the
largest species in
lies, safe and sound in hull and cargo, the stomachs examined.
Among the
awaiting the pleasure of her owners, T. beetles were
quite a number of predaceous
Law & Co., of Glasgow-.
ground species aud some-Tiger beetles,
bark

rode

But what became of her

crew*

and her

which

are

useful insects.

Have you a reputation as a
cake maker—is your pastry
yout pride ?
Then you are the woman
who will appreciate William

The redhead has

not have been
at

least

one

an

a

mystery.

epidemic

dead

mained to tell the
dived overboard in

man

of

It could

sickness,

would

have

for
re-

story unless he had

desperation.

“I hear' doctor, that my friend Brown,
whom you have been treating so long for
liver trouble, has died of stomach trouble,
aaid

one

of

the

physician’s

patients.

“Don’t you believe all you hear,” replied
the doctor. “When I treat a man for

liver trouble, he dies of liver trouble.”

Soreness of the

muscles,

whether

by violent exercise or injury,
quickly relieved by the free application

the habit

exceptional.
was to speak of the smaller
woodpeckers as '‘sapsuckers,” under the
belief that they drilled holes in IreeB for
the purpose of drinking the sap and eating the inner bark. Close observation,
however, fastened this habit upon only
one species
the yellow-bellied
woodThis bird was
pecker, or sapsucker
shown to be guilty of pecking holes in the

inis
o!

Chamberlau^s Liniment. This liniment
is equally valuable for muscular rheumatism, and always affords quick relief.
Sold by all dealers.

William Tell
Flour

is

The custom

'

goes farther
than most
flOUiS—
it is also

—

various forest trees, and sometimes
apple trees, and of drinking the
sap when the pits became tilled. It has
been proved, however, that besides
taking
the sap the bird captures large uumbers of
insects which are attracted by the sweet
fluid, and that these form a very considerbark of

“Father,” said little Rolo, “was Bolomon really the wisest
man!” “I don’t
know-, my son. You see, his political
power w as so great that when he claimed
to be the wisest man nobody had the
nerve to contradict him.”

duced

little evidence to subcharge, it is probable that

stomachs showed
stantiate this

in that of

R

Tell Flour.
One baking day
will convince you that no expert cook can afford to waste
her skill on ordinary flours.

skipper, Capt. Kinnon, none can explain. been accused of robbing the nests of other
Why he deserted her there, within sight birds, and cf peckiug out the brains of
of land, close to Cape Morn, midwinter
young birds and poultry; but as the
though it was, is also
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up all the arms, then aroused the

nam-

the administra-

Adj.-Uen. Karnbain, for safety,
that they might be preserved for all time.
The story of the Spurling fighting
qualities starts away back in the year
to say,

is

preserved

the records which

to

us

begin

at that

January 31, that year, the
.Maine schooner Cashier, under command
of Capt. Samuel Spurling, was off the port
of Trinidad de Cuba. It does not appear
from the records available at this time
whether she was homeward bound or was
sailing into tbe Cuban port. It ia, however, sufficient for the purposes of this
day to know that the staunch vessel,
under command of a brave nun and
manned by a courageous crew, was sailing the Spanish main on that day. One of
the many buccaneers who infested the
waters of the gulf in those days came
The Cashier
along in search of prey.
looked inviting, and the pirate bore dawn

Capt. Spurling made

no

haste to

run.

He cleared the decks for action, armed
for battle.
Increw Jlnd prepared
bloodless victory, tbe pirate
st, ad of a
gets red-hot reception, which ended in
a terrible beating and the retreat of the
pirate crew. That this light of tbe Yank-iee skipper and bis men saved tbe shipping in the harbor was the honest belief
of the people of Trinidad de Cuba, and
to show their appreciation they prehis

captain the splendid
)Mir of dueling pistols.

sented
and

the

On the silver hilt

sword

Presented to (.'apt. Samuel 8purling. of the schooner Cashier, of
Cranberry Island, State of Maine,
by the American merchants at
Trinidad de Cuba, in testimony of
the high opinion they entertain of
his gallantry and good conduct In
repelling and defeating a piratical
vessel off (fee harbor of Trinidad on
the 21st Jan., 1823, thereby not only
preserving his own vessel, but that
of several of his countrymen.

The
the

the retreat and endeavor-

same inscription appears upon the
plate in the top of the box holding

dueling pistols.

The hilt of the weapon is of heavy siland ivory, while the blade was made
by the famous Italian swordmalter, Andria Faerara in 1486. The blades of this
maker have been famous for
centuries,

his

men

laid in w'ait in the

hedge

around

a

mansion all night waiting the
arrival of a party of Confederate officers,
whom

a

work of art.

•*•••'

The compartments of the box
pr case hold,1
®uUKly fitted beside the pistols, a jointed
wipiug rod with assorted heads and brashes,
®
driving rod, powder flask, bullet mold,
•bony.bandied screw-driver and picker,queer i
P«wter oiler,
spare flints and supply of
uliets. The
original cost of this set was j
probably thirty guineas, or about $200."

®P*aking of the accuracy
w®apona, Mr. Sawyer says:

of

such

courses

At one time, with a
detachment, he
traveled 125 miles through the enemy’s

country, captured fifteen rebel soldiers,
forty-six horses and mules, four wagons

thirty male negroes, all of which he
brought back into the camp.
During the campaign against Mobile in
1865, Col. Sparling (he was then lieutenant-colonel of his regiment) captured a
staff officer
Lieut.
Watts, of Gen.

and

souid put three consecutive shots within a
*
ree-iuch circle. Better shooting could be
one at shorter
range. Approximately speakng. it* error increased with the
square of the

totally non-astringent

few weeks.

are over

Edward Rhoades, of Lynn, Mass., aged
agricul- twenty-one, was drowned at Harps well
14,000.
Sunday, a few hours after his arrival for

and swine will

year

be

tr renounced

private

cattle have

Clicquot Club Is made from the finest ginger foot red pepper),
the best confectioner’s
sugar (not saccharine, Drown sugar or
molasses), with a dash of lime9 and lemons. It is perfectly manufactured and carbonated; combined in a way that removes astringency; and blended with Clicquot Spring
water, the finest ginger ale water in the
world.
A#k roar trocar—any trocar—for Cttcqaot
Gintor Ale: and remember that there
also Clicquot Club Sarsaparilla, Root
Beer, Birch Beer, Blood Orange and L
Soda-all equally delicioau and pare.
Club
are

THE CLICQUOT CLUB CO.

Millis,

agriculture and twenty-six
special elementary agricultural

in
or

schools.
“The Norman education association has
organized a department ot rural and agri| cultural education, and has a standing
I committee investigating the desirability
and feasibility of teaching agriculture in
| rural schools. The constitution of the
j new state of Oklahoma requires the teachi ing of agriculture in all its public schools,

of

Sign Remind You

Powers, formerly principal

the Gardiner high school and

now su-

perintendent of schools at Easton and
Fort Fairfleld, will be the principal of the

OF TIIE ERRAND YOU FORGOT TO EXECUTE,

normal school at Machias. Mr. Powgraduated from Bates college in
1888, being called soon after to the high
school in Fort Fairfield. In 1902 he took
the principalship of the high school in
Gardiner, where he remained until 1908.
For twelve years Mr. Powers has been a
lecturer in the Maine summer schools on
new

was

ers

:

j

and

the range record for 800 yards in the annual New England Interstate rifie com-

petition the
consecutive

half of these

institutions

now

offer train-

one

either

as a

business

or a

form of

rec-

ing courses for teachers of agriculture, reation.
Nevertheless, there are in New York
ranging from summer courses of a few
weeks to regular four-year courses with ! several men who devote a part of their time
additional graduate work.
| to this occupation, rounding up in the
“This department has aided materially course of a season some 20,000,000 of these
in promoting the rapid development of insects. Nor is th-ir work profitless, for
agricultural education in the different there is a steady demand for their catch.
The mosquitoes are taken in nets but not
states and territories. In this work the
department has been represented primari- of course one at a time as are butterflies;
ly by the office of experiny»nt stations, nor are they captured when full grqjrn.
but all of the other bureaus and divisions They are taken in what is known as the
have aided in the work through their in- wriggler stage, just before they are ready
vestigations aud through active co-opera- to fly, and are dipped up in cheese cloth
tion with the educational agencies in the
different states and territories.
“The weather bureau is endeavoring to

ready

way out of the

for your firm

or

OF THE ENGAGEMENT for which you have been delayed and of the quickest way of explaining your
inability to meet it.
OF

THE

make, through forgetfulness.

failed to
Of

PROMISED TO MAKE, but

CALL -VOU

hundred ways in which, to use a quaint phrase, you
may “Lkt Youh Head Save Your Heels”.

a

I

REMEMBER: The sign indicates the presence
of

a

Pay

Station.

I ROM ANY

PAY STATION you may talk, at a reasoncharge, TO ANY* OF 320,000 TELEPHONES
connected with the New England Telephone and
able

Telegraph Company’s system
New England states.

the

great

Bell

system.

NEW

ENGLAND

Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Clarion Ranges

nets, several thousands at a time from the
surface of nearby stagnant pools where

they breed.
They are taken, not because of any
eradicating the superstitions everywhere
prevailing with regard to the value, but because they furnish a natural
weather, and with this object in view supply of the most desirable sort for the
encourages its officials to give popular fish which are raised at the New York
Trout especially thrive on
lectures, aud when practicable to offer aquarium.
systematic courses of instruction. Dur- them, and it is for this reason that it is
ing the last year numerous courses for the necessary for aquarium employees to go out
benefit of high schools have tieen given to catch a mess of mosquitoes for the fish.
After the mosquitoes are dipped up they
and regular
courses
of instruction at
agricultural colleges and other collegiate have to be washed free from mud and sepainstitutions have

been

offered

in

Cali-

forina, Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland,
day, scoring thirty-one Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
bulls-eyes.
Ohio, Vermont, Washington and Wiscon-

rated

from

placed

in

each.

The

other

cans

worst

affair from the

larvae

before

hold about

being
150,000

aspect of the

whole

which

viewpoint of

in the four northern

ALSO WITH TELEPHONES IN 30,000 CITIES AND
LOW NS connected with the Long Distance lines of

are

aid in

same

difficulty.

for your home.

distinctly dif-

ferent.

Investigate
they
planned,

>way

the
are

the
smoothness of surface, the accurate
fitting up. Above
all investigate the
Clarion record.

the average

sin.”
citizen, however, is that the gobbling up
eloquent young divine, and
THE HOME CLARION
of 20,000,000 of these insects each sumof
the
the
selfLhness
mother
picturing
Tommy’s
Why aren’t you a mer seems to work no decrease in the
brute man in spending his evenings at the good boy, like Willie Jones? Tommy— visible
MTA,5&SHEO WOOD &
supply.
club* leaving his wife in loneliness at Huhl Its easy enough for him to be good;
J. P. ELDRIDGE,
home. Fervidly he exclaimed. “Think, he’s sick most of the time.
Why He Looked That Way.
my hearers, think of the poor lonely wife
A Northern naan visiting in a Southern
Mrs. Noobride —Yes, dear, 1 was married
all alone in the
house, rockHe

he

was an

was

I

functions,

!

bath,
productive industry.
“Partly as a result of this remarkable face in the water, became frightened and
did
not
know
what to do.
growth of sentiment in favor of secondary |
and elementary instruction in
agriculture
in public schools, and
Demand for Mosquitoes,
partly in response
While millions of people devote more or
to the stimulus given
by the Nelson
amendment allowing the land grant col- les9 of their energy during certain months
leges to devote a part of their increased of the year to killing mosquitoes, the idea
federal aid to the special preparation of of catching them alive and that by the
instructors for teaching the elements of million, is an undertaking which it would
agriculture and the mechanic arts, about seem is hardly calculated to appeal to any-

a

OF TIIE ORDER YOU WERE ASKED TO DELIVER

baby

|

Man,

Let the “Blue Bell”

transported to

been carried both ways free.

William L.

Kloek-o Club)

GINGER ALE

|

When the stomach fails to perform its

•»

U was natural that the sou of
thia old
**te of Maine aea
captain, who feared not
lhe
cut-throats sailing the Uulf of Mexico
dnder the black
flag of piracy, should beCOrne one °* the
Are-eaters of the Civil war

there

a

!
Clinton's staff—and two of his men. Col.
and the legislature of the state has proornithology, botany, grammar, geography,
I Spurling had advanced to his picket line vided for four state normal
with
schools,
American history and natural study.
I at night, when he heard voices approach- j
of agriculture, and an agridepartments
|
the
sixteen-months-old
Catherine,
J ing. Proceeding some distance, he be- j cultural high school in each judicial disof
Dan Dellea and wife, ol
I came convinced that the men approaching trict of the state. The
legislature of Vir- ; daughter
were Confederates, so crouching down in
was drowned Saturday night
South
j ginia has appropriated #20,000 for instruc- in a tubParis,
the bushes he permitted the three men to
containing about three inches ol
tion in agriculture, home economies and
water. Mrs. Dellea, using an ordinary
pass when, stepping into the path, he demechanic arts in ten district agricultural
manded their surrender.
wash tub, had just bathed two of the
high schools, and Michigan and Missis“Who are you?” asked the officer.
and the boy of five had just beer
sippi have made provisions for county | children,
“A live Yankee,’’ was the answer as
! put into the tub. The baby was playing
agricultural high schools.
Spurling opened fire. He wounded two
“In thirteen states the teaching of agri- on the floor. Leaving the boy to wast
of them and captured the entire party.
himself, the mother went to take ir
culture
in the rural schools is now reFor this act of bravery, he was highly |
clothes. In a few moments she heard the
is
It
aired
law.
encouraged by state
by
jq
as if frightened
complimented.
and county school officers, and taught in five-year-old boy crying
Such are the
men
who owned the
Mrs. Dellea ran into the house. The babj
some of the rural schools of
thirty-one
|
was lying face down in the tub.
A phyweapons which to-day haw a place of other states and
territories. Forty-four
honor in the adjutant-gex&grars office at
sician was called at once, but when
states and outlying possessions,
are
then,
Augusta, atid this story by no means exmaking some effort to teach their youth reached there the child was dead. The
hausts the acts of bravery by Gen. Spurlolder children had attempted to give the
the underlying principles of our
greatest
ing during the years of conflict.
her
and when she fell on hei

‘Although everything known wm done to
great dreary
aQ instrument of
precision, it was
the cradle of her sleeping babe with
being such. Twenty yards was ing
a
one foot, and wiping away her tears with
ot its limit of
effectiveness; duels were
commonly fought at ten yards; at that the other!’’ And his hearers tried to
distance
the pistol, if
correctly held, think of it.
it
jnakefrom

distance

4,000 students
now

boat within

same

agriculture. There are sixteen institutions offering correspondence and reading

they captured.

about two pounds each, are muzzle load- nearly doubled the world’s record for
ing and flint lock. They are enclosed in a 500 yards.
handsome mahogany aatin-lined case.
i He scored 116 consecutive bulls-eyes,
1
In connection with these
pistols, the the world’s record, held by Capt. Stephen
following extracts from ‘‘Firearms in W. Wise, inspector of small arms pracAmerican History”, by Charles Winthrop tice of the 6th Mas9., being sixty conSawyer, indicate that these weapons were secutive bulls-eyes.
There were few persons at the range
probably made between the years 1730 and
1790, for in describing a brace which appear at the time. Corporal Scofield having
to be identical these he
been generally counted out of it when Prisays:
vate Charles Van Atnburg, of Co. B., 2d
“la regard to the set illustrated, each is
fifteeu
inches
long, is 9-16 of an inch Mass., of Springfield, had rung up fiftysmooth bore, using twenty-six round balls to one consecutive bulls-eyes in the Me*
the pound, and has a ten-inch
octagonal bar- Lane match, in which the two were shootrel finished in the
pium brown popular at ing.
that time, and
showing the figure of the twist.
When Corp. Scofield had made his
The fore and rear
sights are cut fine; forty-ninth buils-eye he was seized with a
Ihf mountings are of
steel, polished, blued
cramp in his leg and had to be assisted to
ami engraved. The
high grade of the arm is
to his feet, but continued to shoot until
made plain by its lock of the utmost
elegance
of form and
perfection of finish, with such re- he had scored fifty-two, one more than
finements of safety catch, rainwater drains, his rival.
adjustable hair-trigger; thick and wide gold
He was about to leave the line, but
bushing to the touch-hole, gold bands inlaid bis friends urged him to continue, and
in the barrel and
gold name-plate; removable he did, missing the center by a narrow
*crew plug
opposite touch-hole for insertion
margin on his 117th shot.
of powder when bullet is
carelessly seated
Marksmen consider the
exhibition
without it; the wood of hard close-grained
Circassian walnut figured and finished like given by Scofield as a most remarkable
rose wood;
checkered grip, elegant ramrods one, and one which they declare they
lipped with ivory and steel, the whole making never expect to see duplicated.
*
weapon not merely of utmost serviceability
Gunner Sergeant Francis Wahlstrom,
for it» purpose, but at the same time
of such of the United States marine corps, broke
to be

courses;

§61,-

pi

Then there

preparing young people to teach ana from the several State fairs free.
agriculture, and, on our lists, over 250 For many years exhibitors of these two
public and private high schools and kinds of live stock have been obliged to
academies giving some instruction in pay charges one way, while horses and

southern

frequent mention it made of them
Remarkable Marksmanship.
throughout Scott’s novels.
The pistols arc splendid
In a phenomenal exhibition of marksexamples of
the dueling
weapon of that period and are manship at the Bay State range at Wakegold mounted and very heavy. Their field, Mass., recently, Corporal Perry B.
calibre i§ about fifty-six and
they weigh Scofield, of Co. £, 5th Mass., of Medford,

as

less than

then valued at

schools

and

taste

were

tural

was

f106,000,000.

it is

|

ver

Rood

now

agriculture, 115 state and county normal

be, but there be had plenty of
opportunity to display his dashing
bravery. On one occasion he and three of

—

of the sword is this

inscription.

silver

these institutions

000,000;

it would

:

epon her.

ginger

THEREsting

Capt. Spurling found himself surrounded
“Ninety of the graduates of these his summer vacation. He dove from a
by the enemy. Dismounting Rebind a courses in 1907
accepted positions in the pier and did not rise to the surface.
haystack, he brought his carbine into
and
experiment
use.
He was a dead shot, and the rapid- agricultural colleges
Dr. Horace F. Hanson, one of Bangor's
stations, or in this department, at salaoldest physicians, died Sunday, aged
ity and accuracy of his fire was sufficient
ries ranging from §500 to §1,700, and
to throw’ his enemies back.
Taking
seventy-three years. He was a veteran of
averaging §948.66. It is stated by presi
the Civil war. He had practiced in Banadvantage of their monentarv demoraldents of the agricultural and mechanical
ization, he sprang upon his horse and
gor thirty-seven years, and had been U.
that of late the graduates of
colleges
dashed toward his regiment. Recovering
S. pension examiner since 1889.
courses
find remunerative
agricultural
themselves, the rebels sent a shower pi
While boating Sunday with two commuch more readily than the
employment
bullets after him.
panions on Silver lake, near Rum ford
graduates from engineering courses.
He was in the battle of Brandy station,
“But the most rapid progress has been Fails, Edward Oaseonguay, of that town,
and received a bullet through the thigh.
made in the Held of secondary and ele- was drowned when the craft capsized.
This was not sufficient to keep him out of
In Oaseonguay was about. thirty-eight years
mentary education in agriculture.
service for a great length of time, for
1897 Minnesota had the only state agricul- ; old, and leaves a widow and six children.
twelve days later he was in a fight at
tural high school, and Alabama has just \
The upper floors of the three-story Lane
Upperville and m a hand-to-hand en- made provision for the last of it nine dis- block, at Danforth, were
gutted by Are
received
a
severe
sabre
cut
gagement,
upon trict
agricultural schools. The teaching last Wednesday. Total loss, $15,000.
the right hand,
of the block,
of agriculture in the public elementary ! George E. Lane, owner
When the pecond Maine cavalry was beschools was scarcely thought of. To-day suffered a loss of about $7,000 on his
asked
be
ing organized, Capt. Spurting
to
there are Hfteen agricultural high schools | building and the stock of bis general
assigned to it. Hia request was granted, of the
Minnesota type and forty other store; D. S. Ureen & Bro., clothiers, had a
and be was with that organization for the
1
agricultural high schools receiving state loss of |8,000.
remainder of the conttect. The second
aid, sixteen privately endowed colleges !
Announcement has recently been made
was sent to Louisiana and not to the army
and high schools giving instruction in
j by the Maine Central railroad that this
of the Potomac, as Spurting much hoped

of

have been
On
time.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOO
A Mystery.
mother was a little girl, did she nae to tell
A little boy wag often whipped by his liesT”
Stella, aged thirteen years, daughter of
“No, my son,” replied the father.
Modern Facilities Turn Out Much Fred Moffatt, of Calais, was drowned father for lying. He usually took it as a
matter of course, but on one occasion it “When your mother was a little girl she
Better Equipped Men.
Thursday while bathing In the St. Croix
seeinea to excite him to reflection.
After did not tell liee. But why do you ask me
Dick J. Crosby, specialist in the depart* river.
it was all over he stood before his father these questio ns?”
meet of agricultural education in the deof
H.
A.
entered
the
store
Burglars
in a thoughtful way, which attracted that
“Well,” said the little fellow, drawing a
partment of agriculture, has just con- Sawyer, at Fort Kent, one night last week,
long sigh, “it is the most mysterious thing
worthy’s attention.
cluded his study of the advance of agricul- and
of
with
about
worth
got away
$2,500
“My son,” said the father, “what are in the world to me that a father who never
tural education in the United States in
jewelery.
told lies when he was a little boy and a
you thinking about?”
the last eleven years.
He is convinced
mother who never told lies when she was
Sudworth Stabler, aged niue years, of
“Father,” said the son, “when you was a little girl could have a boy that tells as
that no nation has ever made such progI
Dover, died last Wednesday of lock-jaw a little hoy, did you used to tell lies?”
many as I do.”
ress, and in a report to the secretary of
resulting from a wound from a toy pistol
“No, my son. When I was a little boy I j
of agriculture, he says:
on the Fourth.
did
not
tell
lies.”
t4The progress, made in agricultural
The more eye* an advertisement catches
A large summer cottage at Dark Harbor,
“Father,” returned the son, “when j the more dollars it is worth.
education in the United States during the
owned
Dexter
of
St.
by
Tiffany,
last eleven years as a result of popular de- Islestoro,
i
was burned Thursday, causing a loss
2lib<rti8rmnn0.
mand, stimulated by the work of the Louis,
of
about
$15,000.
state agricultural colleges and experiment
Dr. William O. Wild, a well-known vetstations and of this deoartment, is unprecedented in the history of the world.
erinary surgeon of Bangor, died Saturday,
“In 1897, when the present administra- of paralysis, after an illness of four days.
is only one
ale whic
tion of this department began, all but one He was sixty-one years of age.
not
and which
and
burn,
of the land grant colleges were in runAlbert Peterson, aged thirty-eight, of
children and women as well as men. It is
order and doing excellent wot*k, but Augusta, war drowned at China lake Sati ning
their total income was only §5,000,000; urday evening, by the upsetting of a boat.
wholesome and healthful, the onlv cn'nor#
to-day it is f!8,000,000. The property of This is the second drowning from the
which is
i
EDUCATED FARMERS

ing to hold back the Confederate forces.

father are displayed the old Colt revolvers and the battered sabre which the
In more than
son used during the ’sixties
combat with Confedeoik- singli-handed
rate soldiers. Both sets of weapons were
in the adjutant-general’s office

t>iO: that

protecting

was

the

during

seven

sleepers and marched them to Frederick,
Md., where he turned them over to the
provost marshal.
Duiing the retreat of McDowell’s army
from the Rapidan. Gen. Spurling gave a
splendid exhibition of the material of
which he was made.
The first Maine

Cranberry Isles, the
u(.| Spurting,
B. Spurting,
(athir of General Andrew
who made a splendid record for bravery
the War of
»n1 gsllsntry in action during
of the Second
the Rebellion as an officer
Maine cavalry. Close by the weapons of

tion

Confederates, he camped beside the

Potomac, intending to ford the river in
the morning.
When the others were
soundly sleeping, Capt. Hpurling gathered

of

deposited
by Gen. Spurring

during

captain, and in the early service of the
regiment in Maryland, secured permission
to do scout duty.
Dressed in citizens’
clothes, he succeeded in enlisting in the
Confederate service. That night, with

around

in the hisof Maine bravery unequalled
merchant marine of America.
tory of the
brace of
That sword, with the splendid
in their mahogany
dueling pistols which,
commemorate a
c»-e. arc close at hand,
of the last cetitattle of the early days
in which a
urv on the Spanish main,
Maine captain whipped and put to flight
saving his own
9 piratical vessel, thereby
craft and an entire fleet of merchant ships
which were threatened.
aauorinsn was v

of valor

the four years of that conilict.
To quote from the history of the Second
Maine cavalry, the record of General
Spurling began when he enlisted from
Orland in September, 1881.
Ho was made first lieutenant of Co. D,
first Maine cavalry, and began to distinguish himself as soon the command
reached the front.
He soon became a

Isle*

the window ledge of the privnte
at the
offioe of Adjutant-General GUI,
liee a magniflcent
State llonw *" Augusta
falla to attract atten3«or<1 which never
of callers, and welt it might, for
it hangs a story of valor and State

fighting

occasions dis-

scores of

on

tinguish himself for deeds

On

Ttiii

should

and

fighting spfrungs.

T,1K

the

bowels

become

deranged,

tbe liver and tbe kidneys congested, causing numerous diseases. The stomach and
liver must be restored to a bealtby condition, and Cbamberlain’a Stomach and
Liver Tablets can be depended upon to do
It. Easy to take and most effective. Sold
by all dealers.

last month.

and

see

the

Jellus—I’ve
He

I’d like you to call on me
pretty little flat I have. Miss
seen

him,

my dear.

should be
good
who does not strive to be better than he
is; be never will be better than he is that
doth not fear to be worse than be was.—
Selden.
never was so

as

he

town announced that

he

could

tell

his (ace.

His auditors looked at

one

an-

incredulity.

“Well, 1 seldom make a mistake. You,”
said, indicating one of the group about
him, “are a McKinley man.”
“That’s right” said the man referred to.
“You,” pointing at another, “are a
he

Cleveland democrat.”
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets gently stimulate the liver and bowels
to expel poisonous matter, cleanse the
system, cure constipation and siek headache. Sold by all dealers.

•

|

Ellsworth.

a

man's political tendencies by looking at
other with

BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

“Yes, tbat is so," answered he. And
the crowd began to sit up and take notice.
“You,” addressing a third, “are a Bryan
man.”
“You’re wrong there. I’m sick; that’s
what makes me look that way.”

Lees .&&&
Liniment
w

_

Meaicme

All dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
The bottles
are large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c QUANTITY

$t)t (gUaujortl) American.
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
r. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. TITUS, Associate Editor.
year; S1.0G for six
months, 50 cents for three months; If raid
Strictly in advance, 91 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 3 cents. All arper
rearages are reckoned at the rate of
year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
a

Buslnesscommunlcatlons should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
Able to The Hancock Couhtt Publishing
Co., BUaworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of The
American is ii.400 copies.
Average for the year of 1909,
WEDNESDAY JULY 20.

WASHINGTON LKTTKR.

dent

Presishould

Praise for Provident Toft’s Administration- Democratic Text-book.
Washington, D. C., July 18—From all

9,396
1910.

chance

the

Taft

fairly be bis

AT

•Hbscription Price—$2 00

in the

anything that was dona
special tariff session.
A republican House will give
to

that

put upon the statute- parts

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 12, 1910.

Maine

For Governor,
BERT M. FERNALD, of PoUnd.
For State Auditor,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta,

for

a

In the first eighteen mon'hs of his
presidency, Mr. Taft has made mis
But most of them have been
takes.
errors in politics; most of them have
been mistakes that have been without
effect, except as to his personal popn
larity. And with them all he has

OOCNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
J. HERBERT PATTEN, of Bar Harbor.
For Sheriff,
O. SILSBY, of Ellsworth.

For Clerk of Courts,
JOHN F. KNOWLTON, of JSUsworth.

For County Commissioner,
ORLANDO W. FOSS, of Hancock.

For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CON ARY, of Bucksport.
For Register of Deeds,
WILLIAM O. EMERY, of Sullivan.
For County Treasurer,
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
REPRESENTATIVES.

Eden,
Davis, of Eden.
From BluehiU, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine
From

William H.

for

the masses, and

of the

principles

in
of

President is to be entertained in EllsPresident

worth.

Taft

is to pass

Bluehill.
Brooklin..
Brooksville.
Bucks port..........
raatine...
Cranberry Idea
Dedham.
Deer Isle.
East brook...
Eden.
Ellsworth.
Franklin.
Oouldsboro
Hancock.
Isle au Haut.
Lamnine
Mariav1Ue..
Mt Desert.
Orland..
Otis.
Penobscot..
..

the

government.”
But the democratic text-book will have
nothing to say of the time when the
democratic party was
entrusted
with
power, and the dismal failure it made and
the calamity and ruin it brought to the

..

patiently, people.
ahead, steadily,
There is not a single issue upon which
bravely, doing honestly and to the
limit of ability, all he or any other the democratic party can successfully go
man couid do to carry out the pledges
before the people. Surely they will not
of his party and the expressed will of talk about the
legislation enacted by Sedgwick.
the American people.—Toledo Blade.
recent republican Congresses. They will Sorrento.

Nowhere along the line, state or
nation, is anything substantial to be
gained for good goverment by turning out the republicans and bringing
in the democracy. Is it not reasonable to think that the voters will
realize this before November comes?
—Boston Tranicript.

The President.

a

Amherst.

free

attack
had

never

administration, for we
better one. They cannot

the
a

condemn the tariff which

big

screw steel passenger steamer
by the Bath Iron Works (or
the Maine Central railroad (or its Bar
Harbor service. The steamer, which will
be the largest and (astest owned by the

A

twin

sides.
_

At the close of

the fiscal year it

given out that the surplus

would

waa

be

|9.000,000, as compared with a
deficit of |58,000,000 a year ago.
But
later returns show that the surplus will
be fl5,000,000, proving again tha worth

about

tariff from a revenue standAnd with continued prosperity,

of the

new

point.
this surplus
the

should

be

exceeded

constant

through the city next Saturday mornrailroad company, is to be
ing on his way to Bangor from Bar May 1, 1911.
Harbor, where he arrives to-day and
Bar Harbor welcomes President Ta(t towill remain for three days, and on his
return Saturday afternoon he will stop day. Dinners and luncheons in his honor

follows:

as

School snd
Common
mill fund. school fund.
• 817 M
• 170 19
88 89
128 84
1.131 41
1,798 10
476 17
982 28
722 28
1.523 36
14*2 86
24*7 42
904 43
878 01
436 38
871 88
892 79
205 76
2,53*91
1.106 30
289 78
183 58
4.891 87
8.46? 62
97
8.811 08
MSS
1.498 58
780 37
1401 20
712 39
944 18
m 19
214 23
148 07
531 59
3£5 85
194 3*
105 11
2.671 60
2,074 77
660 68
1,818 10
107 10
78 41
.VM 65
1,158 87
502 76
1.007 88
150 75
*44 18
744 57
1.083 17
v
1.160 22
2,281 22
99
708 88
1,290
904 49

440 58

Swan's Island.
Tremont.
Trenton.
Verona.
Waltham.
Winter Harbor.
Plantations:
Long Island.
No. 8.
No. 21.
No. S3.

888

78

386 66

1,578 89
384 96
222 15
*30 09
722 00

681 68

242 34
m *2
i<8 at
745 91

298 57
47 61
99 68
91 25

106 79
60 44

41 60
96 67

Totals.

daring
GIRLS WANTED.

The

a

of

apportionment

an

Surry.

fiscal year ending June 30,1911.

There is also

.........

Sullivan.*.

operating so
successfully. They cannot talk about extravagance, for economy is apparent on all

demand for the

splendid speeches of Congressman Longworth. The speeches issued by the committee are sent to all who ask for them,
and can be had by addressing the committee at Metropolitan bank building,
completed by
Washington, D. C.

will be built

Southwest Harbor.

Stonington

is

—

history

and also

ed among the several towns

fact is that never before in the
our government were the “just
history
demands of the people” so fully met as by
the republican majority in the present Congress and the splendid administration of
President Taft.
This “introduction” further says: “If
entrusted with power, it (the democratic
oarty) will make a record which will

republican
congressional committee is issuing new docnmeots every
and Trenton.
week. Among the recent speeches printed
Frank L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine.
The “Taft 1910 smile” doesn’t differ for distribution is one by Congressman
From Sullivan, W inter Harbor, Sorrento,
from the Taft 1909 smile, Loudenslager, showing what would be the
Franklin, Gouldsboro, Eastbrook, Wal- materially
except perhaps that it has broadened disastrous result of a democratic House;
tham and township* and plantations a little.—Boston
Herald.
the annual statements concerning ap7, 8, 9, 10, 21, 33,
propriations by Congressman Tawne> ; an
Bedford E. Tract, of Winter Harbor.
interesting discussion of the tariff by ConCOUNTY UOSS1P.
JVom Deer Isle. Stonington, Sedgwick,
gressman Hill; a brief resume of legislashare
of
the
State’s
Isle au Haut and Eagle island,
Hancock county’s
tion by Congressman Crum packer; a reFred A. Torrey, of StoniDgton.
school fund and mill tax this year is view of action against the trusts by ConFront Cranberry Isles, Tremonf, Mount *72,130.34.
gressman Ksch; a large post card giving
I
Desert and Swan's Island,
compactly a list of laws enacted daring
the
over
Hay-makers are busy all
the present Congress by Congressman
A. K. McBride, of Mt. Desert.
county, and from all sections the report
McKinley, whose campaign spike is still
a good crop.
is the same
in great demand.
For the second time in

pupils,

fl.10 per thousand according to the last
valuation of each town; this sum to be
known as the common school fund.
Hancock county receives under the first
fund |4O,0O6.76, and under the second,
$31,823.58, a total of |72,430.34. This is divid-

of

much

is

year

The returns from Hon. Payson Smith,
State superintendent of schools, show the
total number of pupils in the State to
be 213,483, the towns l here fore receiving
at the rate of f3.97 per pupil.
Coder the public laws of 1909, the
several towns received oo the
basis of
the number of pupils, iu addition to the
above, a further distribution of fl per

people.”

mean

this

purpose

But the

not

Judge of Probate,

that

for

able

imjm.ia.

gone

The President is his party’s leader,
and his party is on trial. He wants
his administration to go forward. If
it is halted in mid-term, no man may
end.
A democratic
forecast
the
That body
House would halt it.
would manceuvre against the Berate
for advantage in the presidential race,
and the President, in the matter of
legislation, would be helpless.—Washington Star.

EDWARD E. CHASE, of BluehiU.

FOR

during

trip

Hancock County

_

Com’r Lyon of Bureau of Statistic*
Says Maine Wants 10,000.
Avouota, July 19—“Wanted—10,000 girls
to help around the bouse.
Must be honest and willing to work. Good homes for
those who suit.”
Such a want advertisement,
declares
Thomas J. Lyons, commissioner of Maine's
bureau of industrial and labor statistics,
expresses one of the needs of the people of
Maine. Think of it! There are 10,000
homes in Maine in each of which there is
demand for a competent girl who is
willing to work for good wages under
healthful
conditions.
congenial and
Msine is famous the world over for its
hospitality, its home comforts and its
: home life. Girls are needed to maintain
; the standards set in the days before the
| store, the office and the factory made auch
inroads on the supply of girl workers.
Maine wants 10,000 girls at once.
She
needed as many as 10,000 three years ago,
and conditions have not improved. The
a

paid are equal to or better than
paid in stores and many offices.
First-class girls are offered from |3 to f6 a
are planned by summer residents, and the
Complete List of Those Elected to week and all reasonable privileges. A
here and will be the guest of Senato
Kebo Valley club will throw open its
the City Schools.
1
further advantage is that there are no
Hale over night.
house and gol( links to the distinguished
The school board of Ellsworth, at a reIn August, 1902, the then President
long periods of non-employment. There
visitor. Saturday the President will be cessed meeting las: Thursday, completed
is always a demand for her services.
Roosevelt visited
Ellsworth, and the guest o( Senator Hale at Ellsworth.
the election of teachers for
the city
The bureau of industrial and labor stamade an address at the station. He
dined at Senator Hale's, hot left the
city the same night.
While it is to be regretted that circnmstances will not permit Mr. Taft
formally to address the people here,
it is highly
gratifying to state
that it is hoped that an informal reception at Hanoock hall will be held,
and opportunity thus given our peo-

wages
those

ELLSWORTH TKACH EKS.

schools.

An

interesting

character is Samuel

Giles,

Aurora, who will reach his one-hundredth birthday on October 23 next. Last
(all he told his son to get up a large lot o(
ol

Miss

Annie R. Stock bridge, teacher in

the West Side grammar school, who had
been re-elected for another year, has re-

lieu I ah

—

country comes the cheering
of satisfaction with the work ol

of the

continuation

For representative to Congress,
(Third District)
EDWIN C. BCRLEIUH, of Augusta.

For

of

the President’s
conference and
verbal report of his trip. Later his
report will be put in writing.
time

some

STATE TICKET.

FORREST

tariff revision
After a few days at his office in
Washington, he started this week for
Maine. He will meet President Taft
methods

to

Town* Under New Low.

_

ment

woTicm.
HOTIC*.

McIntyre Lose* Life by Cap*
aalMt.ua of 'ho town ol
Tromont
«l». .otic that tb.
TRBb.roh,
sizing of a Canoe.
bltiwlT,
R
L. tatty',
twuoa
1 V O*« ft
aiSoufc2?/'
CAfrriN*, July 19 (special)—Beulah Mc- .Wl.o. laoAo V Ml D
W.11
mrr.ru
ssbv dwelling
State Treasurer Gilmore has completed
of
cloood to public tra," on
.III bo
Intyre, sged seventeen yeers, daughter
j
the apportionment of the school and mill Mrs. Charles Perkins, of this place, was allot July » until farther notice r,Md
to aad fro. Wr«
P—lot
Ttonont
tl^*f
fund for the year 1910. The amount avail- drowned at P o’clock last evening, while Ooto will aoo the road throuab tbc KetiiT.^o*
Apportionment

books all the reforms which he has news
A demo- Congress and a constantly growing esteem
steadfastly championed.
cratic House will mean confusion. for the President and his administration.
bss been
There will be a deadlock with the re- In fact, it is known that Mr. Taft
deluged with congratulatory mespublican Senate; all legislation will simplyand letters since adj urnment. All
sages
be held up or gotten through on unthis brings discouragement to the demexpected compromises. Worse still, ocratic camp, and a democratic victory in
a
democratic House will mean unNovember, as far as the congressional
certainty to the business world. The election is concerned, seems like a forlorn
lack of sure knowledge as to what un- hope.
tried legislative leaders may do will
The democratic text-book, which will
stretch out a paralyzing hand upon be
simply a collection of speeches, will
The confl
commercial activities.
have an introduction saying: “We ask a
dence which drives the wheels of careful perusal of the various subjects discussed, and we feel sure that every candid
trade will be gone.
person who is not controlled by a desire to
Prof. Henry C. Emery, of Ellsworth, profit personally through party organdeization will feel disgusted at the
chairman of the government tariff
ception in legislation and administration
from
bis
week
last
board, returned
in the failure to meet the just demands of
trip abroad, where he went for the Hbe

special purpose of studying govern-

xptnal Gotten.

DROWNING AT CASTINK.

STATK SCHOOL FUND

upon

tistics asked for
1

ject

in 1908.

information

Circulars

v ere

on

the sub-

sent

to every

of the 521

cities, towns and plantstions. Definite figures were returned by
113, one of which was a large city. These
one

ffi*

aftffiafbifflriZsSSat

canoeing in the harbor near Moore’s
island. Her companion, Thomas Hand,
of the U. 8. gunboat Dixie, who was
spending a three-weeks’ furlough here,
was rescued in an unconscious condition.
This morning his mind was still irrational from the effects of the accident, and
he was unable to give an account of how
it occurred. Their cries were heard from

E. M. Stanlby.
* H

WeatTremont,

J.«,8fifi5“

Tb^mtoji,
T"“>0“‘-

KAMTKKM MAIMS
annual .<rtln( ol tho Mockholdcr. J
the Kaotara Main.
.III bo hold at the Mt. Deeerl
wunty. on ih, Br«
Wednetdiyof AuguNt next, at one o'clock
,oc* ««
■*
the afternoon.
order
of
the
director*.
By
A'

RAILWAT^IIMCA>7
RailwayCo.,2,2
Huil^fsEK?
iSi?r S,*fbo:- !Uaax*

THK

shore, snd boats hurried to their
Hand was seen to be making
a desperate effort to save the girl, and succeeded in getting her upon the canoe, but
she lost her grssp and sank before the
Hand retained his
rescuers reached her.
grasp on the canoe, though unconscious
when reached.
The body of the girl was recovered a
few minutes after the accident, at the
first attempt, btU efforts to resuscitate her
were unavailing.
the

assistance.

Klleworth. July It,

I.llt

Ergal Notiot.
notice or

roRECLufnTK.'

Earn.,!

CIomod, nf
Is Hancock county, by bln
WHKRKAH
montui
deed dated April 14, 19GB. recorded

**

i)ec
l**. In book
p**e I5&, of Hancock cotm.
r-Kl.try of deede. conrejed to Oeoree
Warren, of aellne. In Mid oounlv. certah,’
real reUte In said county, described a*toi
Beulah was a bright girl, and very populows In said mortgage:
a
has
and
sad
cast
her
death
gloom
lar,
Two tract* of land In eaid Sedgwick
firrt
She but recently bounded as follows: Beginning at a
over the community.
i«
returned from Kittery, where she had the wall at the highway lending from H nck’t
speat the winter with her sister, at- corner to Jm. Gray’* corner at land of < Ur
tis
8.
thence
K.
be
Hurgain;
said
l»urialtrs
tending high school there.
land to a cedar stake 100
them
s vv
She leaves besides her
mother, two HI rods to a stake A atones;rods;
thence V \v ina
brothers and a sister.
rods to a maple tree at the bigbwsv; thence
N. K. by said highway IS rods to pike* of be
ginning, ten acres, more or less
Second
Fatal Fall from Load of Hay.
tract begins at the corner of the road
sod
gate leading to Dnrgain's mil); thence H w
South Pknomoot. July 16 (special)
by the highwav SI roda to a thorn tree; thence
Oliver M. Perkioa, a well-known citizen
H. K. fifty rods to a rock marked B; t fir
net
N. R. to the roni leading to aatd mill; theme
of this community, was instantly killed
by said road to place of beginning.
late yesterday afternoon, by a fall from a ; Ing ten acres, being same premise* comaio|mn. ha-»ed
load of bay in bis field. Mr. Perkins was of
And whereas, said mortgage, together with
on the rack stowing the load, when th*
the debt thereby secured, was by alignment
horses started suddenly, throwing him dated Feb. ». 1907. recorded July .■#, li**, (B
book Ml. page AID. assigned by said
(ieorgsM
from the load.
He struck on bis head, Warren to the First National
Bank of Flit.’
and was dead almost as soon as the man ; worth, a corporation then existing at Mid
Ellsworth;
working with him reached his side.
And whereaa. the same mortgage,
together
with the debt thereby secured wa* by alignIn the death of Mr. Perkins, Penobscot
ment dated Sept. 7, 1907, and recorded jy %aid
loses one of its most highly-esteemed citi- 1 registry of deeds July JO. 19)6,
a»«igu'd by
zens.
He was born in Frankfort, fifty- said First National Bank of Ellsworth, to
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth. a corthree years ago, but had lived in this vilporation located at said Ellsworth.
And whereaa. the conditions of said inertlage over thirty year*. He was a stonehare been broken, and remain unpercutter by trade, and also owned and
0 rated;
Now therefore, by reason of the foregoing,
worked one of the best farms in this
the undersigned. Union Trust Company, of
vicinity.
Ellsworth, claims a foreclosure of said mortMr. Perkins is survived by a wife, one gage and gives this notice for that purpose.
Union Tai »T to* tasty or Ellsworth.
sister and two brothers, all of whom have
By Leonard M. Moore. Treasurer.
the sympathy of the entire community.
July ». 1910.
J. A. Peters, attorney.
He was a Mason, and an Odd Fellow.
—

]

j

He

fane

honest, large-hearted man, alNOTICE or roKM LONI HE.
genial, well-informed on public i
is hereby* given that the Union
Trust
I
>TOTICK
Company. of El la worth, corporaquestions and taking an active interest in
tion. baa a claim by mortgage upon a certain
public affairs. He will be missed in the parcel of land in Orland, in Hancock county,
Maine, bounded aa foliowa:
was an

ways

community.
Toe funeral was held at bis bora > SunRev. Mr. Fairley, of
day afternoon.
Castine, officiating. The large number of
friends present from this and neighboring
villages showed tbe esteem in which he
was

held.

tended in

The
a

local

masonic

lodge

1

at-

body.

(irsy Family Reunion.
The re-union of tbe Gray family will be
held
at Oak grove,
West Sedgwick,
Wednesday Aug. 10. All are invited.
A

ting

gentleman visited Bloombury. Getoff the train be found he had to drive
j

four miles from the station

to tbe town.

1

On the eaat bv highway leading from ('u*
tine to Orland, on the south h> Mwaxey lot,
so called, on
the weal by East river, and on
thr north by the land oi William Varnon,
containing twenty acres, more or lr#«. and
being known as the John Hatchings place.
Said mortgage was from Ora York, of Orland, to Mary K. Warren, of < aatioe. dated
July 11. 1907, recorded August 9, 1MT. in book
442, page 119. Th- mid mortgage »u assigned
be Mary K Warren to First Natlousl Bank,
of Ellsworth, by assignment dated August u,
1907. record, d Juiy ». 1909. hook «*l. page 424,
of said registry, and assigned by #*<d First
National Bank to Union Trust t on.pan >. of
Ellsworth. Bept. T, 1907, by assignment recorded in said registry of deeds, July 2*. 1910.
The conditions of said mortgage nave been
broken, and the undersigned, being The
holder thereof, claims a foreclosure of the
same, and gives this notice for that purpose
Us tax Tnu*r Conranr or Kllswobth,
By Leonard M. Moore. Treasurer.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 33. 1910.
J. A. Peters, attorney.

This naturally angered him, and he re
NOTICK Or rOBKCUMI KK.
proached the ticket agent. 44You are foola i
Is hereby given that Union Trust
on
this line’’ he aaid. “What made you
Company, of Ellsworth, it the bidder
build your station so far away from the
by aaaignment from Mary E. Warren, dated
city?”
“Because’*, drawled tbe agent, Jau 4, IM, recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds. July 90,1900. in book 441, pagi 125 of a
“we thought it would be more convenient
certain mortgage given by Bert C. Bowden, of
Vo have it down here near the railroad.”
Penobscot, to said Mary E. Warren, dated

N'OTICE

Dec. t. 1BC7. recorded in Hancock registry of
deeda. book 445. page 158
Tks des ription of
the property covered by aaid mortgage is aa

JFor Sale.

A certain tract or parcel of land in aaid
MOTOR
A J to 4
Penobscot, bounded as follows, to wit:
Belknap ''Little Giant” water motor. ! On the west by highway leading from 1 *»Good as new. Ju»t tbe thing for light power
Willis
in town which baa waterworks. Will be sold tine to Orland; on the north by laud uf
Bowden and land of Mary
Gray: on the
cheap. Address P. O. Box 4*2. Ellsworth.
east by land of William Deans; on the south
by land of Arthur »nd Bert Hutchins, conAND COW
Belonging to Cal- taining in all about forty acres
nane estate.
seen at stable of
That the eoocition of aaid mortgage has
Maybe
Jrsbmiam IUklky, Ellsworth.
been broken, and that the fUMteraigl
a foreclosure of the same, and gives this notice for that purpose.
£Slantr6.
Union Tun Compsst or Ell*wobth,
By Leonard M. Moore. Treasurer.
VODNG men and women of good characEllsworth, Maine, July 15, 1910.
X. t«f (high school graduates preferred),
J. A. Peters, attorney.
to enroll at tbe Dover Busine ss College. Dover.
N. H. Young ladies can make arrangement*
Notice of Ftrat Meeting of Creditors.
to cut expenses in half by obtaining board
In the District Court of the United Slates for
and room free. Chances for young men, too.
; Positions
the Hencock District of Maine.
paying $10 to #12 per week secured
i
In the matter of
for graduates. Write now!
Bankruptcy.
Ecoiutn S. Snow.
So. »!4i
—

WATER

horse-'power

HORMK

!In

Bankrupt.
signed, with the intention of accompanyTo the creditor#of Eugene H. Snow, of Brook*jtytlp iflantrt).
ing her brother Henry on his return to 113 cities and towns reported conservative
ville, la the county of Hancock and disCalifornia in the fall. Her resignation was estimates of the
trict aforesaid, a bankrupt:
FAMILY (2) desires woman for
number of permanent
through the winter, as he did not want to
Is hereby given that on the 16th
SMALL
and the superinweek.
general housework. Wages f4
rust out. Mr. Giles has a wonderful metno- accepted with regret,
positions available for girls willing to Pleasant, easy position, permanent. per
day of July, a. d. 1910, the raid
Only an NOTICE
tendent
was instructed by the board to
waa
duly adjudicated
ory, and at the annual reunions of the
work, as 3,550. If that can be taken aa an all round, compe ent experienced person ac- Eugene 8. andSnow
that the first merlin* of his
No others should apply.
Inquire, bankrupt;
Giles family he is one of the principal draw up a testimonial of appreciation for indication of the demand throughout the cepted.
in
personally oi by mail, X Y Z, care of kreord creditors will be held at my ofotflee.
her
and
efficient
service
as
teacher.
August,
long
Ellsworth. Maine, on the 5th day
speakers. His talk is along the lines of
State, the other cities and towns require office. Bar Harbor.
a. d.
1910, at 1 o’clock in the afternoon,
ple to meet the chief executive of the history, and his recollections take him
Following is a complete list of teachers at least
6,500 more.
work in ateam Isnndry; also at which time the said creditor# may attend,
nation.
for the next school year:
two fancy ironers.
their claims, appoint a truster, easinine
Good pay to right
GIRLS—To
back nearly or quite ninty-flve years. Mr. elected
Write
or apply at once.
te bankrupt, and transact such other busi£omthha»t nrove
M.
Ward;
parties
Giles has been twice married, and is the High school—principal, Clayton
H abhor Steam A Hakd LacsDMT, North- ness as may properly * wane before said meetThe Congressional Outlook.
first assistant, E. W. Ellsworth; second
ComeponOrncc.
east Harbor. Maine.
yKuoaM E Whitinu.
ing.
father of nineteen children.
cord

wood

(or

him

to

saw

and

split

[Chicago Evening Poet.)
The

winning of the 9250,000 tariff
appropriation, the signing of

board
the statehood act, the virtual passage
of the land withdrawal authorization,
the railroad bill and the postal savings measure should mean the turning of the tide for William Howard
Taft. His administration will henceforth be judged not by promises but

results. And it is our prediction
that the popular estimate of its real
worth will not fail to go upward day

by

by day.
This is an important alteration in
But importthe surface of affairs.
ant as it is, there is every probability
that Ur. Taft himself considers the
profit that may come to the republican party is far more important
than any benefit that may accrue to
bis personal fortunes. The seriousness with which he takes his party
chieftainship makes this almost certain.
In

Southwest Harbor will celebrate the battle of Norwood’s Cove, on Aug. 7, 8 and 9.
This battle took place near the close of
what is known in history as the War of
1812, when the embattled farmers and fishermen

it is a

commonplace

that the democrats are
House.
Away from

to

win the

Washington,

where the political viewpoint is

not

purely “professional”, there is s
large difference of opinion over thii
prediction. It is believed by those
whobe belief may come more directly
from the voters that the winning or
the losing of a score of seats depends
more upon the accomplishments of
the present session of Congress than

from

various settlements and the

neighboring islands repelled an attempted
landing from a British man-of-war. The
secretary of the navy has detailed two
battleships for the occasion. Qov. Fernald
has promised to come and invitations have
been extended to Charles W. Eliot, presiof
Harvard university,
dent-emeritus
“Fighting Bob” Evans and several other

dignitaries.
POLITICAL. NOTES.

—

Mary

The democrats of the classed towns of
Mt. Desert, Southwest Harbor, Tremont,
Cranberry Isles and Swan’s Island have
nominated Harold E. Donnell, of Northeast Harbor, for representative to the

legislature.
to be quite a bright
I hear he acquired enough
money by writing to pay for hii college

She—Bixby appears

Hamilton, assistant. Pine
street, Margaret G. Drummey, intermediate; Mary H. Black, primary. Water
C.

He—Yes; writing

home to hii

parents.
One day the teacher asked her class tc
write an essay on London, about which
they had just been reading. When examining their papers she was surprised to
read the following: “The people of London are noted
for their stupidity.”
“Where did you get that from?” asked
she, of Maggie Jones. “Please miss, it’s
all in the book; it says, “the population
of London is very dense.”

To the Editor of Tile American:
An Ku-kwobth American'
in which

wag

the Greene

was

sent

me

“Dr. Mudd'a” article about

family. Through

(Morrison)—Hu by J. Gurney.
No. 5 (Surry road)—Evelyn M. Bonsey.
No. 6 (Infant street)—Mary E. Davis.
No. 8 (Nicolin) Hazel McGown.
No. 9 (North Ellsworth)—Alice McGown,
No. 11 (West Ellsworth)- Amy F. Ast*
—

your paper
1 am a de-

I wish to gay to “Dr. Mudd”,
scendant ot Isaac Greene, and have talked

bury.
No. 13 (Bayside)— Alice B. Moore.
No. 14 (Beechland)—Mary F. Doyle.
No. 15 (west side)
Mary A. Gaynor
Georgia F. Jude.
No. 18 (Ellsworth Falla)
Grammar, Minerva Jordan; sub-grammar, Mary E
Jordan; primary, Bath Fields.
Schools Nos. 1 (1stkewood), 7 (Nortl
Ellsworth) and 19 (Shore road) are discontinued. Arrangements will be mad<
for transportation of pupils where nec—

some
proper
taken of bis grave. 1 now write you
what we suggested having done through

care

your kindness.
We think a tablet of

Mr*. Qrace Barron and son Milton
visiting relatives in lakewood.

an

Miss Bay Dollard, of North Beverly
Mass., is visiting Mary A. Smith.
Miss Effle Barron, of Lowell, Mass., U
spending two weeks with her parents. Ass
S. Barron and wile.
J. C. Meader and wife and Allan Header
and wife spent Saturday with Wiilarc
Tieworgy and wife at Newbury Neele.

or a

rough

boulder, properly inscribed, would be all
right, if not too expensive. Will you
please suggest a marker of small expense?
My father was a son of Robert and Polly
(Greene) Lord, and was named for his
grandfather, Isaac Greene.
Hoping that all the descendants may be
willing to share in the expense, 1 will give
you

the

names

of the others living besides

those you had in your article.

Schuyler C. Lord, Banning, Cal.; James
H. Lord, 310 Crescen1 street, San Mateo,
Cal.; Clifford M. Curtis, 10 Haskell street,
East Gloucester, Mass.; Hollis J. Load,
133

WK8T KLUWURTH.

granite

Eeferre in BankruptcyDated Ellsworth, Me.. Joly 30. lit®_.

Spcifol

1910.

with others about haviug

street, Alice Mullan.
No. 4

man.

education.

Family.
Wakkhkld, Maas., July 14,
The Greenr

—

—

young

Washington

assistant. Miss Sarah E. Little.
Martin A.
(Brimmer’s bridge)
Garland.
No. 3 (city)
State street, Catherine Hurley. School street, Annie F. Mullan,
grammar; Ella M. Jude, sub-grammar;

No. 2

bquantum, street, Atlantic, Mass.;
Mrs. Geneva J. Heath, 617 Main street,
Wakefield, Maas.; Mrs. Angelia Harvey,
Mrs. Eleanor Harvey, Miss Delle Lord,
Kendoskeag, Maine; Mrs. Minerva Thurston, whose address may be obtained from
her brother, Elwin Lord, of East Sorry.
Please communicate with me, as I seldom
have an Amebicak. Trusting that something may be done at once, I am
Sincerely yours,
(Mias) Gboboie I. Lord,
31 Bryant street,
Wakefield, Maas.

HKI’l’BLICAN Cl A*» CONVENTION.
republicans of tbe cl mu d town of
Bucksport, Penobscot. Amherit. Dedham. Verona, Otis and Mariaville are re*
quested to meet In Ktnery halt, Bucksport.
Haiordsy. July .*>. 1910, at 1.80 p. m for lb#
purpose of nominating a candid ale for representative to the next legislature, and to elect
a daw* comm ttee for two
The basis
years.
of
representation ia as follows: Bach town is
entitled to one delegate fo' tbe first 30 or fraction of 20, and an additional delegate for each
additional 10 or fraction of 10 votes cast for
The following is the number
governor in 190*
of dr legates each town ia entitled to: Bucksport, 25. Penobscot. 10: Amherst. 5; Dedham,
4; Verona, 1; Otis. 1; Mariaville, 1.
Per order of Ossa Committee.
Baa bat W. Bt'aai ll. Chairman.
J. Robbbt Kmbby. Secretary.

THE

NOTICE.
U. 8. ClBCUIT COUBT,
)
Maikb District,
J
POBTLAMD. July fi, 1910. )
to the rales of
the Circuit
Court of the United mates for tbe Dia
trlct of Maine, notice is hereby given, that
Fred L- Mason, of RlUworth, in aald district,
has applit d for admiaaion as an attorney and
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
Jambs B. Hhwky, Clerk.

PURSUANT

NOTICE.

'VTOTICE la hereby given that Wm. F. Jude,
-1-W of Ellsworth, Maine, has made application to th Maine State Board of Bar examiners for admission to the Bar at the next session of the Board to be held at Portland on
the first Tuesday of August. 1910.
John B Madigah.
Secretary of the Board.

NOTICE.
is to announce that I have sold out
my Interest in the Baradnce Creamery
Co. to Noah B. Hooper.
W. H. Hoopbb.
Castiae, Me., Jane 11,1910.

THIS

CAUTION NOTICE.
HEREBY forbid all persona from harborins
or trusting my wi e, Lillian B.
Brown, U
my najne, as I sha 1 pay no bills of her conW. H. Blows,
tracting after this date.
Mintorn, Me., July 9,1810.

I

Notice of First Meet me of Creditor*.
In the District Court of the United States *or
the Hancock District of M»Idc.
In the matter of
1 In iiankruvtcy.
'»
*
ALU.. P H..LAM.

Bankrupt,

»

To the creditors of Aldie P. Haalani. of
than), in the county of Hancock and district
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
XfOTICK ia hereby risen that ootoeth
day of June. a. d. 1910.
Aldta P. 11 as I am waa duly adjudicated an*
rupt; and iba» ihe first meeting °« “/
creditors will be held at my office, in
worth. Maine, on the »tb day of J'itJ*
«
a. d. 1910. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
which time the aaid creditors may *tU?Dd’
prove their claims, appoint a trustee.
the bankrupt and transact such other bu«»neaa as may properly come befo e eaid ioee»*
William E W«it:i*u.
in*.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth. Me.. July *. 1910.

UJ
“J?

James O.

Littlefield. ot

subscriber.
Norfolk county. Common
THKBrook'ine.
wealth of Massachusetts, hereby give nonce

esecutor
that be has been dnly
the Iasi will and testament of
J. ALBERT BUTLER, late of BROOKLINE,
o
in the county of Norfolk, Commonwealth
And given bon
Massachusetts, deceased.
as the law directs.
-Mane
Not being a resident of the Htate of MA.ne,
he has appointed Bertrand E. Clark, of ho
so
Hancock county. Maine, whose postoffice
dreaa is Bar Harbor. Maine, as bis sgcut*»°
the
for
attorney
purposes specified
Maine*
4*. chapter 6C. of the revised sututes of
Ail persons having demands agaiust th*
tate of aaid deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all
thereto are requested to make payment*
Jambs C. Littlsfis^p
mediately.

appointed

ind,

July

6.

1910._

—

subscriber hereby fives «*<**<*
he has been daly appointed admin*
trator d. b. n. c. t. a. of the estate of
ISAAC PARTRIDGE, late of OBLAND.
In the county of Hancock, deceased,
given bonds as the law direct*. the «»
sous
having demands against
of said deceased are desired *o present
same for sett lament, and all indebted
are requested to make payment
Cbablbs J. Dch»Orono. Ms.. July 12, 1910.

THE

ADrrM

t^

immSdiiJt«*J*

COURT REPORTING
ADAPTATION

jfgYV

OP

TH

PHONOGRAPH.

fl.g.SiKfRAPBKR

HARROWS USK8 PHOt

IN HIB

OOBAPH

WORK, ORHATLY

ISCRKASING HIB CAPACITY.
addition to taking a verbatim repoi
In conn, CharU
0I ibr daily prooaadin**
with Justlc
Q Barrow*, stenographer
a transcription ol nearly
Rinr made
kundn-d thousand words daring a racer
ol court in Auburn.
In

term
\.t many years ago such a at^emer
would have been met with a bowl ol pro

teat from leading stenographer*, for tb
abort one. At tbia time oni
term «•»* a

kept folly up-to-dat
stenographic methods will refuse to ac
Statement. It ia only within
eeptthis
such a thing would hav
|(a years that
not
ttKMC who have
in

yen

possible.

tbe phonograph which made thi
Mr. Barrow* possible.
Witbou
last wonderful voice-storing and re pro
he
never
could hav
during instrument
was

It

tat ol

done

it-

Ip to the time that the

phonograpl

came into use. among expert stenogra
hr most approved method of quid

ptiers
transcription

was

for the stenographer t<

queer looking notes, to
rapid typewriter operator. In this wij
much n. re matter could be gotten out in I
short -pace of time than by tbe stenogra'
bis own typeat.
A fee
pher acting a*
stenographers bad improrad on tbis bi
dictating to two typewriter operators ai
tbe same time. The method of doing thii
was for the stenographer to ait betweer
the two operator*, open his note book it
the renin-, dictate a sentence from the
dKtah

Ir

>ni

bis

page ol the book to one operator, and
while she was writing that out, read th(
first sent'nee from the middle page to the
other
By the time this was done the first
was ready lor the second sentence,
in
thu way a great deal more matter could
he tamed nut than previously.
Mr Harrows was one of the first stenographers in the country to grasp the
first

value "I tbe
and

outfit.

present

machine in his

use

work,

years ago purchased
complete
it wgo cyqdo cuiu#wri<T to tile
outfit which be uses, but au im-

provement
hit

talking

some

a

on

old methods. In discussing
with a newspaper

of the niaebine

retted on the »rd;« rubber tube repltoed the hoi Thit tube had a headpiece resting the ear. The machine
**a started an the word came though
the to be to th< pe writers’ ears. At they

listened to
flying over
the

th fords their

thieys

of

a

is probably true that lew of the
hundreds of people who pass through

fingers
typewriter and

as

fast

aa

tude of the work which is going on
within a stone’s throw of the postoffloe—
the plant of the Ellsworth Foundry A
Machine Works, the entrance to which
is from Water street, a lew steps below
the square, and a 100 or so feet brings one
into the spacious yard which fronts the
group of well-built and well-equipped
structures of this plant.
j For more than half a century this spot
When (be ascription was made the has been the location of great Industrial
used re ord | placed on what is called a activity. In the ’60s here stood a planshaving
iae, the power turned on ing mfll, barrel factory, dry-house and
and in a whlk it presented a clean smooth grist mill. This plant finally went up
surface re»dj f*r. a second use. In this in smoke, and after the destruction, also
way the records are used over and over by fire, of the foundry above the bridge
again, and Mr. Barrows declares it to be on the west side of the river, the first
his belief tha. the use of this method building of what has developed into the
of dictating ta a business house would group now operated by the Ellsworth
mak a 'ubstantial saving annually in the Foundry A Machine Works was built.
coat of note books' and pencils. He be- It was first operated by the McDonalds;
lieves Ibis becaus- he has found that he is later by the firm of J. U. A E. K. Hopsaving money himself in this Way, as he kina.
d*1 to dictate a lot of stuff to his wife
Aik)ut ioHo o. x>. waucer, an ruisworrn
anrl other assistants, they taking it in boy born and bred, acquired control of
the property and continued the business,
short h»nd and then transcribing.
An enthusiast over the phonograph as developing it, and bringing it into soecial
an aid to the stenographer,
Nfr. Barrows notice by the building of the Walker
talked freely about the various uses which gasolene engine, one of the best of enbf could

*»

ographer

ha^

she

have to loose time when

wont

reported

for

duty. Again,
caller

a

other

m, for she will be outside in
writing out her letter?.

have

been

some

years,

coming
he

to

here

work

summers

in-the

similar to that which Mr. Barrows had
"***> excepting that they were motor
‘"-lusted. The reproducing point was
*
“ng into position, so that the saphiie

three

salmon,

one

of

them

given Monday evening

In the main

building

of the

its chief work

on

plant is carbuilding of

—the

engines, pumps, and mill machinery, besides, of course, repairing.
The foundry is a busy place, and the
process of casting, which has a fascination
for most people, is always
interesting.
The area of this plant is about threemotor

fourths of

acre, every inch of which is
utilized by the constantly-increasing demands made upon its capacity.
Every

night in the week the garage at this seaof the year is open until 10 o’clock,

and not
some

called

infrequently the entire crew of
twenty-five skilled machinists is
upon and cheerfully responds to
for extra

the demands

The officers

of

or

Walker.

Peters;

man.

NORTH

Lettie

ELLSWORTH.

Benjamin Mitchell

Mrs.

are

and

daughter

with Mrs. Vira Ellis.

lioland McGown, of Newport, is visiting
his grandparents, Howard McGown and
wife.
Mrs. George Roberts and little daughter
Leah, of Pittsfield, have been visiting
Hazel McGown.

Conary
Tuesday

Otis
here

Jeremiah

wife,

and

of

to attend the

Surry,

were

funeral

of

McGown.

Jeremiah McGown died at the home of
daughter, Mrs. James Prest, at Brunswick, Sunday, July 10, in his seventy-

his

seventh year. He leaves one son—Campion McGown, of Medford, Mass., and one

daughter—Mrs. Prest.

He is survived by
sisters—Fred, Sabin,
and Stephen, of Lynn, Mass.; Francis,
William and Walter McGown, of this
place; Mrs. Benjamin Simmons and Miss
Delia McGown, of Lynn, Mass. Funeral
six brothers and two

services

were

held

at

the

church

here

ago.
by
daughters—Mrs. Frederick Head, of MinHelena
and
Miss
Dyer, of Lanneapolis,
sing. The remains will be brought to

\

She

years

Ellsworth

is

survived

B. H.

m

for interment.

Exchange Value of Farm Products
is the title of a speech made by U. S. Senator Reed Smoot, of Utah, May 27, 1910.
This speech has been issued in document
form by the American Protective Tariff
League, of New York, as document No. 99.

a.nji-AcrvWffr

John R. Moore has cut the hay on the
Ed. Lord farm for Lin wood Hoyte, of
Mariaville.
Moore is

spending his

■

a

summer

student of the

Mrs. MaryG. Brown, of Livermore Falls,
is visiting her parents, James Garland and
wife. Mrs. Brown is accompanied by her
son Garland, a bright boy of three years.

Daily Steamboat Service.
The Eastern Steamship Co. is now running boats to and from Boston and on
lines connecting at Rockland for Bar Harbor, Bluehill and intermediate landings
every day in the week, Sundays included.

Ellsworth

9*

ALL KINDS OF

Material Furnished

Concrete

Building

Rumps,

Ripes,

and

Rittings,

Systems.

Water
Write

us

J

for low prices.

Mali
I, Maim
C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER, Sales Dept. Portland,

MAKING LIST.
Ellsworth

Fort.

July 16, sch Melissa Trask, Salem
Sid July\19, sch C Taylor 3d. Bar Harbor,
6 Pblll,PS
Ar

br<i.V!

Hancock

County Ports.
July 12, sch J S Lam-

T

HOUSE CLEANING
MADE EASY!

1804-1010

HEBRON ACADEMY

■
■
■
■
I

school. Certificate
right to other New England
Three
Courses, College,
Colleges.
Twelve
English, Scientific.
Sturtevant Home
instructors.
I accomodates 70 girls. Atwood
>■ Hall, new, Barrows Lodge and
■ Cook Gymnasium accomodate 126

Colby fitting

That sounds like an impossible proposition, but the Santo Vacuum Gleaner
does it. I am prepared to do housecleaning without removing furniture
from rooms. Operated from any eleotric
light socket from your own or near-by

All dormitories under the
instructors,
ot
Sion
nricate houses lor a
Rooms in y-- moderate. City
lew. Expenses ..i'ptry air. There
student near
conveniences, cou.
may be a Hebron 29**7 Write lor
him.
“Tuesyou. Talk with
catalog. Fall term begins t s 4'^
day. Sept. 13. Address the Pnn t0

George B. Jameson,

boy,

supervi*

BECKWITH—At Roxbury. Mass, July 16, to
Mr aud Mrs Leslie C Beckwith, a daughter.
LEACH—At Bucksport, July 7, to Mr and Mrs
Walter V Leach, a son.
SELLERS—At Stoningtou, July 13, to Mr and
Mrs Oscar W Sellers, a daughter.
WE8COTT—At Sedgwick, July 2, to Mr and
Mrs Cecil Wescott, a daughter. [Hilda.]

130 Water

cipal,

I

Sargent Hebron, Me.

W. L

CLARION.

tesUv
*aid

iTftether it’s
Atrif It Is

'Viv

DIKD.

ease.

It

is

serious

and

especially

so

people that must keep up and doing
get behindhand.

to
or

The best medicine to take for it is
the great constitutional remedy

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Which purifies and enriches the blood
and builds up the whole system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsataba.

B. T.

to

w00d Bishop C«
saivj
1
"*
Soi;

Vidge,

Main

Street,

El. of_

UNION

[o9r

Spring; Is the time to g:ive your hHa'n

DR. A. C. DANIELS’

SOWLE, Mgr.

MUTUAL

LIFE

m

Horse Renovator

Hancock Co. Agencies

Powders

CO.

INS.

Gives Vim and Strength,makes New Blood,
Acts on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs.
1)K. DANIELS’ book on Horses,
Cattle,
Sheep, Swine, Dog and Cat, FKEE at
WHlTCOriB, HAYNES & Co’S,
and GEORGE A. PARCHER’S.

5 CENTS

BANANAS AT WHOLESALE

LUCHINI
IfroftBBtonal CarfiB.
C.

E.

has been moved from

Gaybuilding on Water street to
building corner Main and

nor

the

Hancock streets, recently occupied by Mrs. M. J-inuehan.

ELECTRICAL SE*”"
Full Line* of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

HOLT,

AND FIXTURES.
aa Wlrlof
and Supplies Ckwlullj (Haw.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Estey Building, Slate St..
Ellsworth.
Estimate*

ELLSWORTH

DENTIST.

ALICE

THE COUSINS RESTAURANT
the
HERBERT COUSINS Propr.

MAIN STKEET, ELLSWORTH

Steam
H.

SCOTT,

HPECIAI.TY MADE OP

TYPKWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of tbe Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Prohate
and Surety Bonds.
2or. Main and Water Sta. (over Moore's
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

Drug

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers im
THE AMERICAN.

BUSINESS
SHORTHAND
TELEGRAPHY
INDIVIDUAL
INSTRUCTION
From Sltkj i, i.t.n*. 10 Juiy 1, 1 910,

students ot the Shaw

_,

""

J)R.

Appetite

fu
it

J. P. ELDupui

Insurance
Apply

—

Is loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and Is
often a forerunner of prostrating dis-

or a

“Clarion”,

neet every requiremei
to tT*

Bangor.

to sell

range

a
a

>nd LSWOIiTH

—

Loss of

sure

Made by the

Life

ALLEN—At Stonington, July 9. Stephen E
Allen, aged 60 years, 10 months, 8 days.
CAMPBELL—At Brooksville, July 18, Susie,
wife of James Campbell, aged 41 years.
1 month. 15 days.
CHASE—At Bucksport, July 13, Mrs Ellen H
Chase, aged 68 years, 1 month, 2 days.
CHRISTIE—At Lamoine, July 13, Andrew
Christie, aged 56 years.
CONNOR—At South Penobscot, July 17, Miss
Gladys Connor.
DYER-At Lansing, Mich, July 7, Huldah A,
widow of George A Dyer, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 67 year's.
FREETHEY—At Brooklin, July 14, Capt Ellis
E Freethey, aged 76 years, 11 months, 9 days.
GRINDLE—At Ellsworth Falls, July 19, Lillie
B. wife of Leon S Grindle, of East Orland,
aged 30 years, 5 months, 16 days.
HARDIN-At Bluehill, July 17. David F Hardin, aged 80 years, 6 months, 21 days.
JORDAN—At Surry. July 13, Henry D Jordan*
aged 77 years, 9 mouths.
M’CARTHY—At Ellsworth, July 19, Dennis
McCarthy, aged 88 years.
M’INNIS—At Rockland. July 4, Capt John
Mclnnis. aged 80 years, 8 months, 4 days.
MTNTYRE—At Castine, July 18, Miss Beulah
McIntyre, aged 17 years.
MOREY-At Castine. July 14, Mrs Julia E
Morey, aged 80 years, 7 months, 20 days.
At South Penobscot, July 15,
PERKINS
Oliver M Perkins, aged 53 years, 4 months,
18 days.
REED—At Brooklin, July 12, Mrs George L
Reed, aged 72 years, 6 mouths, 1 day.
At South Gouldsboro, July 15,
8ARGENT
Mrs Hannah A Sargent.

nace

Teachers Wanted
during vacation

Ellsworth, Me.

8t.,

THE

MARKIKD.
BRAG DON—CAR ROLL—At Old Town, July
12, by Rev Fred A Swan, Miss Frances Gertrude Bragdon, of Franklin, to Charles W
Carroll, of Greenbush.
ROBERTS—WALTON-At Portland. July 4.
by Rev Joseph Twomey, Miss Annie Isabel
Roberts, of Portland, to Edward Walton, of
Auburn.

Prices reasonable.

home.

m

BANGOR,

Edward Garland is haying for Charles
O. and Martin H. Garland.

Wesley

Young, Manager.

PlNC Hill CONCRETE Co ~W A B(5nSE.Y, proP’r.
LuLSWORTH. Mt.

liAKKWOOD.
Moore is cutting Alfred U. Garland’s hay.
Mrs. Grace Barron, of West Ellsworth,
is visiting relatives here.

Co.,

WATER STREET,

Building,

two

amnrtiannmta.
W. S.

✓

Open Monday, Wednesday and Saturday Ev'gs,

they went to Elk Rapids, Mich.,
they lived about five years, moving
thence to Lansing. Mr. Dyer died a few

Tuesday afternoon.

vacation at home. He is
Ellsworth high school.

4c. per lb.

.

Extracts at 16c. per bottle.
Corn Starch at 6c. per pkg.

where

the

A.

Soda at

1883

rush work.

corporation are:
treasurer,
Burton B.
manager,
George M. Haynes is the fore-

President, John
Charles
Peters;

special

The older residents of Ellsworth, who
the late George A. Dyer and his
wife, will be grieved to learn of the death
at Lansing, Mich., on July 7, of Mrs.
Dyer. She was sixty-seven years of age.
Mrs. Dyer was born in Cherryfleld; she
was married in Ellsworth, and lived here
On leaving Ellsworth in
many years.

an

son

accordingly.

price and other articles
attention to our

knew

1“ iSly 11:

ried

We call

freshments were served. Forrest is connected with the General Electric Co., of
Lynn, and Mr. Pendleton is connected
with another electrical concern.

West 8u!*livan*-81d
building, this garage is enabled to meet
to ^"h Stnmj Petrel, New Bedford
practically every demand made upon it. !
£i. wiidfiaw.fipw'- “ 6
Included in the outfit is a 500-gallon gaso- I
Southwest Harbor—Ar July 12, sciB^T
leue tank, conveniences for storing, washSwift, cargo salt for B H Mayo
Ar July 14, sch John B Norris
ing and caring for automobiles besides reAr
18, sch J Frank Seavey, coal for
pairing. This season some of the hand- Bear July
island
Sid July 14, sch John B Norris, coastwise
somest and most expensive machines built
Sid July 18, sch Willie L Swift
have visited this garage, and both owners
and chauffeurs have remarked its comBORN.
pleteness.

Leslie Allen and wife were guests at the
Babcock cottage over Sunday.
George H. Nutter, wife a.id sou Hazen,

We be ter,

was

We have Teas and

in the Lee block opp. Postoffice.
Coffees at one-half regular retail

Direct Importing

th&\./'*

by reason of its association with a
foundry and machine shop, whose workmen are already trained in
motor-engine

mill,

weighing nine pounds; F. Deakin, one
salmon; M. Quin, one salmon, eight
pounds.

to

that

for

or*i«ht hours; had done it more easily
*n<* *tl u
fetely than had he been dictating with maid, are at the Nutter cottage.
direct to a typiat.
Fred Greeley and family arrived Satur1‘PTTINO IT IN PRINTED WORDS.
day to spend the summer at their cottage.
ut you haven't
got it in printed words
Col. Fred H. Parkhurst and son Reid
Wt, says someone. True. That is comarrived in their automobile to spend a
lng- When he concluded
dictating tor the few weeks at their cottage.
mebt, he had a large number of the wax
The Warren cottage entertained a large
cylinders ailed with little dents and
They were taken down
each one of which represented party Thursday.
to the dam* in the launch Cuba.
"ound* of his voice.
Next morning he
Mr. and Mrs. Colburn and Messrs. Parpieced these in
specially-prepared carrier,
ook them to the
sons and Young were guests of Miss A.
express office and shipped
A party of young
‘hem home to Portland. There
Gould over Sunday.
expert
•leuographers and typewriters took them people were guests at tbe ‘-Lone Star”.
end began the
work of producing written
Fishing has been quite good the past
cop,.
week.
Mr. Parsons got two salmon;
Each took a certain number of records, O. Higgins, two salmon; C. Foster, two
Or each
record was numbered, and seated ealmon; Messrs. Baker and Perry, three
etnselvea before a phonograph exactly salmon; M. C. Baker, one salmon, J. P.

on”

party

Tea Store

Fancy

Rea ben

feet is contemjiW.'',ted.
The latest addit*-..' Jo the business is
the converting of the west \w>n£ °f
building into a garage, and a\iiv®mo^“

rapidly “getting

New

Treworgy and wife at their
home on the Surry road in honor of their
son Forrest and his friend, Clyde Pendleton, both of Lynn, Mass., who have been
spending a short vacation in Ellsworth.
About twenty-five guests were present
and a pleasant evening was passed, games
Lee
and music being added attractions. Re-

only foundry.

are

TO CALL AT THE

to

A lawn

by

an-

ists

DON’T FORGET

honest and

an

The building of engines primarily deBy signed for boats naturally led to the rethe us-- of the machine she will be doing pairing not only of engines but also of
a deal more work than
1 the boats themselves, and this in turn to
previously.
surely believe that the use of these ma- the storing of boats rduring the winter.
chines is going to be one of the greatest The development of this branch led to the
advancements in the carrying on of busi- building of a marine railway, and later to
ness irade in years.
Kxpert stenographers the erection of a building for storing boats
A main building,
will adopt them, 1 feel sure, very rapidly during the winter.
90x60 feet, was built, with two wrings,
JUl the next few years.”
Eacn i/TM o/these phonographs is fitted each 90x40. In the main building are tw'o
with a scale, slarrtkr- 10 ,that used on a
railways and in the east wing there is one.
typewriter. This is used by •‘he dictator Here boats are repaired, rigged, painted,
in connection with a small record
c.^a:ik engines installed, and any kind of shipto give instructions to the typist. By the o\arpentering done, and so great has becombination it is possible to call
the come iuV demand for this kind of work
operator’s attention to corrections, so that a lengthening of the building to 125
comes

This

hour* he had transcribed as much
** he could
ordinarily have done in lix

Ellsworth a young man. He was
industrious man-a good
citizen. For many years be made his
home at Ellsworth Falls, being employed
in the mills. He leaves two sons—John
W. and Cbarles D. McCarthy. The funeral
was held at
the Catholic church this
forenoon.

came

gines for use in motor boats.
In 1906, a corporation was formed—the
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works;
more capital was put into the business,
which has steadily increased until now it
is by far the largest and best-equipped
machine shop in Hancock county, and the

for it.

“It will make the stenographer in the
buatn< *s« fflee far more useful,” said he.
”Th*' bos« can dictate his letters to the
machine os fa t as he reads his mail and,
in
tnany instances, before the sten-

the fast

two

McCarthy, one of Ellsworth’s
citizens, died st his home on Grant
street Tuesday, aged eighty-eight years.
Mr. McCarthy was born in Ireland, and
Dennis

oldest

<

tJpe-writer operator could put it into though last winter they did not return
printed copy. There was no
stopping or home. The remains will be taken to East
Operating words because the operator did Orland, where the funeral will be held
not understand.
The record got every Thursday. ___
W°M, just aa it was spoken.
The only
GKKKN LAKK.
•lops necessary was to change records, and
°nce in
thirty minutes to wind the motor
Tbe launch Cubu made three tripe to
“pring, an operation of about half a minthe dam Sunday with parties.
ute.
iD

in

Their expe nee in this work has
shown them t they can produce a third
more work
up their typewriters transcribing froi the dictation of the machine than m stenographic notes or
direct diccat n from a person. In this
way the reeps shipped home by Mr.
Barrows werhuickly put in condition to
send to the j^iwr persons.
Bat that
n’t the end df those records,

^ound

stenographic alphabet.

Ellsworth day after
character and magni-

W rapidly assembled into poetolllce square
printed form
day realize the
matter

These instruments are so constructed
reporter
“You ran,” said he,” **use the ordinary that the startiug and stopping is done
machine, such aa many people have in with the foot, so that the hands are not
their home* for entertainment purposes, troubled, but can keep on writing. Neibut the results are not all that could be ther is there a lifting of the reproducer
and shoving hack when it becomes necdesired.”
He then explained that the ordinary re- essary for the operator to have a portion
of the matter redictated. It is done by
cord would run for only about two minutes and would hold bat a comparatively a back spacing scheme, similar to that
short transcription. For this reason it used on many typew riters.
was beat to use what is
known as the
bosine** phonograph. The record* used
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
on this will hold
1,200 words, or about
Mrs. Earl Clark is home for a visit with
enough to till four average typewritten
her parents, Judson A. Austin and wife.
sheets. These instruments are fitted with
Mrs. Edward Carroll and daughter are
both a recorder and reproducer and, if
desired, the records for entertainment here for a visit with Mrs. Carroll’s parand wife.
may be used upon
them. These
in- ents, Elias B. Armstrong
struments are built to run either by a
Reuben F. Kemick and wife, of Bar Har•pring motor or a small electric one, bor, spent Sunday here, the guests of Mrs.
current for which may be supplied from Rcmick's parents, Moses Cottle and wife.
•oy light circuit.
George N. Watters and wife, of Hamp^hen Mr. Barrows came up to Auburn
den, speut Sunday here, the guests of Mrs.
for the terra of court at which he did the
Watters’ parents, Elias B. Armstrong and
work referred to, he
brought with him wife.
one of these business
phonographs and a
Dr. L. M. Thayer, wife and daughter
large supply of blank records; also he had
Ruth are here from Somerville, Mass., to
•everal formidable-looking
of
stenpiles
Mr. Thayer’s vacation with the
°e*»phlc notes. Bach one of these piles speud of Mrs.
Thayer.
represented an important case which, parents
Mrs. E. K. Giles and daughter. Miss
must be written out in time for the law
Florence, of Amherst, who are visiting
court. That meant, in the old
days, many
Harbor Tuesday with
weary hours at night, after the adjourn- here, went to Bar
Charles W. Smith and wife to visit W. J.
ment of court,
on
the
out
pounding
copy
type writer, and the consequent tired Johustou and family.
Simon Flood, of Surry, visited relatives
feeling next morning.
is
After supper on the first
night he ar- here last week. Mr. Flood ninety years
rived in town, Mr. Barrows had a smoke old, and quite smart for a man of his age.
and then retired to hia
He was accompanied by his two nieces,
room at the hotel,
up the spring of the phonograph, Mrs. Sinclair, of Surry, and Mrs. Aufor it Mas a
spring motor operated one, gustus Andrews, and her husband of
placed a blank record
Mass.
upon it, seated him- Salem,
**lf with hia
month at the born, picked
Mrs. Leon S. Grindle died here yesternP a pile of the notes, started the
spring day, of tuberculosis, in the thirty-first
and began
talking into the horn just as year of her age. Her people live in East
rapidly as he could read the cabalistic Orlaud. but Mr. Grindle and his wife

about three times

The hones wen unharnessed,
driven to the engine boon, harnessed into
the hook and ladder truck and hose cart,
and driven to the fin on Water street.
From the first stroke of the fin bell to
their arrival at the fin, Just two and onehalf minutes elapeed. To on-lookers, it
seemed longer, but Aldermen Small and
others held their watches, and vouch for
the correctness of the time as here stated.
■ton.

It

reporter be said:
“Men buy labor-saving devices for tbeir
factor.- • hi order that they may get bigger
and better results; tbey put devices into that she will not have
to use the
their bouses for tbe same purpose; but eraser on the
typewritten copy, for the rebow many of them ever try to give tbeir
cord will show that at about, say, fortyown brains a chance to accomphitb more
five on the scale she is to listen for cora
device?
by using
labor-saving
Using rections. Hhc will stop writing a suffithe phonograph saves tbe brain, makes it
cient time in advance to get the correction,
do more than otherwise; it does that for
and then proceed. This means a lot to
man
who
any
adopts it."
her and, also, much neater work. The
t SI.WO TUB f-HONOORAPHS.
time lost is no greater, if as great, as when
Uung the phonographs is not a dmcult she has to stop and cross out her stenothing. is Mr. Harrows demonstrated to a graphic note# and rewrite the correction.

•»gns of the

(Continued from page 1.)

I* the Plant of the Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works.

were

StbittiaraniM.

AFFAIRS.

LOCAL

A BUSY PLACE

Laundry and

Bath Rooms.

‘WO

FAT, NO WA8H1CM."
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called

tor

and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Estey Building, State St..
Ellaworth, Me
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisHed to take ichat it can get for if, is a

cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but
cheap
results.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press.

SUPPLIES

COMPETENT

OFFICE HELP TO BUSINESS MEN FREE OF

TEL. 830 BANGOR

CHARGE

Daily Commercial had in its columns 256 instances ot
Results count. Free catalog.

the tfangor

taking pc sitions.

COUNTY NEWS

Miss

STONINGTON.

Wesley Clark,

lin,

twc
anc

26.

Fred Thurlow and wife have gone to
Belfast, where he will* be employed in a
shoe factory.
at

Charles Oliver, who has been employed
Lamson's market, is now at the Central

grocery store.

Mrs. Levi K. Stinson has returned from
the Ring hospital in Portland, and is im-

proving

in health.

Mon telle Abbott, son of Joseph C. Harmon, while handling a revolver, had the
misfortune to get a bullet through the

palm

Nihil.

for

twenty years. The name will be “The
Corinne Stewart Public Library’'.
Mr.
and Mrs. Stewart would like to meet at

Jessie Macorober was the guest of
Calais last week.

"Seawillows", on Sunday, July J4, at 4
o'clock, p. m., all the people in the town
who feel interested in having a library
established, and who would like memberships, in order to organize a library asso-

C. H.

Bunker, who has suffered severely
with sciatica for some time, is better.

ciation and choose otHcers. Ail are cordially invited, and it is hoped all will feel a
deep interest. A good library will cer-

Nash, of Harrington, on her way
from Bangor, was a Sunday guest of Rev.
and Mrs. Mayo.
district Superintendent H. B. Haskell
will conduct quarterly conference
here,
Wednesday evening.
Mrs.

tainly be
ally.
July 18.

j

|

Mrs. H. F. Collins and young daughter
Virginia returned Saturday from Dover,
where they visited Mrs. Frank
Guernsey.
Mrs. Ida Wilson was over from Ells-

spend

to

sisters, Mrs. Eben
Dyer.

day

the

with

Smith and Mrs.

!

a

few weeks with

her

Bntler and wife.
July 18.

Jennie

|

B.

|

HANCOCK POINT.
Kate Chester is visiting
Brewer.
Mrs. S. C. Penney spent

Bangor

few

a

sister in

days

in

last week.

M. A. Atkins and

Sunday

her

at

wife,

of

C. A. Penney’a.

Bangor^spent

Dr. H. Whiting Ball, of Portland, ts vishis parents, H. A. Ball and wife.
Grace McFarland is spending her varation with her mother in her cottage at the

iting

Point.

Mrs. Sarah

spending

Barter went

and returned

Sadie

Sawyer,

to

j

were

also week-

1

Friday.
Winterport,

of

Rev. Mr. Graves, of Lawrence,
Mass.,
preached at the Congregational church
Sunday morning.

is

or

Charles Hollis, boss carpenter on the
dormitory building, spenfseveral days in
Bangor last week.

month ago lost bis
July 18.

thecJ“Jser,

has gone to Seal

^ty,

pt.',omer*
the? rnond Cousins

came

borne

WestTremont for

infant
tiree

daugbte.

made

early

fy
Han/,
Will

my

little

o.
j "< nd

dy*er

*

marriage,

friends who will

MARLBORO.

visiting

JoneB,

ol

Greene,
day by
July

•

daughter Bertha,
Brewer, are visting relatives here.
W. M. Ackerman and wife are occupy-

friends here.

Mrs. Lorenzo Stuart, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting Mrs. Osmond Emery.

ing

Charles Estes' house for the

visting

Lincoln

is

tives here.

Irving Kouillard,
a

called'here Sun-

Sunset with

of

Boston, is spending
Capt. Charles

few weeks at the home of

Hodgkins.

father, P. R.

j

Joseph Bragdon has returned to his
home in Minneapolis, Minn., after spending

a

short vacation here.

Phosie Higgins, who has closed
second year’s work as teacher in one
of the Presque Isle schools, is expected
Miss

her

working for John
is at

20.

;

home this week.

and

j

_______

_

ment.

Miss Genevieve Butler has gone to th<
Tar ratine house, Hancock Point, wher :
she has employment.
Miss M. E. Moon returned from Bostoi ,

CHICHESTER S

U

PILLS

fic DIAMOND BRAND.

_

a

_TUI

Jli¥»ND IIRAND PIUS,
ymti k

:kwto as

1* *3
Best, Safest. Always Raifebt

SOLO ST DRUGGISTS EVERYW1IUCE

Mrs.

|

Minnie Porter and

children,

month

of

o

consumption.

NORTH HANCOCK.

have rented the Fernaid cot
Mrs. Estella Rowell, of Boston, is
Miss Nellie Hutchins is in Franklin thii
lage, and moved in.
spending a few weeks with her aunt, Mrs. week.
Misses Hattie and Olivia Higgins, o f William Stinson.
Merle Googins visited his father in Ban
Jesse Hamblen, who has been employed^ gor a few days last week.
Waltham, Mass., are visiting their mother
Mrs. Pern brook Higgins.
at Mt. Waldo, is home, and is on Moose
M. B. Joy is at home from Seal Harbor
H.
July 17.
island cutting stone.
where he has been employed.
Mrs. Bosie Perry returned to her home
Ray Lewis and wife are receiving conTeething children have more or lea in Sorrento
Monday, after spending gratulations on the birth of a
son, July 14
diarrhcea, which can be controlled b;
Anon.
July 18.
giving Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera an<
NL’sT BE ABOVE SUSPICION.
Diarrhoea Remedy. All that is necesear
Kidney and bladder trouble ailments are so
Bilious?
Feel
serious in their consequences and, if unheavy alter dinner? Tonga*
is to give the prescribed dose after eaci
checked, so often fatal, that any remedy of- coated?
Bitter taste? Complexion sailowl
operation of the bowels more than natural fered for their cure mast be above suspicion. Liver needs
Doan’s Beguleti
waking;
op.
and then castor oil to cleanse the system
Foley Kidney Pills contain no harmful drugs,
and nave successfully stood a long and thor- care bilious attacks. 25|cents at any drui
It is safe and sure. Sold by all dealers
test.
G
A.
Paacaaa.
ough
store.—Advi.

Rockland,

_

>

or

two.

Miilway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street.
Tb# mIt MtdtrtM priced hotel ol
rtprtilkw and totuntatut in

PHILADELPHIA
fiailroaoa uB Stiamac

SSeechanti
@W

Sold

Evovywhotw.

A Reliable

la Um 10c.

Bar Harbor and Boston:

Remedy

•4.3S

FOR

mmm
Cream
Ely’sYoicfcfy
is
Gn

j

Ule, Sargvntvllle, I>ark Harbor anti Rockland,

absorbed.
Rt.«d at One a.

| connecting
:

Cntarrb and drir*.m
a Cold In the Head quickly. It**»tore«
h.' S* t>*“ «>f I
t<? and 8ra**iL
Full *iJM
» ct*.
at Dra^j^a or by mail.
Liquid
i.'>
dm f>»;
ingiorukrs 73 eta.
r>C V*'arrfcn
V r'

■

i necttog with

for Boston

ateamer

contracted with the

City of Ellafor those who
may
during the next five
< llawcrth. 1
and are legal residents
year*
forbid all persons trusting the u on my acconut. as there is plenty of room ami accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drommit
care

for Boston

Steamer Catherine leave* Sedgwick 3 p a.
week day* and Hundara, for Herrick’- Linding,
South lirookMVilie,
Eg^etnoggln. IMrlgo »”d
Rockland, cooneetlnc with steamer f *r liostoa.
RETURN!
Leave Boston
for Rockland.

Pauper Notice.
to

with aleamttr

Boothbay leaven Blurhi ! 1 P tn,
week day* and Sunday** lor South BlueiuJ*
stonlngton, North Haves and Rocklantl. cob*
Steamer

fr* -a

worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance

Trip.

Kuun.l

*8.00

:

Steamer ». T. Moree leaven Bar HarN>r 2 j> m,
week day* and Sundays, for Heal Harbor. N<»rtbeam Harbor. Southwest Harbor, Brooklin, Hew

Balm

rosui:.:ag

W»J

One

—

ft deanvn, soothe,
ii' «*.■»
•»«*'•»
pruit'Clii
Me
cIjh ..**■'! UietaM.nr

Between

Fareti

mmd 28c.

3pm week day*

an 1

Sue'lay*,

Leave Rockland 3.13 a m. or on trrtral of
from Bt>*ton. week day* a«>d ••uii'lay*.
for Bar Harbor, Kluehlll, Sedgwick, an Intermediate landing*.

Ateamer

E. L. Suita. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. IIRBMJCK. Agent, IMuehlil.
E. J. Katun. Agent, Sedgwick.

John Johnson.

Mrs. Harris Stanley, who has been vis- j Henry Bryant is in very poor health.
Passadumkeag.
Mrs. Ernest Hodgkins and children
iting her parents, Richard Judkins and
Mrs. Leaman Crowley is suffering from
B.
16.
July
came from Mattapan, Mass., Friday, to
wife, for two weeks, returned to Appleton ; rheumatism.
a
have
vacation.
rented
their
They
spend
| Saturday.
EASTBROOK.
Mrs. Hattie Lufkin entertained a party
house of 8. H. Remick.
Children’s day
was
appointed fori of friends from Franklin Thursday.
Condit and wife, of Everett,
Cyrus
There is to be a lawn party at 8. H.
July 10, but the preacher, Rev. W. A.
are visting L. W. Bunker.
Roy Scofield and wife spent Sunday with
Remick’s Wednesday evening, July 20; if Mass.,
Hanscom, failed to appear, ihe display Mrs. Scofield’s
Island Falls, who is
of
Clarence
parent*', John Bridges and
Brown,
Ice-cream,
of flowers were beautiful,
stormy, the next evening.
wife.
had a
cake and home-made candy will be for ; to preach here through the summer,
H.
July 16.
Miss Viola Peabody, who has been emsale. The proceeds are for the cemetery | full house Sunday.
TRENTON.
annual reunion of
the
The fourth
fund.
ployed at Milbridge since last fall, spent
Miss Rath Stafford, of Bar Harbor, is the week-end with her mother, Mrs. J. Y.
A&e.
July 18.
Hooper family will be held at Eaat Franklin Wednesday, Ang 24.
Crowley.
visiting Mrs. Harry L. Davis.
WEST FRANKLIN.
J uly 18.
a.
Edward H. Frye, of the Lovett enterGeorge Stafford, Mr. Gallagher and
and
Mrs,
A daughter was born to Mr.
tainment bureau, Boston, will give an wife, Charles Chalk and wife and Joseph
j
BARTLETT’S
ISLAND.
Earl Bracy J uly 12.
entertainment in the grange hall Monday j Kirk and wife, oi Bar Harbor, lunched at
Laura and Allie Burns have been visitMiss Edith Oreutt has gone to Bar Har- evening, July 25, for the benefit of the the Stafford farm last Tuesday.
ing relatives at Beech hill.
Greenwood dramatic club.
bor for the summer.
The many friends o! Andrew Christie
Gem.
Mr. Cunningham came from Boston last
July 18.
Miss Zelpha Coombs is home from Marlwere pained to learn of his sudden death
at his home in North Lamome.
Mr. week with cattle for Mr. Loring.
boro, where she has been employed.
SOUND.
Christie lived here a year, and made many ■ Mrs. Matthew Moon, of Ellsworth, u
Mrs. Tarbox, formerly of Damariscotta.
Charles Richardson and wife, of Ottei
friends.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. George Ray.
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs
visited Sidney Higgins and wife reCreek,
May.
July 18.
Dr. Tapley was called here Tuesday t<
Clarence Morse, Sunday, July 17, at tb<
cently.
remove a large splinter from Mrs.
advanced age of ninety years.
Georg<
WEST STONINGTON.
Schooner Bella Halladay, Capt. Hatch
Ray’s ankle.
July 18._Ch’e’kb.
is loading paving at Brown’s wharf foi
Capt. Stephen E. Allen died at hia home
L.
July 16.
New York.
NORTH SULLIVAN.
in Stonington Sunday, after a long illness
Hattie and Mina Robertson have gom
to Bar Harbor, when they have employ

a

Nervous Women

to

evening,

W. T. BRUBAKER. Man.ijrr.
Europe.a. Il-M pc d.y *nd up
Alow Ion, BM pc, day and up

will find that Nature responds
promptly to the gentle laxative effects, and the helpful
tonic action of

ice-cream social in the

Wednesday

WINDSOR HOTEL

Prospect Harbor.

Lowell Coggins and wife, of California,
are here for a few
weeks.
They were
Maxietta Lowe, of Somerville, Mass., is
joined by their son Arthur, who is a
with Mrs. H. P. Hatch for the summer.
| junior in Yale college.
Maud Robbins is here from Cambridge, ;
fi.
July IB.
Mass., to spend her vacation with her j
COREA.
father, J. F. Robbins.

E. A. Thompson and children
for the
have gone to Tobique, N. B.,
Mrs. A. W. Packard, of Ells
worth, called pn friends here last Wednes- ! summer. Mr. Thompson will join them
in

*

Florentine Young and wife, of Webster
City, Iowa, are visiting friends and rela-

Roes

18._R.

Mrs. Richard Smith
Mrs.

ton and

relatives

were

and

an

few

a

J&umi&nnnitfi.

week.

July

Johnson at Sunset.

summer.

Woodbury Bowden has sold his place to
Harlan Hodgkins, and moved to Bayside. Fogg.
Mrs.
Mrs. Charles W. Hopkins, of East Bos-

day.

daughter,

of

the old homestead for

voyage, returned home last

hail

illnesa of but

hanuock.

Mrs. Sumner Foster and little daughter
of Cambridge, Mass., arrived last

There will be

an

E. Bridges and two children, of
Weehawken Height, N. J., are occupying

Stratton, who accompanied his

on a sea

Endeavor

did after

rMg* l

Helen,
>

it

Daniel,
July

week.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

I Miss Evelyn Greely, of Bangor, has been
| spending a few days with Miss Ethel

after

Prospect,

the illness of their

Roy Hendrick

attending diligently

Write or cotne (■•»»<
math Mens. «** Pa«#« 8t*W» ?*t«ei
WASHINGTON, 0 C.

tU

gave him every attention.
Mr. Libby is
also survived by two brothers Klisba and
of
this
James,
place, and a younger son,

i-tsinben*

Gorham

Greene.

is the

Mrs. Arte Burrill and
of

Waltham, Maas.,

of

11*>'ne»

Patsftt asd Isfrlafvmsst Prattles Eic’mivtly.

hours, was a distinct shock. Mr. Libby
w«» cared for by his son Frank, who with
his wife made their home with him and

Linsoott, of Portland, is visiting
grandparents, George King and wife.

father

at their homes here.

Richard Greene, of Belfast,

Anos.

18.

Mrs. 8ar»b Warning, of Bangor,
guest of W. W. Black and wife.

E-

j

Long, Richard Ashworth and
W. F. Chapman, of Stonington, spent Sun-

DEDHAM.

_

Mrs. Carrie
is

July

and

as

Harold

Mrs. K. B. Long.

day

F'

1.3.

was respected and esteemed
by all. Although advanced in years and in feeble
health for a long time, bis death coming

Miss Flora Stratton ha* returned from
Isles ford, where she has been visiting.
bis

few weeks with her

a

°*

f

wa*

Wednesday, July

Gideon Mavo, of Frankl n, officiated.
a
was
former pastor
Mayo
of
the
church
of
h? re,
Baptist
which Mr. Libby was the o! lea; number and of which be had been for many
years a deacon. Mr. Libby wa< a native
and a life-long resident of this place, and
Rev.

buying and selling, but
bey have made of their daily intercourse
srith the village people a means to a
better community.
May both of these
esteemed citizens have many years of comfort in their well-earned retirement from
ictive business life.'*

employment

home

LoaB_aB^BnildiDi[ Axs’a.

I
procured *i*0DtrtN0i:D.
'I
drkslni rrmS'v f»w Mpert «*rth na<! f
h.JW to uMUQ |*»cnU inn injuk*,!
rmIN ALL COUNTRIES
Jfmtimr i* dittft z.itk M jibing! n *av<% time A
tmmrr anJ cflcn Ik* fatrnt,

Mr.

G.

and Ward Leach have

spending

“rtn

"

m.

hia

hia

buair'7't,d<,“U h,ere

th-

men,
;heir work of

Mrs. Twining, of Burlington, Mass., is

Brooks-

vears,
The

business

F. Homer

regret her

J

d‘D'

is at home from

borne.

Malcolm

*>u»band and

y6sev<'ath*
18'

^nade

are

The funeral of Samuel \V. Libby

of this firm, Felix G.
■»
brother, Bancroft T. Haynes, were
ormer
residents
here.
“They have,”
lays the Townsman, “been not only good

son.

Harry Dolber, of Waltham, Mass., in the
guest of Mrs. Nora Wight.
Mrs. A. B. Leach and son Earle went to
South Brooksville Wednesday.

Saturday,

Horton, of Bar Harbor, is here
to spend the summer with his grandr; alBO ,ather' “'other' |
U. Sperry and wife.
Edna ; parents, George
and two sisters.
leBve“

her mother

There have been no service* in the
Methodist church for the past two Sun*
days, as the pastor, Her. Alfred Ba ratt,
i»
Buck sport (or his vacation.

held at

*
The Andover, Mass.,
r<nrnimsn^v
change in Mallard vaC
wl’lch “
< f interest to the older
res'
1 be retiring from
*,Ur ,on^
«
# ix
of

in Bar Harbor.

Harbor

weeks.

faer death in P°rt"

before her

JulyAagr**ny

Emery

time,

|1

I usineas

EAST BLUE HILL.

Harry

ville, where he has been for the past two

Ku8Bt“

™

brother-,

Lived in

William

some

|

lamoine.

Bessie and Iva Trewfmre of
Rockland.
mil Jfgy are employed
Corinna Cl*-'

X 18-n Ash,
ney
C. A. PenThe friends of Edna totor**
were sorry to hear
Ban1
arr

Crosby

He was brought home in an unconscious condition, and the
following
Oept. Mitchell. evening he passed
away.
William Go<xiwin, wife aud daughter, of |
For some tune Mr. Christie had had
Now Hampshire, are guests at his old trouble
with bis heart, and on
j
Tuesday he
home here.
Flora Goodwin has returned' told his son
John, who is employed at Bar
from
Woodland, where she has jus! Harbor, that it would be his last trip, and
finished a successful term iu the grammar so it
proved,
school.
Mr. Christie was born in Scotland flftyCurtis K. Moon, who has managed the
lix years ago.
lie moved here from TretSullivan-Waukeag ferry for several years, Ion a few years ago. He was respected
by
has sold his interest to
Bradbury Smith. ill, being an industrious citiren, a kind
Mr. Moon has moved to his old home at
and
a
neighbor
devoted husband and
East Sullivan. His many friends who relather.
He loaves a widow, two
gret his departure hope his future efforts
daughters-Mrs.
will lie in paths of success.
Fred Davis and Mrs. Walter
Murray, and
'our
sons
July 18.
Vox Populi.
John atid Charles, who are erodoved at Bar Harbor; George, of MassaCASTINE.
■husetls, and Albert, the youngest, who
MissLorna Douglass is working in the
j s still at home. All the children were
Lufkin candy store.
iresent at the funeral.
They have the
Dr. J. W. Grindte and family, of New ; ymputhy of alt in their sad bereavement.
are
Funeral
at their cottage for the summer, j
services were held at the home
York,
laturdayafternoon. Rev R. B. Mathews
The yacht Narcissus, which has been on
dficiating.
Interment at Forest Hill
a ten weeks’ cruise, arrived in
port Sunday.
emetery.
Capt. R. B. Brown and son Walter spent
18.
July
Y.
several days in Boston last week on
fcusi-

n

nev

Sta.

LES.

Mis* Srbassa he* Row<

j fouud.

Wallace

wile, of Milbridge,

and

end guests at the home of

days with Mr.
Baker’s sister, Mrs. C. A. Penney.
.eturning Sunday.
D.
McGraw and
Mrs. J.
9
daughter
Arno Bowden and daughters,
Harry Wight, wife and two children, of
Florence are in town.
Rosie, of Sullivan, and Marini in T
Tufts college, Mass., are guests of Mrs. L.
Bangor, are picking berries to
.d of L*Staples and wife, wbo have been in B. Grindle.

land last week.

CRANBERR

NORTH LAMOINE.

Mrs. Josie Brown, of
Mrs. Margaret A. Jones, of Wellesley
Lowell, M*as., is
Hills, Mass., arrived Wednesday with her spending several weeks with hdf parents.
daughter, at their
corv
cottage,
“Gray George Weeks and wife.
All were saddened to hear of 14
Boulder,'' Moore's harbor.
Dr. Burrage, of Boston, arrived Friday. ot Mrs. Joseph Morey Frid**** be death
He made the trip on a stretcher, having Hie funeral v*js juita'a by (jr»S morning,
aooo.
broken his leg some lour w eeks
.■yrr^K.>v-.^id on Saturday afterago at his
1
home in Boston. The family is
Morey leaves, besides her
u; vifous
occupying
All express
:be Beaman cottage, at Point
»««nd, three children.
Lookout,
July 10.
"lc sympathy for Mr. Morey, who but a

few

a

xHMAMi (blMUl

Jalyl*.__Mum.

serions

Helen Mortimer, of Winterport, visited
relatives here last week.

SURRY.

j

a

Rockland

with her mother, Mrs. M. D. Turner.
Mrs. J. E. Barter went to Belfast Thursday to visit her sister, Mrs. Addie E. Tur-

Baker and wife, of Bangor, have

£. K.
been

Mertie Pettee opened her store in
the village Saturday.
Mrs. Dana Heald is entertaining relatives from Boston this week.
Miss

Mrs.

Mrs. Grace Butler French, with her two
;
little daughters, from Oakland, is
I

ing

to the town gener-

Thamp.

Wednesday

her

spendparents. Ivory

blessing

a

ISLE AU HALT.

Schooner Mamie Saunders is at the
wharf, loading crosswalks for New Vork
for W. B. Blaisdell & Co.

Sunday

town

library to the people of South Surry
Surry generally as a memorial to their
daughter. Miss Corinne, whose sad death
occurred nearly two years ago, and who
was so closely identified with the
place here

friends in

worth

in

were

their

Mrs. Victor Peavey and little
daughter,
Bangor, are visiting relatives here.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Howard Webb is gaining alter
illness.

child, of Frank
Sunday to* visit Mrs

and

FRANKLIN.

of

[

wife and

summer

Italian laborer on the J. L. Goss
quarry, stepping in the track of falling
grani'e, got a broken leg. After the
limb was set, he was taken to the Knox

Miss

be

William P. Stewart and wife, whose
home is here, propose to donate

of his hand.

An

hospital.
Ju,y 18.

visiting

Banking.

COUNTY

Hlivortk

Rockland Rebekah lodge has invited
visitors from Swan’s Island and BluehilJ

July

is

weeks with ber parents, Mrs. Q
W. Stinson and wife. She was accom
panied home by Blanche Stinson.
several

is what your money will earn if
Young, of Cambridge, Mass, and sister, and will spei
rest of the
invested In shares of the
visited relatives here Saturday night ant
Clark’s brother, John Butler.
season here.
f
Miss Bessie Gordon is attending the Sunday.
John Butler, who is critically ill, had
Mrs. F. A. Johnson
o brother*, of
I
Mrs.
Daniel
summer
and
Farmington
school.
o
Champion
sinking spell Friday, and it was though!
family,
Somerville, Mass., arri
edncsday to
are
he might not live through the night.
larwnce,
Mass.,
with
hei
Mrs. J. Carroll, of Worcester,
visiting
He
spend a few weeks.
Mass., is
A NEW SERIES
Mrs.
A.
E.
is now more comforable.
Austin.
mother,
visiting Mrs. F. E. Pettingill.
(apt. William R. Fadi of New York, ts now open. Stores, tl each;
monthly ^
Mrs. Janies Hickey and son
M.
July 18.
Preston, o! was in town this week t
Ralph Moore and wife, of Prospect
uest of M»lmen/s, fl per thare.
I New Orleans, have arrived for the summer
Harbor, are guests of H. H. Have)-.
lard Sparling and wife.
SOUTH SURRY.
and are occupying the Salisbury homeMrs. and Miss Woodma bf Cambridge, WHY PAY REHT
Superintendent of Schools A. W. Gor- stead. Her
Miss Louise Alley returned borne Iasi
wheu yon can borrow on your
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Saunders, Mass., are
don attended the meeting of State school
boarding wit llrs. Fred A.
shares, cttre a first m<»rt«agv and
is with her.
week from Bangor, whore she has had
Rirlene for the sanimer.
reduce it every month? Monthly
superintendents in
Castine,
returning
j
employment.
Kenneth Young, of Portsmouth, who if
payments i.ikI Interest together
home to-day.
Edward Brewer and wifelif Holbrook,
will amount to hut little more
Hr. Charles Briggs returned to Lexinghis grandparents, Edward F.
than you are now payiug lor
l>r. A. E. Phelps accompanied Miss visiting
arrived at tbeir summer ho4 this week.
and wife, recently received a fall,
rent, am! Id about teu years you
Young
ton, Mass., Sundaj, after a brief visit Maud
Their
Miss Aina,Sill join them
Colby to Portland last week, where
will
j a conaultation
with his family here.
fracturing his left arm and dislocating it later. daughter.
of doctors was held.
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
Miss at the elbow.
Lyman Curtis returned to Bar Harbor Colby returned and will receive treatment
For particulars inquire of
Ralph Ch oate and wife, wl|, were mar! Ibis morning to rejoin the yacht Emerald, here.
O. W. Taplky. 8ec‘y
OBITUARY.
ried at Rockland Saturday svenng, are
First Nat'l Rauk Hl/ie.'
; after spending Sunday with his parents,
The
sudden
death
of
Andrew
Cards have been received
Christie guests at the home of (zander Uunser and
W. Knot. President.
announcing
I. M. Curtis and wife.
lsst Wednesday night was a shock to the w
the marriage in Minot, North
ife.
Mrs. Choate is the laughter f \1of
j
Dakota,
Mrs. Nora Young left this morning for W. H.
Lawrence, formerly of Sorrento, ] community. On Tuesday, though not dcrman Henry Higgins, of Rockland.
Stmrrl term oils
South Penobscot to attend the funeral of and Mrs. Nettie
he drove to Bar Hartxir with
Hoo>kt.
Havey Valentine, formerly I feeling well,
Jnly 18.
a load of
her young sister. Miss Gladys Connor, of Wtfst
produce, and on his return in the
Sullivan.
GOlLDSbOKO.
who died Sunday, after a long illness of
afternoon, while passing through West
Mrs. Kona Merrill, of St.
Louis, ia i Kden, he had a fainting lit and fell from
Alvah Dyer has gone %o SulUvao, where
aonsumption. Much sympathy is felt for
a few weeks with her
j
spending
!
daughter, his wagon to the road, where later be was he is employed haying.
tbe family.
Mrs. J. K. Mitchell. Thatcher

ar

day.

on

trained nurse,

a

COUNTY NEWS.

parents, Alexander Taylor.

Kisses Ethel and Minnie Thorlow an
attending the summer school at Castine.
Miss Clara Hamblen, who has been ii
Somerville a few weeks, came home Sun
Mrs. Tompkins, of New York, and
daughters, are guests of G. B. Noyes

Helene Taylor, who is studying t<

become

Mrs. Addison Young, of Camden, is vis
iting Mrs. El wood E. Grindle.

Capt. Herbert Spofford and wife
guests of John L. Goss and wife.

after a five-weeks’ visit witl
and friends.

Wednesday,
relatives

In

Kfffot June 20, 1910.
Bunds?*

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
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AMP*
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t Stop*
Junction.

signal to conductor,
Daily Sundays included.
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*

e
0
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Stops to leave passenger* from east of Washing*00
Daily except Sunday morning, t Monday* only-

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
_
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New York.Iv 1.7.",!.*
Boston.*10 00 *10
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_____.Sun-

J8 00
am

*1 20> *1 20
*7 00
AM
AMi
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Brewer Junction
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Holden.
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Phillips Lake.
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Green Lake.
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Ellsworth Falls.
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Washington Junction......
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Franklin Road.
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til 06
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11 09 12 23
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Sullivan.
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1 06
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Sorrento.
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8
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»
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M
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10 05
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I 35
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t Stops on signal, f Except Sunday nights, q Sunday only"
Boston st9 a m.
Stops to leave passengers holding tickets from P» u\
d Stops et Sorrento Sundays only to leave passengers from points weav
Bangor.
p. g. BOOTH BY.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
General Passenger Agent.
Vice- Piasident and General Manager.

•Daily Sundays Included,

a Sundays leave
west of Bangor

PORTLAND. MB.

COUNTY NEWS.

Mam., have arrived

“Brlghtaide,”

north brooklin.
was borne from Barry Bannew

cottage,

COUNTY NEWS
NORTH SEDGWICK.

Rodney Oapood,

ReVvJ^Q. Perkins,

of Bristol, occupied
the pulpit in Union church
Sunday.
Miss Ruth Greenlaw and friend are at
the L. E. Pray cottage for the season.

barring weir

completed.

glad that the ateamcr Tremont la
and running again.
came home from Maaaalieorge Horrick
Tueaday, to do bia haying.
Ml

their

at

aeason.

Miaa Hazel Brown, of Trenton, ia visiting Mrs. W. 8. Brown.

Charles Hall

day.
bia
Mark Dodge baa

for the

J. A. Lithiecq, with daughters
and Avis, of Brewer, is visiting her
father, Lyman H. Somes. Mr*. Somes is
visiting in Dedham, Brewer and vicinity.
Mrs. Mary A. Leland had the misfortune to fall and break her right arm
and sprain her left. She also received a
ba^ shaking up. All hope for a
reArline

ebusaeta

a well-known
Upt- EUI? E. Freethey,
and esteemed citizen of Brook I in, died
Thursday night. Though in failing health
for two years past, his it Inca? did not take
five days before he
on a serious turn until

Mrs. Clara Clapp, who has spent the
winter at Hargentville, has opened her
cottage. Her son, R. Q. Clapp and family,
of Boston, are with her for the summer.

Fred Sylvester and wife spent the weekend in Brooksville.
•

!

are

obituary.

employed

Dallas B. Carter died June 25, at his
home here. Although ill a long time, he
bore his illness with patience and Christain fortitude.
Everything that loving
hand could do was done to relieve his

Johnson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
| is at Eugene Candage's.
born Aug. 5, 1834,
Mrs. Flora McNabb, of Bucksport, viswhen ouly twelve ited at “The Willows” last w*eek.

died.
Opt. Freethey was
and began to go to tea
When only twenty-one he had
years old.
risen to be master. He commanded several

parents,

camp Messarinko for two weeks.
H. O. Staples, who has been visiting his
sister, Mrs. Hanscom, for two weeks, is
in New York city for a few days.

employed

Hodgdon and wife
| at Walter
Mr*. Fernstrom’s.

with his

Mrs. Alice

sufferings.

He leaves a widow, two daughters—
Hazel and Everdene Carter, an aged father
and mother—Edwin and Nancy Carter, of
North Sedgwick. He is
survived by
four sisters-Mary Orcutt, Lillian Nevells,
week.
of North Sedgwick; Aliie Ilarriman, of
Hoy Day Tnd wife, of Dorchester, Mass., New York, and Ella Gray, of South Pear->
visiting Mr. Day’s mother, Mrs. nobscot, and live brothers
Pearl and
Charles Kerrin.
Edward Carter, of North
Sedgwick;
| Albert Gott and daughter Edith, of I’aris, of Brooksville; John, of Bar Harvisited
at
Charles
ilenand
of
West Sedgwick.
Woburn, Mass.,
bor,
Rosc<^»,
The funeral was held at the schoolhouse,
! d^rson’s Sunday.
Rev.
Mr. McPheters, officiating. Burial
There was a dance in the hall WednesI
Music by Atherton.
Ice- was in the family lot at Pine Grove cemeI day evening.
tery. The floral tributes were many and
; cream was served.
beautiful.
Charles A. Henderson, who is on the
July 18.
Rae.
yacht Glcnoover, Boston, spent a few’ days
with hisTamily on Long island, returning
BKOOKLIN.
to Boston Saturday.
G. F. Snow, of Bangor, was the guest of
Arrivals at Abram Duffy’s this week A. E. Farnsworth last week.
arc Charles H. 1-alley and wife, of SomerE. J. Carter and son Bernard, of Stonville, Mass.; Foster Tatb, of Revere,; iugton, were in town last week.
and
Mr.
of
Boston.
Mass.,
McMullen,
Mrs. Byron Sellers and Miss Hazel HerMrs.
Fernstrom
entertained thirty rick are
visiting friends at Sunshine.
young people from the Point at fiveMr. Stewart, who has been visiting at
o’clock tea in honor of Miss Bingham and
Henry Allen’s, left for Boston Saturday.

Kay Henderson, w ho has been on the
yacht Ckvalier, New York, is at home.
The
and
schooners
square-riggers.
fine
Milton Beckwith, of Ellsworth, held
brig Guiding Star was bn lit for him. *>-r'.vjcs in the
chapel three evenings this
and
to
domestic
to
sailed
foreign
ports,
Hr

Portugal. Africa, the West Indies, Mexico
and South America.
With bis death there passes out one
more of the old school of navigators, one
more of the old-time shipmaster*. He w as
a man of sterling integrity, an industrious
ted upright citizen.
He is survived by two son a- Charles and
Sterling Freethey, of Hopedale, Mass., and
two
daughters Orrie Freethey and
Hattie Gonzales, of Lowell, Mass., and
two brothers—Capt. Nelson A., his twin
brother, and Capt. Judson E. Freethey.
The funeral took place Haturday after—

at his home.

ooou

July 18,

Xenophon.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Millie Milan, who has suffered
much from muscular rheumatism, is now
Miss

able to walk out.

—

1

from Massa- Prince Shen.
Prince Shen left Monday
W. Cousins’ I for his home in China.
He has taken a
friends among the j
and making new
post-graduate course at the MassachuSouthwest Harbor boys.
j setts Institute of Technology, having been
Mrs. Mary Finney and her daughter in the United States six years.
11.
Mildred, of South Framingham, Mass.,
July 18.
arrived Sunday to spend a few weeks at
Jack McCoy, a young

boarding

chusetts is

their

summer

man

at O.

home here.

SOUTH OODLD8BORO.

The
children's
day concert of th'
Methodist Sunday school, postponed until
Sunday evening, June 17, proved to be a
ptessaut affair with good singing by the
young people’! choir, recitations and solos
by th little folks.
It.1

; •*

landn, t
to

ii

are now

a

few weeks

ii!

fwr-

wife, of

Freeman *nd

Red-

at .Southwest Harbor

MiM Alice West has

returned to her

home in Steuben.

Gladys Hooper is attending the
slimmer school in O'astine.
Miss

!

F. Ramsdeli and family, of Seawall,
F. Pike and
were quests Sunday of F.

j

wife.

A.

Miss Louise Tracy, who has been teach*
with Dr. Freeman’s
in Massachusetts, arrived Saturday,
I-, ping to persuade Mrs. Free- j ing
! and with her mother will
spend the summ
a
after
long
slowly gaining

illness of bronchial trouble, to return with
th
ir California home.

mer

here.

i

Miss

who has spent her
home, returned to Boston Sat-

Georgia Allen,

vacation at

urday.
Nellie Fiye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
is visiting her aunt, Miss Ellen Flye, at
Miss

Flye point.
Mrs. L. A. Watson, who ha9 spent the
winter in Melrose, Mass., is visiting Mrs.
F. S. Herrick.
Mrs.

C. H. Johnston and Miss Ruth, of

Melrose, Mass.,

are

visiting

B. O. Dollard.

their

uucle,

ho has

been

NORTH CA8TINE.

Mr. and Mrs. Strout, of
Mass., are spending the summer with
their niece, Mrs. A. ti. Mayo.
Miss Verna Conary, of Sunshine, who
has been visiting her aunts, Mrs. Ford
and Mrs. Btewart, has returned home.
Stillman Mayo, of Beverly, Mass., came
Saturday to spend the remainder of the
summer with his grandfather, Capt. John
Reed.
Une Femme.
July 18.

July

Allen has returned from his visit to

^•ngor.
Miss Mary
cottage.

l. Lawson is at the Lawson

George F. Arnold and wife,
^Haara,

rel* °o
‘tia»

iirookliue,

mechanics, railroaders, laborers

Electric
pr. ofThomas’
cuts, burns or

ojut

of

Oil. Takes the
bruises at once.

T~.““

18.

Tomson.

party of friends at his home at Center

Archie Perry has returned to Hopedale,
Mass.
Mrs. Harry Bishop, of Camden, is the
guest of Mrs. M. W. Grindle.
Dana Hall has suspended operations at
his mill during the haying season.
The condition of Mrs. Aroline Wardwell, who is ill, is somewhat improved.
Miss Leah Perkins, who spent a short
vacation at home, had returned to Bucksport.
Mrs. Mary Wescott is having her build-

ings painted. Percy Wardwell is assisting in the work.
Misses Mary and Ruth Wescott, of Portland, are visiting their grandmother, Mrs.
Mary Wescott.
Miss Martha Wescott, of Boston, is with
her sister, Mrs. Frances Dyer, at the Wescott

homestead.

Joseph Woodward, just returned from a
coasting trip, will be employed haying for
William Dunbar.

Dodge, with
visiting her father,

her

Mrs. David

Ethel,

is

Albert

Web-

West Castine.

at

ster,

daughter

Mrs. Augusta Leach is home from Portafter an extended visit with her
daughter, Mrc. S. L. Bates.
land

Mrs. Marie Conner and daughter Bervisited her brother, W. V. Marks, at
West Penobscot last week.

nice

Mrs. Percy Wardwell, with her son Albert, is visiting her parents, Alphonso

wife, in Bluehill.
Ralph Wardwell, assistant engineer of
the yacht Topsey, which is now cruising
along the Maine coast, made a brief visit
Emerton and

home last week.
Miss Olive Leach, of Penobscot, and
Elsie Wardwell, of Brooksville, who have
been visiting their grandmother, Mrs.

Wardwell,
July 18.

Fred

has returned home.

L.

_

ISLESFORD.

Quite

people arrived

number of

a

Collins Morrell and wife

were

Mrs. Morrell’s

at the

HW SHORT WKICKS.
Mr. J.8. Bartell, Edwardnviile, 111., writes:
“A few months ago my kidneys became congested. I had severe backache and pain across
the kidneys and hips.
Foley Kidney Pills
promptly cured my backache' and corrected
the action of my kidneys. This was brought
about after my using them for only a few
short weeks, and I can cheerfully recommend
them.” G. A. PaiicHk.fi.

NOTICK OF

Harriett E. Tapley, late of Brooksvllle, in
said county, deoeased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will snd testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Hattie 8. Tapey, the executrix therein named.
Artbur A. Burnham, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, ttogether with petition for probate thereof, presented by Albert F. Burnham,the executor therein named.
Mildred E. Clancy, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Benjamin B.
Heed or some other suitable person be apadministrator of the estate of said
eceased, presented by John Clancy, husband
of said deceased.
Caroline B. Dodge, late of Brooksvllle, in
said county, deceared,
First account of Ira
J. Cousins, administrator, filed for settlement.
Stephen D. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Erastus F. Kedman, executor of the will of
John B. Redman, deceased, executor of the
will of the said Stephen D. Joy, filed for settlement.
Albion Murphy, an insane persou, of Tremont, in said county. First account of Vernon H.
Latty, guardian, filed for settlement.
Thomas Furbish, an insane person, of
Bucksport, in said county. First account of
Wiley C. Conary, guardian, filed for settle-

ftrobate

Sointed

July

a. m.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of HuncocU,
on the
fifth day of July, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
FRANCES CLARK, late of PHILADEL-

A

PHIA,
l and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of piobute for ovir Slid
county of Hancock for the purpose o! being
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate

S.

18.

IS Lire WORTH SAVING?”
Prentiss, Miss.,
Mrs. Mollie McRauey,
writes that she had a severe case of kidney
and bladder trouble, and that four bottles of
cured
her sound and
Foley’s Kidney Remedy
“I
well. She closes her letter by saying:
heartily recommend Foley’s Kidney Remedy
to any sufferer of kidney disease. It saved
my life.” G. A. Parchbr.
•

asbcrtiscmnitS'

Why It Succeeds.

of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That no: ice thereof be given to
persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the second day of August, a. d. 1910, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

court
all

subscribers, Julia S. Bristol and John
both of New Haven, Conhereby give notice tbat they have
been duly appointed executors oi the last
will aud testament of
EUGENE S. BRISTOL, late of NEW
HAVEN, CONN.,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs,
no bonds being required by the terms of said
will. And that they have appointed John A.
Peters, of Ellsworth. Maine, their agent
within the State of Maine, and that the address of said agent is Ellsworth, Maine.
All persons having demands against the
estate
of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all inare requested to make paydebted thereto
Bristol,
THE
necticut,
W.

ment

immediately.

Executrix of will of

Julia S. Bristol,

Eugene S. Bristol, dec’d.
John

Because lt*s tor One
nml Ellsworth

Bucksport,

Maine, by
bis mortgage deed dated September 17, 1904,
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, in book 412, page 299, conveyed to Frank
F. Smith, of said Bucksport, trustee under
the last will and testament of Fred M. El*
dridge, late of said Bucksport, deceased, certain real estate situated in said Bucksport, described in said mortgage as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land with the buildings standing thereon situate in said Bucksport, and
bonnded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake standing a little above
the water's edge of Dead Brook mill pond
when lull; thence south twenty one degrees
east nineteen rods to a stake and stones;
thence north thirty degrees west fourteen
rods and ten links to the corner of Edward
White’s fence supposed lo be standing on the
northerly side line of said White’s lot; thence
south thirty-three degrees cast one hundred
and nine rods and three links to an oak stake
marked W; thence north fifty-five degrees
east forty-nine rods to the southerly side
Hues of lot numbered 96; thence north thirty three degreeswest one hundred and ninetyone rods to a small birch tree standing on the
shore of the full Dead River Brook mill pond;
thence following the shore of said mill pond
at the highest water mark southerly to the
first mentioned bound, containing forty-nine
and 63 160 rods, same being the southerly half
of lot number 96 in the seventh range of lots
in said Bucksport.
The premises are the
same occupied
Eldridge
by the said Fred M. the
at the time of his decease.
same
Being
premises conveyed to me this day by the said
Frank F. Smith, as executor and trustee.
Also the following described lot situate in
said Bucksport, and adjoining the above described lot and bounded and described as follows. to wit: Beginning at a stake and siones
at the southeast corner of land of William
Wilson, in the said seventh range; thence
north
west
Wilthirty-three
by said
son’s land fifty-six rods and nine links to the
center of a small brook now covered with
water by the flowing of Dead Brook mill
pond; thence by said brook southerly to the
southerly side line of lot No. ninety-six, one
hundred eighty-five rods to a line which runs
over Mast Hill on a course N. 55, E. across
lots Nos. 96, 97. 98 and 99; thence on said line
N. 55, E. 46 rods and 1 link to the southeast
corner of
lands of Ebenezer an1 Reuben
Stubbs; thence north 33 W. 110 rods to the
first-named bounds, containing 50 acres and
138 rods, and being a part of lot No. 96 in the
7th range of lots ana the same premises conveyed to said Fred M. Eldridge by deed recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 197. page 304. and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been and now re
mains broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of tfaid mortgage.
Frank F. Smith, Trustee.
By T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Maine, July 8,19 0.

in town

Refreshments
to 6 p. in.
will be served during the day.
The proceeds are to be used in helping t<verect a
parsonage, w hieb is very essential, and until one is built we are unable to hive
The pulpit w as supplied
a settled pastor.
Sunday by Rev. Edward Perkins, who is
spending a week at the hotel. Mr. Perkins was here about nine years ago. He
is a young man of sterling character and
ivorth, a most enthusiastic Christian who
has studied medicine, and is expecting
to go to China in September as a misHis friends wish him
sionary doctor.
success in his noble undertaking.

*J7, from 10

rOKEt'LOSUKK.

Fred M. Keyes, or
\ITHBRE4S,
Hancock county, Mate of
vt

sister, Mrs.

The Islesford Thimble club will hold
its annual fair and sale of fancy and useful articles at the church Wednesday, July

Tiling Only,

Executor of will of
July 5, 1910.

W.

rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice thai
X he has been duly appointed administraof the estate of
EDWARD E. UPHAM, late of WINTER

tor

HARBOR,
Nothing

Doing
Doan’s

be good for everything.
thing well brings success.

can

one

Kidney

They

cure

They

cure

Pills do one thing only.
kidneys.
backache, every kidney ill.

sick

Here is Ellsworth

evidence to prove it.

Mrs. George W. Day, Bayside road, Ellsworth, Ale., says: “1 had many symptoms I

Asa C. Peavey, late of Orland, in said counPetition filed by Addison A.
ty. deceased.
Littlefield, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as de-

scribed in said petition.
Blanche Marion Jordan, a minor, of Waltham, in said county. Petition filed by Wilford B. Jordan, guardian, for license to sell
certain real estate of said
minor, as described in said petition.
Edwin H. Greeley, a minor, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed by Esther H. Greeley,
guardian, for license to seil certain real estate of said minor, as described in said petition.
Joseph F. Allen, of Lincoln, county of Grafton and state of New Hampshire. Petition
filed by Byron H. Allen, guardian, for license
to sell certain real estate of Joseph F. Allen,
as described ;n said petition.
Marion E. Bates, a minor, of Stonington,
in said county.
Petition filed by Ernest L.
Bates, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said

petition.
Benjamin P. Grover, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Edith

A. Grover, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
George M. Warren, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Mary E.
Warren, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Asa C. Peavey, late of Orland, in said counPetition tiled by Ann M.
ty, deceased.
Peavey, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
J. Dunn, administrator, that an order he issued to distribue among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of %
said administrator, upon the settlement of
his first account.
Ancel P. Goodell, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred L.
Mason, administrator, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirB of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the bands of
said administrator, upon the settlement of
his first account.
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
J. Dunn, administrator of the estate of said
deceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be determined
by the judge of probate.
Mary L. Folsom, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition tiled by Janies L.
Coombs, executor of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate.
I Alice Ogston Harrison, late of St. Mary’s
j Bramber. county of Sussex, England, Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, deceased,
Petition filed by Braeme Harrison, of said
i St Mary’s Bramber, Anthony Maxtone GraI ham, of Redgartou, Battleby Cultoquwhey
j Perthshire, N. B., and Frank Storrs, of the
town of Northcastle, county of W'estchester,
I state of New York, United States of America,
; graying that the appointment of said petitioners named as trustees in the last will and
! testament of said deceased, may be confirmed
I by said court.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
I A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T F. Mahonky, Register.

j

STATIC OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held afc
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the
fifth day
of July, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
GEORGE W. KENNEDY, late of EASTON,
in the Commonwealth of Masschusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, haying been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
oountycf Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons inti rested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at Elleworth, in said
county of
printed
Hancock, prior to the second day of August,
a. d.
1910, that they
may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate for
in and
said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
of July, in
on
the filth day
the
year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and

Bristol,

Eugene 8. Bristol, dec’d.

People Appre-

ciate This.

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bouds as the law directs. Not being a
resident of the State of Maine, I have appointed as my agent and attorney in the State
of Maine lor the purposes specified in secof chapter 66
tion
of
the revised
43,
statutes of Maine. L. B. Deasy, of Eden, Hancock county, Maine, whose postoflice address is Bar Harbor, Maine.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Warren L. Russell.
July 9,1910.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
kidney tronble. My back ached most
Charles O. Witham, of Surry,
time, and every sudden movement "ITTHEREAS.
Hancock county, Maine, by his mortTf
caused sharp twinges to dart through my gage deed dated May seventeenth, a. d 1900,
and recorded in the
of deeds for said
body. I could not rest well,as no position county of Hancock, registry
in book 458, page 506, conof

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a
copy of the last will and testament
and two codicils of
ELIZABETH M. BUNKER, late of the City,
County and Stale of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the jud/e of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed,, filed and recorded in
the probaie court of our said county of Han-

A

Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, In said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of August,
a.
d. 1910, that they may appear at a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
auy they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy ot the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

of the

1 assumed
morning 1

comfortable, and in the

attention 1 did not have much faith in
them. I resolved to try them, however,
and procured a box at Moore’s drug store.
They acted directly on my kidneys, and as

veyed to me, the undersigned, in mortgage
certain real estate situated in said Surry,
and certain real estate situated In Orland, in
said county of Huucock, and all more fully
described in said mortgage, to which reference is hereby made for more particular description; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken and remains
broken, now therefore, 1 claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage by reason of the breach ol
the condition thereof.
Stephen N. Goodwin.
Dated July 5, a. d. 1910.

since, and have never
failed to obtain the same prompt and sat-

rTIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrii
of the last will and testament of
ALEXANDER B. BLACK, late of ELLS-

Though

was

arose

tired and

unrefreshed.

1 used remedies of various

kinds,

only temporary relief, and wheu
Kiduey Pills were brought to my

1 received
Doan’s

Pills several times
A

ee< cause.

JUgal Xoita.

hotel last week.

July 11, the occasion being the twentyseventh anniversary of his birth. About
the result 1 was relieved in a remarkably
to get Ely’s Cream Balm
were present.
Music, social short time. 1 have used Doan’s Kidney
with canal catarrh, hay thirty-five

Make a uot« now
if you are troubled
fever or cold in the head. It is purifying? and
soothing to the sensitive membrane that lines
the air*passages. It is made to overcome the
disease, not to fool the patient by a short, deceptive relief. There is no cocaine or mercury in it. Do uot be talked into taking a
substitute for Ely's Cream Balm. All druggists sell it. Price figc. Mailed by Ely Bros.,
56 Warren Street, New York.

THE

tine.

_

MT. DE8ERT.

Hattie Dunbar is visiting in Caa-

Miss

legal Jfotttt*.
To ill persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hanoock, on the fifth
day of July a. d. 1910.
following matters haring been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persona interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the second day
of August, a. d. 1010, at ten of the clooit
in Iht forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

You arc liable to an attack of some form of
Bowel Complaint and should provide yourself
with the best known Remedy, Dr. Srth Aji
mold's Balsam
Warranted by W. I. Partridge, Bluehill, Me.

N.

Sunday visiting
Framingham, Agnes Phippen.

Agnes and Arline Holt, of Dover,
who have been visiting their uncle, A. B.
employed
went to Lamoine Thursday to spend
ttpootht «. lark chit age, formerly the Ross Holt,
a few weeks with relatives,
•ton-.
Irom the root of the building
G. F. Bunker, of Brighton, Mass., acWni.
«,f last week, and though j
luckily u< bouts were broken, he was companied by his friend, Mr. Brock, have
BLUEHILL FALL**.
tadl:
d and lanud from the fail on been spending a few days with Mr. BunA. K. Conary spent Saturday at Swan’s
wife.
Bunker
and
L.
ker’s parents, C.
the r
v;. ledge.
Island.
Mrs. Hannah A. Sargent died Friday,
The lir-*t m rmoD in the summer schedCapt. Blasto, schooner Hattie Lewis, of
ule, an excellent discourse on “Persever- July 15, after a long and painful illness. Deer
Isle, arrived in the offing Sunday to
was a good w oman, devoted
Mrs.
<
Sargent
the
Prof.
Canaan Spy”, by
load for Allen Bros.
William Adams Brow n, D. I)., New' York, to her home and family, and although she
Byron Dowe returned home to Bluehill
was
deeply impressive. The remaining liked best a quiet life, she will be greatly
after spending two weeks with
schedule for the
follow*: missed by her neighbors and friends. In Saturday
summer
his grandparents here.
July 24, Rev. William Milton Hess, her family she will be missed as only a
Mrs. Sinclair, who for the last five years
Trinity Congregational church, New good wife and mother can be. She leaves
York; July 31, Rev. Charles Wilbur Rob- a husband, who has been aevoted in his has been nurse and housekeeper for
ioaou. pastor Congregational church, care of her; two son#-Fred and Arthur, David Friend, has gone to Sargentville,
Southwest Harbor; August 7, Kev. Charles of this place; also one sister and five her home, fpr a short vacation. Miss
Cole, D. D., First Congregational brothers, who have the sympathy of the Mamie Candage fills her place while she is
Prayers were said at the away.
church, Unitarian, Jamaica Plain, Mass.; community.
Crumbs.
July 18.
Aug. 14, Rev. A. W. Archibald, D. D., New- home Sunday afiernoon by Rev. E. S.
ton Center,
Mass.; Aug. 21, Rev. Hubert B. Drew, of Winter Harbor.
G. M. Allen and son are loading a vessel
H.
July 18.
Mathews, First Congregational church,
with lumber for Bangor.
Ellsworth: Aug. 28, Rev. Herbert W’.
Kobert Loring spent last week with
WEST
BROOKSVILLE.
Wells, bt. Andrews Episcopal church,
W. W. Noreross at the “Crarieswater”.
Wilmington, Del.
Wesley Brown, of Bangor, is the guest
Miss H. E. Ober, of Waltham, Mass.,
July 18.
Spray.
of Maynard Robertson,
and J. A. L'losson, of Sedgwick, called on
and
of
Los
wife
son,
Joseph Mills,
friends at Pond View farm Thursday.
OKLAND.
Angeles, Gal., are guests of his parents,
Thomas
Among the summer visitors are Mrs. Edward E. Mills and wife.
Wormesley, of Watertown,
t-aB F. Fish and son Eliot, of Revere,
Mass., is visiting his sister, Mrs W. C.
Henry Haskell and wife, daughter Ruth Noreross. Miss Mary E. Noreross arrived
Mass.
and son Raymond Atkins, are w ith LauchMrs. Annie Brown has returned to the
Friday from East Sebago, w here she has
lin Davis and wife for the summer.
been for two weeks.
Kidgr, after several weeks with friends on
Harry Tap ley, who arrived from IslesSpec.
July 18.
Path’s point.
boro Saturday, returned this morning,
Misses Gladys A. Dorr, Ella A.
wife
and
son
bis
CAPE
ROSIER.
Emery.
by
fr’aeteaux, iuez A. Perkins and Lena M. accompanied
Mr. Farley spoke at the Union church on
Mrs. N. L. Mills, who has been visiting
Uregury are camping at Lake Alamoosook
her nieces, the Jones sisters, is now the Sunday.
this week.
of her n»ece. Miss Hattie S. Tapley.
Mrs. M. A. Blake is at home, aud the
iMvid Buck and family are summering gQest
Miss Myrtle Tapley leaves Boston to- house at Fairview is opened.
'Q the Alice
Clement house. Mrs. deni- I
on her western trip to become the
al has hired the Foster
Valerina Black and wife have with them,
Gray house for day
bride of Alexander Phillips, formerly of besides their son Irwin’s
her own use for the season.
family from
Miss Tapley will meet Mr. New
Bluehill.
York, their youngest daughter, Mrs.
irank Gross, an aged citizen, is ill oi
and
there
the
at
Ore.,
Portland,
valvular heart trouble. His wife ia also Phillips
| Norman Hale, and two children.
wedding will take place. After the wed10 a serious
July 18.
Spec.
condition. They are cared for
where
will
to
Vancouver,
they
go
ding
*>y Mrs. Aura Hutchings, of Penobscot.
home.
Miss
will
make
their
Tapley
they
SEAL COVE.
Georgy A. Dorr and wife and Emery P. is a daughter of Bew ail D. Tapley, a graduMrs. Fannie Herrick is employed at
fatten arrived Friday from Guild, N. H., ate of
Stevens academy,
Bluenill-Ueorge
I the Dirigo house, Son*.hwest Harbor.
ln Mr. Dorr’s
large touring car. They will and one of West Brooksville’s most popuErnest L. McLean, of Augusta, has
in town two weeks, guests of Mrs. lar school teachers.
A host of friends
E- A. Dorr and Mrs. N. B. Patten.
his wife at her summer home here.
wish her a safe journey and a prosperous joined
July 18.
D.
Herbert Butler pleasantly entertained a
and happy life in her new home.
lUison. w

Misses

COUNTY NEWS

M. A. Marks, of Brookline, Mass., is
visiting his sister, Mrs. E. R. Lord, and
>
brother, F. R. Marks.
Miss Gwendolyn Hamor
and sister
Helen, of Beal Harbor, are visiting their
aunt, Mrs. Maude Bmallidge.
m.
Tom and Stephen M. Hazelwood, with p.
July 18.
four young men from East Boston, are at

Hamilton’s.

!

town

Earl Hanscom, of Portland, is home for
two-weeks’ vacation
O. Hanscom and wife.
a

|

ney

in

Mrs. E. J. Owen and two children, of
are at Mrs. W. E. Closson’s for
the summer.

|

OBITUARY.

was

Boston,

of Stonington, ia visLawrence Webber,
Adelbert Beavey.
ing his grandfather,
and Mra. Daisy
Mrs. Belle Hamadell
are Waiting I
speedy
Cher, of Prospect Harbor,
I covery.
wife.
Timothy Petloe and
Fred
Emory Brown, with his bride,
Summer |ieople who came recently are
at William Oilea', and called on friends here Saturday.
Mr.
th, Miaae* Lawley,
Brown
wife and child, at “Orovespent his boyhood here, and was
Mr. Mideraon,
i generally liked. He is now
employed in
huret
th-> watch factory at Waltham, Mass.,
Mrs. Hattie Oomalea, of Lowell, Maaa., I where
they are to live. They have the
of Ho|>edale, Maaa.,
aod Sterling Kreethey,
best wishes of their friends.
{he funeral of their
cme Friday to attend
July 18.
Ska Shell.
(alb r. Capt. Kllia K.'Kreethey.
baa ]uat launched the
Sargent
Arthur
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
forty-two-foot motor boat Isabel, built
Cecil Gray was in Bangor July 12 on
ia a fine craft and i
She
Bain.
Arthur
[or
business.
registers twelve tone, the largest boat
Estelle Henrikson is
at Sidbuilt in Brooklin tor many years.

|
j

Bluehill,

Mr. Albert, who was in town two weeks
ago, has returned to Melrose, Mass.
Miss Blair, of Portland, is the guest of
Mrs. Cora Allen and Mrs. Dora Hanscom.

Mrs.

are

repaired

of

last week.

chat and dainty refreshments combined
make the evening pass in a delightful
manner.
Among the guests were Rev.
BASS HARBOR.
Mr. Warren, Deacon James Gray, Mrs.
Frank L. Hodgdon, Elbridge Somes and
Work on John Closson’s house is progreswife, Mrs. May Harper, Frank Turner. sing finely.
Mr. Butler received a number of useful
Will Lawrence, of Gloucester, Mass.,
and valuable presents.
called on friends here last week.
Mrs. Eiva Hall, of Eden, State junior
Ervin Dix, of Cambridge, Mass., is visitsuperintendent, met with the Christian ing his sister, Mrs. Kirk Bumford.
Endeavor society at Center, June 23, and
Miss Cora Berry, who works at the
organized a Junior Endeavor society.
watch factory, Waltham, Mass., is at home
Twenty members are enrolled. Officers on
a vacation.
were appointed as
follows:
President,
The Misses Spear, with a party of
Miss Lucy Reed; vice-president, Miss
Eleanor Hodgdon;
lookout commiUee, friends, from Newton, Mass., are at L. F.
Lawrence Harper, Paris Gray, Ola Camp- Gott’s for a few weeks.
Miss C. 8. Lefiingwell, of Mobtclair,
bell; prayer-meeting committee, Lida
Butler, Hazel Reed; social committee, Al- N. J., expected to be at her cottage “Grey
bert Hodgdon; junior committee, Miss Rocks” last week, but has been detained
Gladys Gray, Miss Carmen Harper, Misses by illness.
Marian and Marjorie
Hodgdon. The
X. Y. Z.
July 18.
Juniors hold meeting every Sunday at 3
to

isfactory

relief.”

WORTH.

For sale by>all dealers. Price 60 cents. in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bondi
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York, \ being required by the terms of said will. A1
persons having demands against the estate o
sole agents for the United States.
deceased are desi-cd to present the sam<
j said
Be member the name—Doan’s—and take for settlement, and all indebted thereto an
! requested to make payment immediately.
no other.
I
Mary J. Black.
Ellsworth, July 6, 1910.

ri^HR subscriber hereby gives nonce that
A she has been duly appointed executrix
the last will and testament of
JAMES BARR AMES, late of CAMBRIDGE,
in the county of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and has appointed
John M. Vogel, of Castine, in the county of
Hancock, and State of Maine, her agent, aa
the
law
All
directs.
persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceasea
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Hahah R. Amis,
June 22, 1910.
Executrix.
of

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
EDMUND H. PENDLETON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

mediately.

Mabgarbt Riviere Pendleton.

July 5th, 1910.

COUNTY NEWS,
WEST SURRY.
R. T. Carlise,
with

is

confined to the house

abcess in his throat.

an

Miss Grace Moore, of Orland, was the
guest of Hollis Willies and wife re-

cently.
The farmhouse of 3. G. Cunningham
Mr.
horned Thursday forenoon.
Cunninghan was away when the fire broke

was

When

out.

neighbors arrived,

the fire

gained much headway, and but a few
household goods were saved.
of the
There was no insurance.
S.
J uiy 18.
had

Miss Nettie M. Gray, of Vinal Haven, is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Kate Sylvester, at
the Birch Tree Inn.
Mrs. J. W. Smith
grandchildren, of Medford Hillside, Mass., are at
Mrs. William Payne’s.
and two

OBITUARY.

Capt. Henry D. Jordan,

one

of the old

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS

of North Ellsworth.

Frederick Smith and wife are at
cottage “Craigmere” for the sum-

Prof.
their

mother at

mer.

Mrs.

Caroline White spent the past
Mrs. Mary Aiken, of Long

week with

j

on

were

son

which

standing

cars are

hauled

near

out will

from

July

wharf, when Mr. Hooper
quarry
was caught under the arm by a wire cable
and thrown into the air about ten feet,
to the

the

falling

on

hishead and shoulders.

He

Wilbur F.
Chase, formerly president of the East
Maine conference seminary, died here
Wednesday, July 13, aged sixty-eight
years.

Since

death

the

of

her

Mass., visited Iriends here last week.
with her aunt,
West Tremont.

band, Mrs. Chase had spent much of her
Sangerville, but still

retained her love for

Bucksport,

James

Mrs.

Gray

spending
Pomroy,
a

which she

lor the

The funeral was
held Friday at the Franklin street Metho-

lew-

Mrs.

at

is

employed at
Head,

at Owl's

season.

Harry Hill officiating,
assisted by Rev.E. H. Boynton, of Hampden; Rev. C. W\ Lockhart, of Winterport,
and Rev. C. W. Lowell, of East Corinth. young
The body was taken to Unity for interJuly

and old.
SPEC.

18.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

SUNSET.

Miss Beach and

Raymond Gott is employed at Sunset.

Philadelphia,

are

Miss
at

of

Thompson,

Tanglcwood,

Miss

private houses are fast filling Janice Grimes' cottage for the summer.
up with city people.
Capt. Cyrus Brown and wife came from
Mrs. J. W. Moody, of Saugus, Mass., Camden in their launch Saturday. Mrs.
is visiting Miss Clara Haynes.
Montford Haskell and two children came
Hotels and

Dr. 9tacy B. Collins and wife, of Seaford, Del., arrived Thursday, and are at

with them.

I

Miss Ella Stover is spending the
raer at her home on Beech hill.

Schooner Seth

E.

H

July 18.

it

by

doing*

business

by

‘•Seven

Mass.,
“•The

Hooper, of Charlestown, Maea.,
spending his vacation with hia grand*
parents.
Mrs. Pitt W. Danfortb, of Orange, N.
J., ia visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Mary
William

i

reply

Avoid mistakes and avert misunder-

standings by

direct

dealing.

The New

England Telephone and
Telegraph Company has connections everywhere.

“To

save

time is to

lengthen life.”

A.

Finally, ahe got a bottle of Pcruna
and commenced giving It to the child,
and it proved to be Just what aha
needed. When ahe commenced taking
Feruna the child had to he '"nrr
Now the mother aaya ahe is playing
around all the time.
Her clotting word* were: “Tot! hiv#
done a great deal for her. t-lv
the
only girl we have, and it meant lot. to
ua to have her cured.”
These are aamplea of many lr»t!e*s
which Dr. Hartman la receiving
ning straight from the heart* of 1 vlng
mother*. While tho different s-hoola
of medicine are bickering and di^.-rinj
a* to theorlea and remedies, !'
*
goer* right steadily on giving pc- oomh
relief.
After all. It la cur,,, that Inc
people want. Theories are ol ntta

Sargent.

Llewellyn J. Gray, who has been employed at Golden Kidge, has returned to
his home here.

of

Prank Davis, wife and daughter Mary,
Lawrence, Mass., are guests of Capt. C.

L. Babson and wife.
The strawberry festival given by the
ladies of the chapel circle on Wednesday
evening was a financial success, the pro-

being
July 19.

ceeds

One

Not

All

Behave

over

fBO.
Si*.

_

PROSPECT HARBOR.
I. 8. Bay is at home for
Irving MacDonald

ICxtraordlnary

(

iting

Alike—

b

Mias

r

a

was a

■■■

few days.
week-end guest

sister,

Mrs.

a

account.

with staves at the mill, sailed (or
New York Friday.

load me,

Mrs. Uraoa B. Smith and son Basii, who
haw bean in Burry the past two m nth*,

C. C. Larrabee.

Qoeenie Cow perth waite

turned from

we.

The wonderful intelligence of the well- j

visit to friends in

returned home

has

Sunday.

Len Stuart is doing the cooking at
the mill boarding-house, assisted by her
son's wife, Mrs. Harold Stuart.

re-

Mr*.

Harring-

ton.

broken bird oog is often

Lougree

and

family,

of

Heading,

guests of Mrs. H. S. Hurst at
Shelter”.
sre

Louis Qrindie and family have moved
from Sedgwick, and are occupying ajtartments in the

Exchange

block.

where

she

She is much

has

been

improved

18.

for treat-

in

health.
H.

spent last week

at

|

A little brother to the consistent and
are guests at W. G. Bruce’s this week.
high class field trial winner, I'ncle 15. at j
The Misses
Hay ford, of Broooklyn,
times did a most unusual thing when he j
N. Y., who are summering at Milbridge,
found birds. If the conditions were such
were guests at W. P. Hewins’ Sunday.
as to make the finding very difficult and
An automobile party, guests at W. F.
he was obliged to search far and w ide for
them, constantly getting a good distance Bruce’s, enjoyed a pleasant afternoon at
from his handler, when be found a cover J. A. Hill's in West Gouldsboro on Tueshe did not break his point, retrace his day. Delicious refreshments were served.
C.
July 18.
steps and look up his handler, as many
dogs do, and then by actions lead back to
HI LL'S COVE.

Saturday of last week on account of the
top of the stack falling off, making it impossible to fire up. U will be repsirv-d snd

painted.
July 18.

would draw off a suitable dishis own judgment where he knew
he would not flush the birds and would
sit down on his haunches and bark, bark,
bark, bark—abort, sharp, loud barks—
But

he

tance at

Mrs. L. M. Roberts’.

until his

handier

came

to him: then he

Miss Mary Brewer is quite ill at
here.

BEAUTIFUL

Lucas,

with

daughter Hazel,
is visiting her parents, F. M. Billings and

Charles Youtman, of East Bluehill,
the guest of her brother, Stillman

ParMati Sage, the grand and cadent hair restorer, is guarantee! to
permanently remove dandruff in two
weeks, or your money back.
Parisian Sage stops falling hair—it
prevents the hair from fading.
It is the Stent beautifler of ladies
hair, as it makes harsh, Insterlt hair
fluffy, soft and beautiful. It is n
most refreshing and daintily perfumed

Archer, of Arnhem, is visiting
parents here.
Mrs. Waaton MeGowo visited friends in
Franklin last week.
Mrs. Ella

her

Kench, last week.
C. J. Fowler, of Bar Harbor, and O. N.
Fowler, of Surry, were guests of their son
and brother, L. O. Fowler, Sunday.
Mrs. O. M. Gray and son
Lawrence, of
South Brooksville, are visiting their
parents, L. C. Roberts and wife. They have
recently returned from Salem, Mass.,
wnere they spent last winter.

would go

winner, Uncle Sam. He was in normal
health and very keen.
After hunting
about two hours his handler cast him over
into a patch of low growth sedge and the

party watching him run up came near a
fence to get a better view of his work.
Just as all eyes were turned upon him
they saw him tumble to the ground fiat
and limp just as though he bad struck an
obscure stump or stone.
Mr. Clemson, his owner, and a party of

cautiously up to him; there
be lay, stretched listlessly on his side, not
J uly 18.
a.
a muscle moving, his eyes dull and glazed.
UOTT’S ISLAND.
Consolation was offered Mr. Clemson by
Mrs. Maggie Trask went to Black island the gentlemen witnessing the sad death
of so capital a field performer as Uncle
Friday on business.
and the very remarkable manner in
(Jspt. G. H. Kirkpatrick let. Friday for a Bam,
which he had died.
cruise to Bangor for a few days.
Persently his handler came up and saw
C. K. Ovington and wife, of New
York, him lying there just as the others had
have opened Calico Bock
cottage for the with glazed, dull eyes and no
perceptible
breathing. As Tomlinson said: “Poor
Alexander Staples, wife and daughter Sam!” he
thought be noticed just the
Marie, of Atlantic, are spendiug a few slightest movement of his tail; he spoke
days with Amos W. Staples and wife.
again and was sure of it.
Mrs. Clara Phillips, who with daughAt last he kicked the sufts of sedge
ter Elsie, has been visiting her mother for directly in front of the dog’s nose, who all
a few days, left for her home in
Southwest tbie time had never moved nor regained
Harbor Friday.
his animated expression. Suddenly TomPhilip Moore, wife and three children, linson flushed three close-lying birds. To
the suprise of all the dog was instantly on
and Miss Estella Perry, of
Penobscot,
left Saturday to spent the week-end with his feet eager again to be cast off.
Capt. Capt. Edwin Joyce and wife, of
friends went

—

Atlantic.

IS-_Ch ips.
WALTHAM.
Miss Vivian Blake, of Bar
visiting relatives here.

Harbor,

Mrs kettle Willey is home
Worcester, Mass., for the summer.
Mias Richardson, of Bar Harbor,

is

from

is the
gnest of her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Haslein.
Arvilie Jordan and wife visited their

“I sent my little boy on his first visit
to the country lest week,” said a city
milk dealer. Although my boyhood was
passed on the old (arm, Willie has grown
to the age of eight in the city. He had
been watching Uncle Hezekiah milk the
cow on his first evening, and when he returned to the house his aunt asked him:
“Has Uncle Hezekiah finished milking?'’
“Not yet, answered Willie. ‘He has
finished two faucets and has just begun
ou the other two.’

dressing,

Mauy from here attended the Christian
Endeavor social at Salisbury Cove Saturday evening.
The Busy Bees will hold their anuual j
sale of fancy goods at Tea Cup Inn Thursdays afternoon and evening.
Samuel B. Dean, of Boston, arrived 1
Friday for the season. Mrs. Dean has !
been at44Willow Brook" two weeks.
Miss Jessie Hall and Misa Ciuda (JardiJuly

not

sticky

greasy.

Life
Is too
Precious

spending the sumMra. Jessie Higgins.

18._Anne.

BAY81DK.
Miss M. 8. Beede. of Surry, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. C. A. Smith.
J. D. Kemick and wife, who have been

or

Parisian Sage is sold and rigidly
guaranteed by I). A. Panther. I‘rice
50 cents la'ge bottle. The g;:; w'tth
the Auburn hair is on ever;, pa.
•‘In tlie time I have used I'ansian
Sage I have found it very satis i > '- .rv,
both a* a grower and dandruff cure.
—Miss Ada M. Bratt, Uoosick, N > ■■
March 2a, lino.
■

Orchard.

ner, of Macbias, are
mer with their aunt,

HAIR

G. A. Purrhtr B.IU lb. Greatest lUIr
IiMatlU.r In the Worlil

ner

home

right straight back to the birds,
Orient Brewer was in Bangor and Laassuming a long-drawn-out pointing posigrange on business last week.
tion of the cautious style.
wife.
Alden Hamor has been quite ill with
Many dogs whine and squeal while on
Alvin Grindle
lost a valuable horse
drool and snap their jaw* erysipeloid for the past week.
Thursday while haying for L. O. Fowler. point, many
John Wileomb, of Malden, Mass., is
Mr. Urindie has purchased another at Or- during the excitement of pointing, but
very few draw off and bark a good, re- spending bis vacation at Charles Wlliandg
comb's.
sounding, locating bark.
Gardens are doing well with the
excepOn a coot, perfect winter day Mr. TomMrs. Be aev Ford, of Eddington, is vistion of beets, nearly all of which were
linson was handling the noted field trail iting her nephew, M. C.
Sweet, at Old
.killed by bugs.
Miss Nina

GRIT

36brrti«mrm&

birds.

Mrs. Mary Wescott is caring for Susie
Campbell, who is very low.
Mrs. H. K. Roberts, of Sargentvilie,

was

You get your messag*e and its
for one price.

summer.

is

l)OG8 POINT OAMK

They I>o

Oaks*’.

Frank

Mrs.

TELEPHONE.

M. Gray, wife and daughter Elisabeth,
Bangor, are at their cottage for the

of

Mrs. J. S.
Mrs. Daniel Deaty and
Master Fellows, son of President Felstrikingly shown j Coombs spent Friday at the Ouptill farm lows, of the University of Maine, is
wife.
at field trials, say* Country Lift.
The in Gouldsboro.
spending his vacation at Richard Frazier's.
J. W. B. Bansrnan and family, of Lan- field trial, w hich is becoming more popuMrs. Morris Torrey and son, of Winter
Mrs. Ed. Jordan, who has been -oktng
are
at Tapper's Woods for the lar in this country, gives a good chance to !
caster, Pa.,
Harbor, have been visiting at Benjamin at the mill boarding-house, w i- taken
season.
study the psychology of the dogs, the in- j Cowpertb waite's.
seriously ill last week, and returned tn
Dr. C. Eugene Higgs and family, of St. stlnct to poiut game affecting them in
Masters Everett, Richard and Kenneth her home in Dedham.
Paul, Minn., are spending the season at various ways.
The mill was shut down Frida and
Hill, of Dorchester and West Gouldsboro,

BKOOKSVILLE.

Save

M. Todd baa discharged
W. G. Sargent Co.’a

and

Byron Dow is spending a few days in
Bucksport, the guest of W. C. Conary and

July

money.

This Is the way one mother solved ths
Mrs. Rchopfer,Wot Prescott
Ave., St. Louis, Mo., In a letter to nr.
Itar'man, says: “My daughter A lies,
four year* of age. was a puny, sickly,
ailing child since she was born. X w*s
alwaya doctoring her. When we r«m.
tnoneed to uae Peralta she grew strong
and well."
Another mother, Mr*. Martha >[<><*,
R. F. D. 5, Chippewa Falla, Wh, non,
‘"Our little eight-year hi Ktrl
no:
had a bail cough. and «u in a general
She had several
run down rendition.”
doctor*, who could give the child no roll, f, and the mother no encouragement.

problem.

Carrier.

of

Mrs. Annie Brown, of Auburndale,
Mass., is the guest of H. S. Osgood and

ment.

Time is

aeonstanS
anxiety to the mother. How shall she
solve her problem? To whom shall she
turn for help? Each ease is more i,r
less a study hy Itself, and cannot b«
solved by any general rule.

Orr*»n E. Ames and family, of Lincolnville, spent Monday with Mrs. Dora 8.

Phoebe.

WHKX

Bangor,

Save Time!

appetites, bloodless, listless,

wharf.

!
|

problem.

How many mothers there are who are
worrying at>out their daughters, if,*,
votis. puny girls, with poor, caprieioua

at L. P. Cole's.
wife, of Portland,
Avery Anderson and wife, Mrs. Ed.
are guests of A. Staples and wife.
The social hop at Columbus hall SaturAnderson and Mrs. Earl Beede and little
Virgil P. Kline and wife, of Cleveland, son, of North Sedgwick, visited Hollis day night was much enjoyed.
Eaton and wife Sunday.
O., are at Ideal lodge for the summer.
Miss Julia Ouptill, of Gouldsboro, was a
D.
July 19.
Mrs. Clarence Stevens and daughter, of
week-end guest at L. P. Cole’s.
Lowell, Mass., are guests of Ira T. Ur inMiss Addie Bunker, of Franklin, is vis-

Staples

A.

Mrs. E. W. Carter has returned from

asbrrti Btmnu.

load of coal at

a

Mrs. Frank Sibley and daughter Elsie,
Somerville. Mass., are spending the
summer at Charles Henderson's.

sum*

kwt

Prof. II. A. Baton and family, of Syraium*
cuse, N. Y., arrived Tuesday for the

SOUTH BLUEH1LL.

summer.

wife.

Y. F. S. C. E. meetings here are
well attended; also the Sunday and midweek services held by the pastor. Rev. Mr.
Warren, who is a favorite with both
The

Rev.

town.

die.

Opeechee, and Clinton Gray

her home.

dist church.

Mary

Miss

days

hue-

time in Dexter and

considered

Bartlett is

id

(arm for the

F. L. Hcidgdon is having a new barn
built by Mr. Stanley, oi Manset.
Mrs. Francis Adams, of Dorchester,

of Rev.

Thursday.
July 18.

Judge John C. Hose, of Baltimore, Md.,
is

Mrs. L. Ward Peters is at the Peters

Bartlett is visiting her daughter. Mrs. Alice Cole, at Seaville.

dition is critical.
widow

Thelma.

Mrs. Lois

wrs

Rockland to the hospital suffering from concussion of brain. His con-

H.,

later.

CENTER.

taken to

Ellen

come

18.

employment.

Warren Beedle, ot the steamer Ransom
B. Fuller, is at his home Here.
Mrs. K. H. Sinclair, ot Bloehill Fails,
spent Sunday with her daughter.
Mrs. Benjamin C. Sargent and sow
Walter spent Sunday at tape Rosier.

Miss Edith Orosvenor, of Hingham,
Mass., is the guest ot Miss Flora L. Bow-

j

six-year-old

Hoys raise themselves. Giro *hora
room, give them liberty, and they wig
grow upho- thy at least, without murb
worrying. But the glrla present a tet-

Miss Jennie A. Clriodle, ot Bluebill. is
the guest of Miss Jennie E. (Jrindal.

_

his

Of lUISlag Mroag, HMllhj
Olrl,.
A serious problem whleh presents it,
•elf to every mother with girl* to ril,..
In these day*. The exigencies of school
life, t he hurry »ml routine of
every-day
duties, the artificial environment of
m.xlern civilisation. make 11 more
difltcult to ralee strong, healthy ftri,
than ever In the hlsiory of the w ,rld.

Little Deer Isle.

where she baa

week.

Miss Myra Ladd and William Ladd, of
Bucksport, are guests of their cousin,
Mrs. H. F. Webb.

THE MOTHER’S PROBLEM

Miss Lottie Wood has gone to Camden,

Fred Wood and wife, of Waverly, Mass.,
were guests of W. F. Dodge and wife last

esteemed residents of this comW. S. Gould, wife and son Harry, of pond.
Prof. N. B. Dates and family are occupyMrs. Clara Robinson has returned to
munity, died suddenly last Wednesday,
of Hyde Park, Mass., are at/4Whip-poor-will
Dr.
house.
Gilleen,
Ed.
ing
Colby's
Mr. Jordan comof acute indication.
her home in Beverly, Mass., after visiting
cottage'’’ for the summer.
is
their
i
guest.
Cleveland,
O.,
plained of feeling ill, and thought he
Mrs. George Harper, two children and relatives here for two weeks.
Kev. John Fred K. Schneider and wife,
would lie down awhile. When bis wife
of Brooklyn, N. Y., are at the
Albert Farr has a patent spraying apmaid,
of
Danwent to call him a short time later, he was Master John Kimball Schneider,
Mason house tor the summer.
paratus with which be is doing quite a
of Bangor,
dead.
| ville, Vt., and Lucy Kimball,
Mrs. Foster and Dr. Foster, with a party business spraying potatoes for the ueigbMr.
Mr. Jordan was in the seventy-eighth are guests at the Birch Tree Inn.
bora.
will be remembered by some as of young ladies from New York, are at the
year of his age. He was born in Trenton, I Schneider
B.
July 17.
student, preached in Jones cottage for the summer.
and when thirteen years of age, began go- having, when a
in exchange
John Buck and wife, with friends from
NORTH FRANKLIN.
ing to sea. He followed the sea until he j the chapel eight years ago
was forty years of age, making occasional : with Charles Hawkesworth.
Washington, D. C.. are oocupying the
Miss Sarah Williams has returned from
Sadie.
Wentworth bungalow through July.
July 18.
trips after that.
Ellsworth, where she has been employed.
About forty years ago he moved to West
E. J. Bell and wife, H. £. Bell and John
Arthur Tracy and friend have returned
WEST TREMONT.
Gustafson arrived Tuesday to spend the
Surry, where he had since carried on a
to Waterville, after a two weeks' vacation
farm.
The Knight* ol Pythias will hold a summer at the Bell cabin, having come
with his parents, Everett Tracy and wife.
His dance at their hall July 20.
Mr. Jordan was twice married.
from their home in Portland, Conn., ir
A rain and hail storm, accompanied by a
first wife was Miss Caroline Higgins, of
have
their
automobile.
Norwood
Zulma
and
Mrs. Julia
furious wind, swept over this portion of
Trenton. His second, w*ho survives him,
Mrs. John Lanterjung and son Reingone to the hotel Dirigo at Southweat
the town Friday afternoon, doing great
He
was
Mrs. Mary Taylor, of Surry.
Harbor for the summer.
holdt, * ho have been guests of her sister,
damage to fruit, grass and crops, breaking
leaves two children by his flrst marriage—
Hollis Reed, wife and baby, of McKin- Mrs. E. Wiley, left Saturday to visit rela- windows and
Miss Myra Jordan and Frank H. Jordan,
blowing down trees. The
with Mr. Reed’s sister, tives in Camdeu. Mr. and Mrs. Wiley acSunday
ley,
spent
hail stones, which were three-quarters of
of Surry, and one son by his second wife—
them.
companied
Mrs. A. A. Lopaus.
an
inch in diameter, continued to fall
He
Leslie W.
Jordan, of Ellsworth.
tor
Alamoosook grange held a regular meet- about fifteen minutes.
W. A. Clark, »r., left Saturday
leaves also two step-daughters—Mrs. F.
the
a
there
at
with
be
attendance.
The
to
July
16,
good
ing
T.
H. McFarland, of Ellsworth, and Mrs. Provincetown, Mass.,
July 18.
It being
grange will bold its fair Sept. 15.
dedication of the Pilgrims’ monument.
Charles Shaw, of West Sullivan.
somewhat
late
when
the
business
ASHVILLE.
regular
Mrs. Nelson Thurston, of Brewer, who
The funeral was held at the home here
was finished, the program was postponed.
Edgar Lindsay spent Saturday in West
Friday, Rev. Mr. Keyes, of the Surry has been in Boston the past month, joined
Miss Etta Barnes, who has been visiting Sullivan.
Methodist church, officiating. Interment her family at the Thayer cottage Saturday.
her sister several months, left to-day for
was at Woodbine cemetery, Ellsworth.
E. H. Smith was the week-end guest of
Mrs. N. A. Reed and daughter Marian,
her home at Moulus River, S. B.
Her his mother, Mrs. Lydia Smith.
of Dock island, and son Hollis, of McKinBUCKSPOKT.
sister, Mrs. William Wilt and son, accomMiss Dorcas Wood, of West Qouldsboro,
ley. called on F. W. Lunt and wife Snnpanied her for a visit of several w eeks with was the
Stinson Hooper, of this town, who has day.
guest of Lena Robertson one day
her parents.
been employed as superintendent of the
last week.
Mrs. C. A. Rideout and children, of Ar18.
M.
July
at
Swan’s
was
seriIsland,
granite quarry
Eva Hammond and daughter Alice were
lington, Mass., are visiting at the home of
ously injured Saturday. Mr. Hooper and ber uncle, Ueorge W, Lunt. Mr. RideBLUE HILL.
at
Mrs. Taft’s, W’est Qouldsboro, on
I
and

the track

’SMtaiiamma.

daughter, Mr*. Rote Bragdon, In Franklin I
over Sunday.
Mist Hold* Woodward, ot Lawrence,
8AROKNTVILLE.
EAST ORLAND.
Mate., if visiting her ancle, B. F. Jordan.
Calvin Billings la at home tor a tew
Mr*. Fred Pickering is seriously ill.
The moving picture ehow at the town wee lea.
Prescott Baton’» for the summer.
E. H. White sold • valuable hone re- hall Friday evening was well patronired.
C. L Mitchell end family, of West Medj Herbert Hooper and wile were in town
cently to s Bar Harbor man.
Ed. Jordan and wife, who were em: ford, Maee., are at Mrs. William Peyne’e.
over Monday.
Mrs Mark Dunham, of Brockton, Mass.,
the
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Schooner Henrietta A. Whitney, Chpt. THE“L.r." MEDICINE
Perry W. Woodward, which has been

Ayer’s
Ingredients:
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Anything injurious here?
Anything of merit here?
Will it stop hilling hair?
Will it destroy dandruff?
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